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Chapter 1. A Sleeper

"Have been worried about you, Don. I misbehaved like a fool. Nok and Eli just can't 
be offended, no matter how hard I tried to upset them. May I taste your apricots now, 
darling?" 

"Nope." 

"Why not? Have I upset you too somehow?" 

"Not at all. You're the most adorable, and possessive, must admit, bunny in the 
galaxy." 

"Just the galaxy?" 

"Ain't that enough? Besides, you've been taught a new method of feeding us. Why 
not try that instead?" 

"Just for our mutual pleasure, let me suck your dick. Please!" 

"I can't and you still don't get it. Do you?" 

"Get it? What?" 

"Eli warned us to be aware. Astarte is more than the Serpent. She mothered this 
imaginary being out of her mind when she thought of 'what a nice god would be if I just 
could have one on my liking.' She is the most pervasive being that ever existed. Nok's 
experiment went awry. Undeniably." 

"But she's sleeping in her old sarcophagus. They said." 

"The sleeping beast, mother of Lucifer... on the same floor with us having oral sex. 
Ishtar, the goddess of sex and war, naps next door. Hey!, what can go wrong?"

"How could I be so stupid? Yes! This is why Eli struggled to teach me an alternative 
method of survival without recurring to solid or fluid food. He knew that, the moment I 
see you, I'll rush to go down on you, to give you an orgasm, thus nullifying your self-
mastery, making you defenseless against the daemonness. Now I understand, it makes 
sense." 



"Remember when I courted you during college? We didn't fuck then. Just holding 
hands and gazing at the stars. Remember what I've told you on that bench in the park?" 

"Yes... You said that you shall take me to the stars. And that you're serious about it." 

Mhmmm... Who are these chatterers? Why do I hear their voices? Is this another 
dream of mine? And what's that stench?! Can't remember smelling something in my 
dreams... Hm... strange... Damn stink! Horrible. Ah... what if this is no dream? Let me 
do the test. Feeling up the icy wall on my fingertips... Shall I open my eyes before 
reaching for the handle? I'd better wait... What if it won't open? Like so many times, 
when I'm about to reach that handle, knowing this because I could touch the loophole 
circling it, then it slips away but returns as I retract my hand, steadily keeping a tad of a 
distance... Darn thing, this handle. Oh... oh... wait... I just grasped it! Oh my... Can't 
believe my fingers. Let me rotate it... Click... It made a click! Go on, go on, don't stop, 
this is not a dream! My left hand reaches for the other handle on the opposite side. 
Click... Oh, how I love this sound. Yes, I love it less than the humming of the golden 
plates gliding sideways above my head, and my body. Wake up, Astarte, dear. You are 
free! Jump out of your coffin... Make some moves... Ouch! Damn muscles... they are all 
tired of so much resting. Let me take care of that. I instruct my pituitary gland to pump 
more anabolics through my body. Within the next second, I am capable to jump on my 
feet. Not many squats later, I jump high enough so that my palms can reach, and push, 
the ceiling. Ouch again – it is covered in burning frost. How can I forget such an intense 
pain? Dunno... 

Good, now that my palms are crimson and my soles sapphire, I can walk my walk 
and, like I'm always looking for trouble, follow the awful odor. Do I have any memories 
of such a stink? Don't think so. But I remember those voices, here they come again in 
between my ears. 

"Don, I'm afraid that the she-daemon has quit her sarcophagus. Is she roaming or 
heading for our location? Can't tell..." 

"She's heading for us, Doris." 

"I'm afraid. Hold me." 

"Come on, little bunny, be strong. Pray!" 

"Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ 
Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have 
mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh 
Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of



God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, 
sinners. Oh Lord..." 

Why did she stop in the middle of the phrase? Hm... Let me hurry up. I'm anxious to 
meet these stinkers. 

"Hey Doris, while you continue praying in your mind, take heed at the news: the 
daemonness sniffs no more, she runs in our direction. If my calculations are correct and 
we're situated at the North Pole of the pulsar, and if her sarcophagus sits at the South 
Pole, it will take her nine minutes to reach us, provided she won't break her speed limit."

Look at him, er, hear at him... This smart-arse thinks that he knows a damn thing 
about my speed limit. Let me give him a lesson... 

"Correction, Doris, she doubled her speed. Wait... she quadrupled it now... It's like 
she listens to us. I'd better shut up. Not to anger her into some accident of sorts." 

How magnanimous of you, smart stinky guy. I can already see the pyramid 
sheltering your pathetic body... Oh, guess that's there where you keep your woman too.  

"She's dangerously approaching us. Gotta do something... Yes, good idea. You she-
daemon! Halt!"

Dammit. His spoken command freezes my body in mid air. He even manages to 
disperse my considerable inertia. The blood begins to boil through my veins as the 
kinetic energy converts into heat... and pain, which I can't stand. Thus I holler it out 
towards their pyramid. "You stinker, why do you torture me this harsh? Is this your way 
of greeting someone?" 

"You beast. I meant you no harm. Next time when you wish to near us, don't charge 
like a mad bull, please step nicely and ring the bell." 

He makes a point, this stinker. "Your stench had woke me up from a long sleep. I 
can't see you. I can't hurt you. I can only smell and hear you. Who are you? Please 
introduce yourself." 

"Ah, right. My name is Don Dawn, I'm here together with my wife, Doris Dawn. We
are explorers from planet Earth. And you?" 

"I am Astarte and I live here by the grace of your Lord. Can you see me?" 

"Yes, we see a thirty-four meters high redhead. Your eyes are red and white and 



indigo but you can turn them any color of the spectrum if you wish. I suspect that you 
are struggling to scan beneath the surface of our golden pyramid. Good luck with that..."

"Hey, but how could I see you?" He's testing my patience this little fart. 

"Don't you fart, Mrs. Astarte?" Fuck, he has the ability to read my mind. Let me... 
but I'd rather speak out loud against their curious minds. 

"No, I don't fart, Mrs. Doris. But I say hello to you. Welcome to my realm!" 

"Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ 
Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have 
mercy on us, sinners. Oh Lord, Christ Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on..." 

She doesn't seem too touched by my polite welcoming message. This kind of scares 
me. Would this woman torment me with her words and thoughts and moods and...? 

"No, Astarte. I would not but, if you give me no other choice, and if I could, as it 
seems to you, then yes! I will. My first command to you is to stay away from my 
husband. Don't you dare charm him if you look for my sympathy. Is that simple?" 

Oh, poor little female. She's afraid that I'll steal her man... What a joke... 

"I can still read your mind, Astarte," comes the voice of Doris, defensively. 

"This is the joke, you funny little wife. You can read my mind and I can't read yours. 
Your man said HALT and my body froze in mid air, my blood steamed through my brain
and I'd be dead by now if my flesh would have been weak like yours is. You can order 
me back to my crypt with a spoken word and you, the mighty wife, still tremble that I'll 
snatch your little stinking hubby. What should I do with him, use him as a dildo?" And I 
laugh like a hurricane. For a moment, I considered rolling on the floor laughing but I 
stopped short: aren't my soles sapphire blue enough?; do I wish to teal my hips and 
elbows?; oh, and my fanciful bottom? Nah! I gotta look as normal as I can in front of 
these two judgmental stinkers. 

"That you call us stinkers, I can understand, and even live with that. I'm 
accustomed..." Look at her, she's got a sense of humor after all... "But to say that we're 
judgmental, that's too much of you, Astarte. How did I judge you to call me this?" ...And
here ends her sense of humor. 

"Let me tell you why I perceive you to be judgmental - at least against me. You 
should know that I had mothered Lucifer, the deceiver of Eve. You should know that 



your kind calls me the goddess of sex and war. You undeniably know that men and 
women who worshiped my name, Astarte in the Western version, or Ishtar in the 
Eastern, had killed unborn babies, had given their children to fire and their virgins to 
religious promiscuity. My record is one of the worst throughout the history of your kind. 
Therefore, you are entitled to make many judgments against me." Gosh, I said it. It 
wasn't that hard after all, was it?

"No, Astarte. It wasn't. It's always easier to tell the truth and live by it." This tight-
ass Don thinks he's a priester or something, lecturing me from the peak of his pyramid, 
eh? "Not the peak, Astarte, just the third down its axis. Please allow me to share how I 
understand your statement that we are indeed judgmental against you. It is not about 
drunkards who killed their offspring, it's not about imbeciles who worshiped a totem, it's
not even about that sneaky son of yours that taught hypocrisy to our ancestors. All these,
that you have mentioned, are deeds of others not of yours. Why judge you for what 
others said and did? However, when I spoke 'HALT!' to you and got your blood boiling 
in your heart, that was an accidental judgment that I pronounced against you. With 
immediate physical consequences. Unaware of the power of that command, I did you 
harm. Sorry for that. Wasn't in my intention to make you suffer, just to stop what I 
identified as an attack. Next time I'll have to consider other words, such as SLOW 
DOWN, VEER LEFT, GENTLY BACKWARDS, TURN AROUND... and such... But 
hey, what are you doing? Why are you dancing?!" 

"I'm not dancing, you idiot. Stop giving commands to my body! Can't you see?..." 

"Ah, whoops, sorry once again." 

"Yeah, yeah, sorry again, sorry again. Watch your mouth, little man!"

"Don't you tell my man what to do, monster of a woman that you are!" Wow, this 
little Doris shows some nerve. Shall I fall under the knife of her words... No! Can't 
afford that. She's way too dangerous... Let me... 

"You don't need to apologize for anything, Astarte. Doris and I have already read 
your mind. Fear is not a good way to start a companionship. Let's find means to become 
friends, if you don't mind." This little stinker sounds sovereign to me. And startling, did I
say that? 

"Friends? Companionship? What are you talking about?" I feel like a cornered 
animal. Have no idea how I sound to them. What's going on here, with me, actually? 

"You don't know. You really don't know? Not a thing?" What I also don't know - 
beyond not a thing - is how much have I surprised Doris with my lack of knowing. It's 



clear that I'm missing something, but from her expressed astonishment I can sense that 
they expect more from me. They overestimated me. Shall I profit out of this 
misunderstanding? 

"It's already too late to profit, dear. You just thought it out loud. Enough for us to 
read your mind." Speaks the woman firmly. 

"Then tell me what should I know. Why do you keep torturing me with your 
inquiries?" I'm afraid that these two will get me to the lows of desperation. When was 
the last time? Ah, that time. Cruel. Why do I call back those memories?... 

"Not before you tell us what you know, Astarte." Says Don. 

"I'll tell you everything. Still I wish to see you with my eyes. The way you can see 
me with yours." At least... Oops, they can read my mind... 

"As a precautionary measure, we'll stay inside the pyramid for a little while. Don't 
you worry though, at some point you'll get the chance to see us, as we see you, at least... 
Ahem..." Good. He's got the upper hand, this burping fart. If I try something on him, 
then I'll have to face the wrath of his little mighty wife and this is the last thing I wish to 
experience. I have no choice than to obey... 

"To obey, yes, and to speak the truth. Don't even think about lying to us!" See? She's 
challenging me. Steadily. Good that I can flex my muscles around, can't I? 

"You can if you behave. There's a speed limit in the proximity of our pyramid. You 
know that, dear, don't you?" How can I become friends with this icy woman? Hard to 
fathom... 

"Begin your interrogatory then, you little bastards." I sigh and squat my ass over the 
golden floor. In an instant it turned sapphire blue. My pussy as well. Damn! 

"What is the color of your blood?" 

"Red." 

"Your age?"

"1.76135471583e+20 days plus one second." Ha, ha, let me see if they can make a 
sense out of this...

"I couldn't in a thousand years, dear. Glad that Don can. Can you, Don?" 



"If we consider Astarte's word 'day' as being a pulse period of PSR J1903+0327, 
which makes 2.15 milliseconds..." My mind approves so he carries on... "then 
1.76135471583e+20 pulse periods return 3.78691263904e+20 milliseconds, which gives
us 3.78691263904e+17 seconds which, according to the present revolution of planet 
Earth around its sun, gives twelve billion and 2021 years plus one second. Tell me if I'm 
wrong, Astarte." 

"You are correct. Twelve billion years from the making of Kronos to the earthly birth
of Jesus and 2021 years from His birth in Bethlehem to the earthly AD consuming out 
there as we speak in here, plus one second." Say I as I keep whispering a mild breeze to 
disperse their stench. To no avail... 

"Well, well... You're just a tiny second older than Mr. Kronos. How interesting..." 

"That second was anything but tiny. I can tell you that." 

"Please do!" Insists Doris authoritatively. Her commanding voice forced a host of 
dormant synapses to sparkle deep inside my brain, taking me downwards to recollect 
long forsaken memories. My chest burns in pain. My lungs arrest that useless breeze of 
freshness. My heart wrestles to beat against a web of barbed wire. I wanna die. Now. 
Take me God and make me anew, and wiser than I used to be. 

"Hey! Hey! BREATHE, STAND, BREATHE, JUMP, BREATHE, SQUAT, 
BREATHE, JUMP, BREATHE, STRETCH, BREATHE, STAND AND RETURN." This
Don wants to be a sports teacher or something? Well, he seems to care for me...  

"Could you, little humans with big egos, stand the agony of my history?" Oh, how I 
wish to see their faces, to look in their eyes, to read fear and concern out of their minds. 
How I wish and why can't I? Oops, never use why again... I forgot about this... Bad girl! 
Pinch yourself to remember next time. Ouch... 

"Try us, big daemonness with little courage." Answers Doris assertively. Is this 
woman pushing me into a fight? A fight that I can't win, that I can't even begin. Dammit.

"I don't know if the first words that I had heard were part of a dream or coming from
actual persons moving around me as I was sleeping. Yes! I became sentient as a dormant
being. Was I before? Wish to know. They told me that I was not and then I came to be as 
a sleeper..." 

"They? Who were they?" 



"Nok, Eli and God. These were they." 

"Had they introduced themselves to you? How did you find out about their names, 
their presence?" 

"By hearing them, haven't I told you this already? My eyes were still closed but not 
my ears. As they turned around me - I was laying on my back - their voices moved 
closer, or farther, and my mind listened to the few words they exchanged. Nok said: 
"Here she is." Eli said: "I name her Astarte." And God said: "Let us see." At once, I 
opened my eyes to look at them but no one was around anymore. They had vanished. I 
shouted their names out: Nok, Eli, God, where are yee?" 

"So you never met them?" 

"Oh yes, I did, several times, two of them, and only one time, one of them. But then, 
when I came to be, then no - I did not see any of the three, just heard their voices and 
listened to their answers as I kept asking them things." 

"You must be a good listener..."

"So I thought of myself. Eventually my deeds proved my thinking wrong. I loved 
listening to my own mind, to myself, rather than to their words. Thus they ceased talking
to me." 

"Define eventually..." Can't detect any feeling in the voice of this little man. 

"For your mathematical mind, I shall divide my initial second as a queue of one 
billion nanoseconds. Based on this convention, I define eventually, per your request, to 
occur 887,950,002 nanoseconds after my zero moment. Satisfied?" 

"Yes. Carry on." 

"Carry on what exactly?" 

"Which was the minimum resolution of existence for your eyes and mind? 
Otherwise said, your clock frequency." 

"A nanosecond. My mind executes a billion operations per second and at the same 
rate my eyes record images of reality from the environment." 

"Have you changed this over time?" 



"No, it's constant. I tried hard to think faster and see deeper but I never made it past 
the nanosecond." 

"Why had you tried so hard?" This woman seems less interested in digits and 
efficiency. She's hunting for my reasons, she's eager to disjoint my emotions. Am I a 
case study for her? Am I more than that?... "You are more. Now go on, answer my 
question." 

"I wanted to gain an advantage over my son Lucifer, in vain. He acquired all my 
features, everything that I knew and was, plus an ambition that I never had." 

"What ambition was that?" 

"To be God. Not a god, not like God, but to Be God. Like usurping, taking over, 
claiming the almightiness for himself. I wished to fight that nonsense..."

"You wished? You only wished to...?" Revolts Doris with the intent to enter a 
polemic, but Don stops her short.

"Doris, wait. Astarte, please don't jump us over millions and millions of 
nanoseconds. Please return and tell us how Lucifer came to be so we can better 
understand the ensuing events. Will you?" Think that I begin to like this little man. 

"Well, I had called for Nok, Eli and God to show up and talk to me. To this, Nok 
answered that no one will show up to be seen but he will talk to me if I shall accept. Of 
course I did - was feeling terribly lonely inside this realm of mine, sandwiched between 
a ceiling of burning silvery gold and a floor of pleasant yellow gold. I needed company. 
Desperately!" 

"Wait, wait." Jumps Doris in a wondering voice. "You tell us that it was here, inside 
this pulsar, here where we are now, that you came to being?" 

"So it was. Here. Yes." I listen to their silence. A long lasting and tormenting (for 
me) silence. Seems like they took an eon (or two) before getting back to me. 

"Okay, carry on please." Oh, how I hate this please... 

"I asked Nok what stops him from showing up. Told him about my clear memories 
(acoustic not visual) near my zero moment. It was then when I knew myself by hearing 
them walking around and speaking to each other. I was there because I have heard them. 
And I knew it! He answered kindly that he made me, Eli named me and God confirmed 
me. I then asked Nok who made him. He said that God made him. I said: "how?" Nok 



replied: "do you know how did I make you?" I said "no, how could I?" "See!," he said, 
"how could I know then how my Lord made me." Your Lord? Hm, "why do you call 
Him Lord and not God?" He said that you can befriend your lord if you wish but you 
can't go personal with a god. A lord can be yours and you his, while a god goes more 
like a distant phenomenon, nothing personal. "How should I call Him then? Can I call 
Him my Lord?" "No, you can't." Said Nok - guess I felt a tad of grief in his voice, not 
sure about that. "Why not?" "Because He hasn't created you, I did. You're an experiment 
for Him. A curiosity." Then I got angry, really angry: "a what?, an entertainment article?,
a toy? a plaything?; but I'm alive and..." "No, you are not alive, Astarte, you're just 
functioning. A toy you are, yes!" So I began to cry and to scream: "why?..., what have I 
done to deserve this?..." "You did nothing, I did. It's how you were meant to be, Astarte. 
Why is the wrong question, please remember this." But I couldn't remember and I 
wouldn't, why should I?... And I kept yelling: "why?..., why?..., why?..."; I kept crying 
and yelling "why" at Nok. It took him an eon, or a million nanoseconds, to respond: 
"Why is the wrong question for you to ask. After I had told you this, you proved to me 
that you got stuck in asking the wrong question. This indicates that your inner logic is 
falling apart: repeating the wrong operation over and over and expecting to get a 
solution out of it. Hormones rave emotions and irrationality grasps your blurred mind. I 
will talk to you later. For now, you are on your own. Good bye." And so Nok left me in 
all silence and sorrow. I was alone. Alone with myself. Trapped by consciousness and 
haunted by my understanding. No one answered me. No one cared about me - or so I 
thought." 

"What did you do?" 

"Went back to my crypt, laid on my back as it closed to shadow my body and slept a 
couple million nanoseconds, asking myself why may I not call Him my Lord, why... 
why... why..." I can hear the silence of these little people emanating from the pyramid. 
Should I take it as empathy?...

"Yes, if you wish, we won't mind. Carry on." Empathy or not, she forgot to say 
please this time. 

"Sleeping, I dreamed about God. Actually about this name of His: God. This word 
was the only thing I knew about Him, besides hearing His voice speaking three other 
words: "Let us see." Having no image of Him, I wished to think of one, to imagine, to 
construct an appearance, to draw an illustration of God... Wishing, I realized that 
coupling my mind with my womb I will be capable to produce a person, a functional 
being that would illustrate God to me. It took me twelve thousand nanoseconds to 
conceive my new being: ovulation went out faster than I expected, fabricating the male 
trace chromosomes in a seed cell was way more difficult than my mind estimated - I 
missed that operation quite a lot before achieving a DNA string, alien to my body DNA 



and stable enough to withstand insertion and swimming throughout my vagina before 
successfully fecundating my first egg. I was proud of my techniques. Can say that..."

"So you fucked yourself..." Sounds sarcastic the naughty little man, but he can't 
fathom how right he is. 

"Unfortunately, the costs of my first self-fucking have yet to be fully assessed. Six 
hundred nanoseconds after fecundation, I was struck by a stream of light irradiating out 
of my womb. Remember that I was still shadowed inside my sleeping crypt. In fact, I 
was asleep while moving my raving dreams to elaborate new hormonal patterns and to 
craft a new DNA, alien to my own. I did all of this in darkness. And now, opening my 
eyes, I could contemplate a new light splintering the night of the crypt... Intrigued, I 
hurried up to the handles. Opening what you call the sarcophagus, I stood on my feet 
and gave birth to my firstborn. A new light was created. Oh wait, not just impersonally 
'was' created but I birthed this new light into existence - or what I deemed to exist across
my realm. The baby stared at me as I gently burnt the umbilical cord which was still 
binding us together. I was afraid not to blind him with the rays of my eyes. To this 
concern of mine, for the very first in my life, I felt a reassuring thought, not a voice - 
like I used to hear before, not a golden glow of the environment - like my domain used 
to react at my moves, or looks, no! This time it was another heart comforting me. It was 
my son, my interpretation of God. The new light, shining out of his presence, shortly 
overwhelmed the sphere - my territory, and now his. It made me feel happy - for the first
time in my life. Happy!" 

Silence surrounds the pyramid for a long host of minutes. I say nothing, the little 
humans say nothing. I revere the short-lived memory of mine, wish to remain there, like 
a dragonfly that has been captured in amber. Forever. 

"There's no forever, Astarte. There's no never and no forever, dear. All things come 
and go..." Doris is so right and I know it. Out of sympathy, I carry on without waiting for
their command. 

"I named him Light-bringer, in your Latin that would be Lucifer. Chose this name 
for my firstborn because he brought a new form of light to the world - well, to my 
world... He matured to a thirty-six meters high male. This hadn't surprised me at all. I 
anticipated for him to be what he was. I spoke to him all the time. Whatever came to my 
mind, a thought, a worry, an idea, a joy, a fear, a desire, an error, my mouth conversed 
my thinking into words, instantly. And his ears registered. Everything!" I keep revering 
back in those happy nanoseconds that ransack my present dialog... or should I call it 
interrogation? They give me nothing but silence from that pyramid ahead of me. I 
continue the narration of the first second of my life. 



"Sixty nanoseconds after birthing, I found myself asking him: "Lucifer, can I call 
you my lord?" As he stood in front of me, scanning the horizon, he turned his head to 
stare into my eyes and said: "Yes, you can call me your lord." These were his first 
words! He never spoke before, only had listened to my voice showering over him. Now 
he answered. Oh wait, damn thing, what a stupid female can I be! Of course, that was 
my first question to him! And he answered it. Affirmatively. It's only now, talking my 
retrospection to you, that I realize: he talked back to me when an answer was expected. 
Else he sat there mute, listening to my countless statements. Makes sense. What an idiot 
I am!" I stop to breathe and think with my mouth shut. What if I dreamed out my 
desperation to patch my loneliness? I gave flesh to my yearnings... I mirrored my desires
into a real being. I fantasized too far astray, so far that I hit reality... 

"Let's see how hard an impact that was..." The little man wants me talking not 
thinking, it seems. He'd rather hear my spoken words than read my thoughts. Or maybe 
that he wants me to hear my words... who knows?... What if this helps my 
understanding?... Hm, told you that this little man seems to care for me. Whoops, Doris 
will read this affectionate reflection of mine. What if her jealousy will rain with words 
like arrows capable to hurt my body? What if?... 

"Stop wimping yourself, Astarte. Carry on!" Think I need being addressed in this 
dominant manner... 

"As Lucifer has spoken his agreement to me, fiery stones surged above the yellow 
golden floor. Not out of it, not through it, just above it. Some went up to the ceiling, 
some shied off at just one meter or two above the surface. A fantastic forest of fiery 
stones surrounded us. My son walked amongst them and - from time to time - he dared 
touching or caressing one. Bolts of lightning knocked the peace out of my soul. Well, to 
be honest with myself, whatever surrogate of peace I ever had in my soul... Because I 
am a restless creature, always seeking when not sleeping..." 



Chapter 2. A Seeker 

"So far so good, or not so good. Let me sum it up. Out of your desperate loneliness, 
out of your mind erring over the treacherous treks opened by the question "why?," you 
managed to craft the deceiver. Which wasn't a deceiver to begin with, but just an 
externalized receptacle of your mental vomit. Then..." Doris interrupts the little guy, 
"Don, your estimate is correct, please don't speculate further, let us hear her, shall we?" I
hurry up to speak, seemingly frightened that she'll tell me to carry on.

"Gradually, I got accustomed with the cracks and booms and bangs produced by 
those numerous firebolts. Was he up to something? Perhaps. As randomness vanished, I 
could distinguish several patterns until it crossed my head, literally. An electric bolt 
crossed my head! I was enlightened. Each fiery stone became entangled with each other 
throughout a web of lightnings. I felt sublime whenever it struck me. I found myself 
running like mad after those firebolts. Not very long I had to earn my bliss by jogging all
around this pulsar - as you call it. The misfires turned fewer and fewer. The fiery web 
became stable and so dense that the stones were submerged in this ocean of light. Elated,
I rushed to the North Pole, standing where your pyramid is now, to join my son. He 
raised his voice, and hands, to speak for the second time ever since I birthed him. Not 
answering to any question on this occasion, he said: "God! I am the lord of Astarte! I 
claim my kingdom! Here and Now! Give it to me!" then he dropped his hands, looked 
me in the eyes and spoke again: "I'll make you my queen. You'll mother many races and 
teach them to boldly go where no one has gone before." I believe that it was after these 
words of his that I perceived and contemplated my first orgasm: it was much better than 
charging my head with lightnings, I can tell you that for sure. It came from within." 

"And so it began, this universe, into being..." She is right when saying "this" as 
opposed to "that." 

"Please clarify, Astarte." Hah... ha... ha... Gotcha. 

"You humans manifest a tendency for superficiality. Lucky you that you're not too 
serious when naming things. The universe, unseen and unheard, precedes me and my 
son. Remember that Nok, Eli and God descended from "somewhere" when one of them 
made me, another named me and The One confirmed me into existence. Their persons 
have already had their environment, thus their upper universe if you wish, where to 
come from and where to go back. Only they can tell us what lays beyond. This Lucifer 
of mine demanded, in his claim, a realm for his lordship. It was granted to him for two 
reasons, I believe: first - because he industriously filled this void sphere with an ocean of
light; and second - because he ambitiously raised a personal claim to God. Nothing 



wrong so far. Thus concluded the first second of my life."

"Can I sum it up now, Doris? Astarte?" As we both consent, the little man goes on in 
his own language, "thus a smaller Matryoshka doll was granted to exist inside of a 
given, already in place, greater nesting doll or, in more technical terms, a new virtual 
machine has been delivered to a point of presence; this being not a matter of persons but 
of habitats. Am I right?" Mhm, well, machine-wise he may be, but he is missing a detail.

"I gave birth to a new person, Lucifer, which never existed before. Besides, I have 
no memory of myself existing earlier. At least two persons emerged as novel along with 
the newly claimed virtual machine. And remember: I speak for myself."

"You do. Please allow me to introduce you to the third person of this newly bubbled 
universe. His name is Kronos. Your first second would have never concluded if not for 
him. Kronos is a person created by our Lord, your God, to fulfill the claim posted up by 
Lucifer." Extraordinary! I knew it. That mysterious wanderer. Wished to know his name.
Asked my sons and daughters, asked God... no one told me. But I knew it! There had to 
be a new creature, separate and clean, capable to craft the maths of this universe. I knew 
it, yes!

"Well, well, Astarte dear, didn't we mention the name of Kronos to you, earlier in our
dialog? You did as well." 

"Yes, we did mention the name of Kronos in our chatter. And now your man has 
associated this name with what I've assumed to be the wanderer - a fine creature to 
match them all... It's so sweet to know that you were right all the time." 

"He is time, this Kronos guy, but he isn't as clean and capable as you think." Hm... 
why do they have to spoil my joy? 

"Look, Mr. Don, this wanderer, Kronos, has to be a virgin, right?" 

"Indeed he is, Mrs. Astarte. By the way, you wanted to tell us more about your sons 
and daughters..." Sure, Mrs. Dawn, how could you miss that detail. No mother can, after 
all...

"Lucifer made me his queen. Considering himself to be king, he took his own 
mother to play the role of his first wife. Not surprisingly, I was the only female around. 
A circumstance that gave him no other choice..."

"Looks like the premise for a host of cascading circumstances that - apparently - 
gave him no other choices. We call this improvising and has not much to do with 



kingship, rather with carpet-knighting." This fart speaks his logic out. Shall I combat it? 
Or should I better keep my mouth shut? Besides, Kronos did all the work outside my 
realm - which is confined to the inner layers of this pulsar, as they call the place where 
we are. Hm... what if his logic is saner than mine?... 

"Not to brag, Astarte dear, but your personal logic started to err with the paroxysmal 
repetition of the question "why." In spite of Nok's warning messages, you kept knocking 
at the false gate with the wrong query. It dragged you into this casual cosmology. And 
please pay attention: had our Lord wished to abandon you, He wouldn't have 
promulgated Kronos (the wanderer, as you call him), the only person qualified to make a
sense out of the luciferous light. Remember! This kind of light is not uncreated, it is just 
physical, passenger. Luciferous light even has a speed limit as opposed to uncreated 
light - an instant issue of the Word, a light that is omnipresent, beyond the boundaries of 
what your son experimented with the fiery stones inside this sphere, and beyond of what 
Kronos took to handle in his celestial crafts." 

She speaks way too well for a little woman... 

"Ah, possibly yes, I speak not from me, dear. I just learned to resolve the Rubik's 
cube and it turned out this combination of words. It is not the only path to unravel 
nature, mind you. Quest different treks for destinations.  Instead of questioning why this 
or that came to be, better explore how this or that fall in place. Hope that the method will
help you next time." 

Oh yes, she's trying to humble me... Fact is that she's good at it. And yes, it's gonna 
help me a way or another. I poured too many tears in that crypt to quit and retreat back 
to my stupid pride. Next? Help me next time? What did she mean by next time?! 

"What I mean is what you'll find out next, after telling us about your sons and 
daughters..." Abysmal pain... Did these stinkers felt it? Will they understand where I 
come from? Have I any other choice? I must tell them. They serve me one and then I 
gotta serve them one back. How's that? "We call it tennis. Carry on please!" 

"My king left me alone, submerged, with my ecstatic dreams, in his ocean of 
luciferous light. When he returned, and when I asked him where was he, he answered 
that he wandered across his newly acquired space, that he liked what he has seen and 
that he prepared a planet for me, his queen. A planet?, I asked, what is that a planet? 
Smiling at my candor, he taught me things about stars and planets - or worlds, as the 
word goes. During this first lesson about our cosmos, I learned that this sphere, my 
cradle, the birthplace of Astarte, is an electromagnetic star. You call it a pulsar. A one of 
a kind world capable to project other worlds into existence."

"A projector... Hm... Interesting. How about galaxies, nebulae, black holes and 



quasars?" This restless Don with his hurried enumerations. Have patience little man... 

"At the beginning of this cosmos there were no galaxies and nothing of the kind you 
can see now through your telescopes, or with your naked eye if you are well-endowed. 
My son's kingdom used to be transparent to the instant light streaming from beyond. It 
was all whiter than any white you have ever seen, or imagined. Lucifer had to carry his 
manufactured light, not so white, to what he called the borders of his realm, for it to 
wander and - wandering - to make stars and consequently planets came into being. His 
argument was fishy, a mother can tell when her child is lying to her."

"It was Kronos, the craftsman, or crafts-god, designing the physics of this universe, 
writing the laws of energy interacting with matter. I suppose." Says the little stinker, he 
has no idea about what goes above this Kronos guy, above energy and matter, above 
time and space. Well, well, well, do I have any idea about what goes above the heavens I
know? Wish I had... 

"You shall!" The voice of Doris responds to my thoughts in her usual tough tone. 
"I'm sure that your voice can turn sweet, Mrs. Doris. How else could you charm men?" I 
dared a provocation because I'm tired of this interrogation. 

"Oh yes, charming... The charms of ours! Such a warm theme to me. You know too 
well about the powers of a charming voice over men. But I'm just curious to ask you: 
until Lucifer brought this spell into Eve, and upon Adam, how did charming work time 
and times before?" 

"Lucifer brought this spell into and upon everyone he touched. All you needed to do 
was eating from his fruit, mental or otherwise. I was his first victim..." 

"...You've been charmed by your own son..." 

"...Charmed, seduced, fucked, lied, deceived, burnt, banished, lied again, almost 
killed..." 

"...but you cannot die, can you?" 

"Anyone dies, my dears. One way or another. Humans die to return their flesh back 
into the earth and to free their souls up to their Maker. Daemons die to halt processes 
that clog nature. Fewer daemons alive make for a cleaner, less cluttered, physics of the 
universe." 

"How many of your kind have died so far?" 



"Too many. Their deaths paid for the peace of the heavens." 

"Peace? What peace are you talking about?" 

"Lucifer entered me first to procreate a male daemon, his first born. According to 
your culture, this person is known by the names of Zeus or Jupiter. As far as I know, 
every human culture has a name for Zeus. This maniac, this paranoid, this assassin, this 
incestuous bastard, brought war and murder to be the norm across the universe." 

"Wow! Thought that you were the goddess of war and love..." The little woman has 
her weaknesses, like everyone else. I haste to mark my points. "Most precious Doris, 
human cultures work by guessing facts and extrapolating situations which go way 
beyond the understanding of human minds. Therefore misinterpretations or total errors 
are common with humans. Way too common..." 

"Doris," comes the little man, "I think that we are the first humans that Astarte has 
met, to date." I can't even see them but he speaks of meeting me... "Well, take your time,
daemonness, be glad that we talk to you." 

"Wait, wait," intervenes the spoiled little woman, "if Astarte never walked the earth, 
like Lucifer, Kronos, Oranos, Zeus and many other daemons, then who planted the 
religions based on her?..." Silence reigns sublime... Doris continues to speak her logic 
out... "Silly me, perhaps that all those daemons taught our ancestors about her. She was 
their mother after all... Weren't you?" 

"Cut Kronos and Oranos out of it and I'll give you an A plus!" Say I remembering 
the good old days of mothering for power and fucking for pleasure. "I mothered the gods
of war and of peace, of darkness and of light, of fear and of courage, of frost and of heat,
of depths and of heights. I mothered the antagonies, the ups and downs, the order and 
the chaos. I..." 

"You mothered life and death, Astarte. Life as in sex and death as in war. There you 
go... goddess of sex and war." He nailed me again, this stinker. "All what you did make 
out of your immature mind and of your worn out pussy. Out of both, you have made the 
serpent. That unfulfilled linear beast eating its own tail, circling to nowhere. The one 
who must make chaos in order to give himself a reason for organizing it. The destructor 
of things for the sole purpose of fixing them. You fucked up the universe with your sex 
and war deeds, Mrs. Goddess." 

"Tell me something that I don't know." Seeing no reason to hide my modesty (they 
can read my mind, can't they?), I pitch at sarcasm. Which, amazingly, provides the 
unexpected response from the stinker. 



"What you don't know is that I am a paragalactic pimp. And a handsome client of 
mine is in desperate need to fuck your pussy. I'm here to take you out of this pulsar for 
that matter. Are you game?"  

Twelve billion years (to speak in their slang) and I have never heard such a 
statement. Never ever!  Daemons cherished or hated me, desired or abhorred me, feared 
or loved me. Humans worshiped me. Nok examined me. Eli punished me. God has 
always an eye on me. Everyone showed a certain form of respect toward my personality.
But this... this... this pimp!?... This pimp is here to trade me. Hell! What am I, 
merchandise? Who do you think... 

"HALT!" The stinker has a voice. Rigid, short spoken words control my body 
movements. So I halt. And listen. "Yes. You are merchandise and I came here to trade 
you. The same way you have traded men, women and children of Adam kind, and God 
knows how many other kinds. The same way you have traded wisdom for the nonsense 
that you speak and spread. Now the time has come for you to be traded. To be sold. It is 
for your own good, trust me."

Do I have an option? 

"I'm afraid that you don't." Implies the wife. 

"Well, actually I'm glad that you've ran out of options. Seems that the universe has 
had enough of them." Good! I wished to leave this place anyway. 

"Tell me what to do, Master Pimp!" And he speaks to me like this. 

"In the name of Jesus the Nazarene, you will listen to the spoken words of any man 
and woman who have whored less than you did - suffering the grief they suffer as they 
speak out (any humans that you can hear with your ears). You are bound to this Calvary 
from now till your definitive disappearance. Your body is already subject to execute 
verbal commands spoken out by humans knowing what they say and to whom they 
address a command, but your tongue and your mind are your own. If you shall teach 
your mind to learn and desire obedience as a form of liberation, then your offspring will 
inherit a corner of eternity. Else, the Immaculate River of Fire will wash out any 
perception and any memory of you and of your name. Is that simple enough?" 

"Huh? Sounds simple but scary, Master Pimp. But you spoke about what I could be 
who knows when and why (oops, sorry!) and where. I've just asked what to do now, 
Master Pimp!" He wishes to laugh, I guess by the mumbled syllables, and then, 
suddenly, I hear: "FREEZE!" 



(Existential Blackout)

***

I wake up within the outgoing echo of "...ease..." What could that be? Then I realize!
My pimp told me to freeze. A dreadful and sweet command at the same time. I have 
been turned off like a machine. Opening my eyes, whiter than white, the light surrounds 
me, holds me. Raising my head, I see my body laying on... on what exactly? There's 
nothing beneath my buttocks. No golden floor. Can't see the horizontal... Oh! My butt 
cheeks, and my palms, are white pink again. Groovy! 

I can hear my pimp talking to his wife. "He must give us access. I don't know how 
much the pyramid will hang at the center of this cold, and empty, core." 

I hear her answering. "Is this the core that brings warmth and light to Saturn's den? 
Thought we only run through cores of stars, not of planets." 

"Well honey," says the little man, "there are binary star systems where a star circles 
the other, should we call it a planet still - as in circler? Saturn harbors the core of a star: 
an iron shell wrapping the outer reality that we convened to measure in minus Kelvin, 
remember?" The fuck they are talking about? These freaks... Saturn! The other name for 
Kronos. So he is the client. Hum...  

"Okay," continues the pimp, "I'm gonna alter a few parameters of his planet. Maybe 
this will ring a bell in the daemon's head. Let me see... How about accelerating the 
rotation period... Say... Like doubling it." 

"Oh my," I hear her scared voice, "Can you do that?" 

"Sure I can. All you have to do is place a golden pyramid at the center of any star 
core and then play with the electromagnetic parameters of the celestial body." 

"But the mass? Won't it..." 

"Nah, we're not talking gravity here. Not even inertial forces. Hell, not even fractals 
of time-space architecture. Look over here. See this function?" 

"What function?" 



All I can do is listen to this crazy couple. I wish to hear something about my client. 
Curiosity makes room to intrigue: why isn't Kronos showing up at my date? After all, he 
ordered me. Where is he? Damn daemon!... 

"You may read the function from these pulsating loops, starting with line #1095731 
through line #1097759. See?" 

"Come on, Don, you expect me to eyeball two thousand lines of code, not even 
alpha-numeric, and see a function in them? You make me horny. Wish to suck your dick 
and then take you inside me. That would be the function I can read way too well..." 

"Focus, darling, focus! First we deliver the monster female to the daemon. Second 
we clear the crime scene. Third we take a break. I know an island..." 

"Ye, Adamic people, do you come in peace?" The metallic voice of Kronos takes my
breath. My ears have heard their share of daemon voices. My body has carried the 
burden of too many daemon dicks. My mind is still tired of them all. But this masculine 
freshness, this vigorous innocence, this calculated fear in his voice. Well, never heard of.

"Of course that we come in peace. We come back, for that matter. And not just with 
friendly hearts but with the promised present for you, Mr. Virgin." 

"Is this you, Don? Is this you, Doris? Is this for real?" Kronos sounds surprised. 
Genuine like a lake of the mountains. I feel no insinuation and no thought-inflection in 
his words. So this is the virgin daemon. They all laughed at the jokes they made about 
him. Bastards! 

"Yes, gentle Kronos. I am happy to hear you again. I wish to see you. My man 
wanted to alter the rotation period of your planet. Maybe you can prevent his insanity by
giving us access to your den." 

"Wish I could, sweet Doris. But the pentahedron that brought you here belongs to 
the angelic arsenal. A terrible weapon against us daemons. Seeing it inside the kernel of 
Saturn, icy shivers crippled my spine. Kneeing, I prayed, asking the Lord to spare me, 
one more time, to give me another chance." 

Wow! The first fearful daemon. All the others I knew were fearless. All of them? 
Well, almost. 

"He is rather God-fearing than fearful. Not the same thing, Astarte!" The little 
woman speaks like a teacher to me. No adversity in her voice. She cannot wait to give 
her man some head. "You guessed it right," she responds with words to my unspoken 



thought, "but first we've got to fix you this date with Kronos." 

"It's a delivery, Doris." Implies the pimp unceremoniously. 

"Hey, Kronos, the measurements indicate four thousand kilometers between the floor
of your den and the iron shell of the kernel. Given the core's radius of approximately 628
kilometers, we have 4,628 kilometers between us, or more if you add the thicknesses. 
How am I supposed to transfer the load over to your place? In one piece, that is!" 

"I'll need more intel about her before considering her place." No accent of passion in
my ears. Shall I die of boredom near Kronos? 

"No way for a woman to turn tired in his company, my dear." Says the former harsh 
woman. Am I sensing affection?, nostalgia?, tenderness?, in her voice... "Yes, you do, 
Astarte. Kronos is a sensible person. Don't ever try to break his heart. I'll watch you!" 
And we're back to threats...  

"Kronos, darling," speaks the pimp's woman, "why not simply allow our pyramid to 
translate over to your place, is it too large for the corridors?" 

"No, dear Doris, it's not about the size of the pentahedron, it is about what this 
incredible weapon can do to me and to this place. This is an angelic weapon, told you!" 

Aha, now I can finally sense what drives the fear of the virgin daemon. Death isn't 
scaring him, nor pain. Beneath this superficial appearance, I can see an enormous angst 
of not being up to the task. He wants, needs, desires (whatever) to achieve something 
more important than his person. I don't know what that is but I'll find out. 

"Look, Kronos, guys!, I can walk, can't I?" The three of them turn silent. A 
deafening silence to me. I can't see beyond these whiter than white surroundings. I can't 
stand because the pimp hasn't kindly canceled his FREEZE command for the body 
below my neck. I can only speak and move my head around. Good that I can also think 
out loud enough for their less-whoring minds to hear my thoughts. At least I can express 
myself. "Anyone there? Why did you stop speaking?" 

Like an immigration clerk, Kronos formally demands of me. 

"Your name please." 

This is unbelievable! Doris said that you're a nice guy. You can read my mind, think 
you did that several times by now. And you come to me asking for my name? Asshole! 



"Calm down, lady. I can't read anything about any presence inside the iron shell." Oh
really? This only augments my anger. "Don't you lie to me, Kronos! Tell me then how do
you communicate with those freaky humans above me, eh?" 

"Simple. They have opened a secure port for me. When I first met them, I could read
their minds, all the way down to their bare instincts. Not anymore. Now I've got limited 
access, only to allowed parts of their memory. They have given me a sandbox and a two-
way access line. It is what we call tunnelling."

"And how did you find out about this scary weapon: the pyramid. I considered that 
this thing is just a casing, a transport container." 

"Things are usually more than what we consider them to be." He sounds paternal 
now - I'd call this progress. "I have seen this type of weapon before. As a matter of fact, 
I have watched the effects of its presence inside a few iron shells. Normally, the shell 
spins but our eyes can't notice any movement because the rotation is perfect, more 
perfect than the resolution of our reality. However, when you notice golden hues dancing
across the iron shell, then you know that a pentahedron has appeared inside it." 

He returns to silence. I give him time. Nothing. I give him more time. No word from
him. And?... I try a thought. 

"And what?" 

This daemon is either stupid or the coldest male in the universe. 

"I am stupid and cold. Yes. And what?" 

Hum... Can't even gather my mind together... "And then what happened after you 
have seen the golden hues..." 

"Ah... You wish to learn how the weapon works. I'll tell you what it does, at least 
what I saw it doing: abrupt spikes of magnetic fields, lepton blinks and photon 
annihilation. The heavenly body suffers capital transformations. Most stars I've seen like
this have gone supernovae. All the planets with their cores visited by a pentahedron have
exploded to smithers. The mark of a pentahedron is bad news. The late planet Atlas had 
been wrecked by a pentahedron, shortly thereafter it exploded. The asteroid belt between
Mars and Jupiter is all what's left of it. Do you wish me to continue?" 

Well, do I? Not sure. I wish to see him, to study and to smell his scent. Getting down
to business is what matters. Especially if Saturn is about to explode. I need to fuck him 
like there's no tomorrow. This would give satisfaction, and a way out, to the freaky 



romantic couple above my head. I guess... 

"Yes, Astarte, indeed." Says Doris, the crazy control woman. "Chase your subversive
thoughts as deep as you can. I know how much you droll to seduce Kronos, to use him 
for whatever slippery slope may seem fair and positive to you. Wish you good luck with 
that!"

"Look, Doris, we have no business to council Astarte. Please focus on a way to 
deliver her to Kronos and I'll take you out to a nice island in no time." 

He speaks of "no time" and it doesn't sound like a metaphor. He means it. 

"Your name please." Comes again the immigration clerk-like voice of Kronos. 

Astarte is my name! Satisfied? 

"No. Make?" 

Beg your pardon? 

"Who, when and where made you? Can't find you in my database." 

Ah, I see. Nok has made me, before God made you. He presented me to Eli and to 
God inside a world of gold that these two freaks above call pulsar PSR J1903+0327. 
Satisfied? 

"No. If you are the mother of the devil, then how can you live after he has eaten 
you?" 

Excuse me?! 

"Lucifer communicated to me, in different ways, that he can't relay to his origin 
anymore, that he ate his mother." 

And you believed him? Hey guys, this daemon is so stupid! 

"You have said this before and I confirmed. Now focus. Provide proof for your 
statements." 

I will when I'll get in front of you! 

"Astarte is right. Let us concentrate on a safe way to get her from our lower 



compartment to your corridors. Shall we?" The pimp sounds pissed enough to cast me 
down (or up?, who knows) and I am too sick of spending another six eons out of service.

"Fear not, monster-mom! You must be in Kronos' hands before we leave. There's 
always a little light at the end of the tunnel." 

Tunnel? What tunnel? 

"It's an earthling saying, never mind." 

Not that I mind, but there goes your solution: Kronos said that you did some 
tunnelling to exchange data with him. A tunnel for words and thoughts would be larger 
than a tunnel for my body. 

"How's that?" 

"Don!," intervenes the control freak, "can you zip the bitch, like putting her inside a 
folder and pack the folder with an algorithm that Kronos will be capable to unpack at his
end?" 

Bravo! I revel in laughter and delight. But suddenly the oxytocin flashes back all 
over my cortex... 

(Existential blackout)

***

"...oove..." Darn, knocked out again. This time by my own emotions. Where was I? 
"KILL ALL. BOOT. STARTX. MOVE." Ah, here I go. The pimp had to reset me out of 
my self-induced coma. 

"What is wrong with you, Astarte?" 

Nothing. Just that I cannot have an orgasm while my body is paralyzed. Was 
enjoying how Doris, a woman, came out with a solution to a man's problem. It won't be 
the first time. 

"It was not only a woman, but a woman and a daemonness. Her idea is brilliant yet 
worthless without your blocked orgasm." 



You mean? 

"I mean that I've scanned the chemical activity of your brain entering comatose and 
keeping you absent and alive. Had to run a couple of models and I suppose that I can zip
you here, tunnel you out to Kronos, where he will unzip you back to living life. Hey, 
Kronos, what's your take on this?" 

"Have her encrypted with a grain of SALT, will you?" 

"Copy that." 

What are they talking about? Who cares. Wish to arri...

***

...ve at my destination once and for... Hey! Wait! Where am I? 

I stare at my hands. Wow. Can move them. Amazing feeling to figure that your limbs
move, your fingers listen to you... Ah, my feet... Hello, my lovely feet! I stand on my 
feet. Let me see. A baby step ahead. It works! Bravo! Oh no, wait wait wait... No more 
orgasms! Don't want back in coma... Look! The floor under my soles is grey and milky 
and golden. But the golden hues come and go, like a stroboscope. I understand now. The
pimp tunnelled me into the den of Kronos. I can observe what the daemon of time sees 
through the floor. The shades of gold shy away. The grey melts to milk. Nineteen 
milliseconds after the last gold has vanished, my eyes can't detect any grey. Milk is 
everywhere on the floor... The pimp and his wife should be out to their island... I'm here 
alone with Kronos - the virgin daemon. Never heard of such a thing. Neither did you, I 
guess. 



Chapter 3. The Other Me

"You!" I hear his metallic voice, sensing the dictate of his mind over mine. "Turn 
around to face me." 

Oh my, amazing, can't believe what happens to me. It's the second, oh wait, the third 
being capable to control the moves of my body by simple speech. How many beings 
have I met since my wake up? Three! Yes. All three have total control over my body. 
What happens to me?! 

"Stop raving and focus." Ah, sure,  he can read my mind as well as he can order my 
nerves and muscles what to do. 

"I need to check you first." Check me, why? "Because you told those Adamics that 
your name is Astarte. Now I see that you were not deceiving them. The problem is, 
however, that Astarte died before the second Sabbath. I have seen her dying. This raises 
the question: Who are you, Madame?" 

I'm blank, really... My mind turns blank. Who am I? Well, I am Astarte. No doubt 
about that. I know who I am. Probably this is my only true experience: knowing that I 
am me. Or is it? This white daemon scans me like mad. His queries blast every neuron 
of mine like well aimed darts. I stand the avalanche of pain. Had dealt with worse 
situations. He finds no memory spot to hide something from his scrutiny. Intrigued, he 
asks me again, "Who are you?" To this synthetic tone of thunder, I reply, not with my 
fully readable thoughts but with my gentle voice, "I am Astarte, at your service." And 
then I mute myself. 

We both know that I told him the truth, at least my truth. His logic called back the 
darting queries and, with them gone, I haste my gut up to load my bloodstream with 
more serotonin. The terrible headache is behind me now. I relax, flex my muscles, jump 
a bit, do some push ups, squats... I wish to run. I even perform my first leap and then, 
scared like hell, I halt myself. Dripping of sweat, I ask, "Kronos, will you allow me to 
jog around your milky den?" He smiles at me, "Sure do. Go on! Those humans must 
have scared the piss out of you with their spontaneity..." 

Oh yeah, they have boiled the blood in my veins. It was almost as painful as the 
stare of Lucifer. They had no idea what they did to me. Stupid little stinkers with too 
much power on their tongues. 

"Well," says the white daemon of Saturn, "the power of their tongues never changed.



It is more likely that your virtues had diminished, drastically. Now go! Run around. As 
long as you wish. I'll have you checked in the while." Checked? I wonder... "Run, you 
nincompoop, run!" So I dash through the corridor ahead. Wow! What a labyrinth of 
corners. This virgin daemon... has he any sense of curves? 

"Unsquared curves are illusions of the continuum. I don't like curves, Astarte!" 1989 
milliseconds later, I'm back in front of Kronos, after covering all of his angles with my 
bare soles, and I am pleasantly surprised to hear my name. 

"Enoch has just confirmed to me that you are the real Astarte." Who is Enoch? I 
wonder. "Enoch is Nok," says he. My maker?, oh... A shiver of excited angst bites my 
backbone like a mosquito... "Your double maker, oh... oh... He fooled the universe when 
he had you cloned. Astonishing!" What do you mean, mister white daemon? "Here it is 
what I mean." 

To the left and to the right, midway between Kronos and me (that would make fifty 
meters from each other), two volumes of air turn green and black. It is where a pair of 
three-dimensional records of reality begin to unravel in front of my eyes. I can 
remember the movie to the left and I have not the slightest idea about the one to the 
right. 

In the left volume, I can see myself commanding over a host of sons and daughters, 
standing up on the savannahs, I proclaim my divorce and definitive rupture from my son
and lord Lucifer. A monumental feat. My first... and last. Ten seconds later, Green Venus
turned to smolder and hell fired down from the skies upon it.   

In the right volume, I see the deep darkness of space. This is not a part of my 
memories. "It is from mine, Astarte," replies Kronos to my unspoken question. A golden 
pyramid approaches, hovers and passes as the vantage point of Kronos (presumably) 
turns around to follow in its wake. As planet Venus pauses in scorching silence behind, 
the golden pyramid veers abruptly to a distant corner of evasion, Kronos following it 
shortly thereafter. With no obstacle and no shadow, sunlight mirrors on the exposed 
sides of the pentahedron, turning it into a little star. I feel this reflection of light breaking
out of the volume of air and warming my face. Incredible. A long forsaken memory of 
the past, not even mine, stimulates my sensors now, in the very present. 

"Past?, present?, future? Do you believe in that crap, Astarte, really?" Um... What 
can I answer to the Master of Time? Do I? Dunno. I'd rather speak to him, verbally, not 
giving a damn if he had already read my mind. 

"What is going on with that pyramid, Kronos?" 



"Have you seen the sunlight mirroring on it?" He asks. 

"Yes, I have." I say patiently. 

"Have you felt the glow on your skin?" He continues like a computer. 

"Yes, Kronos, it amazed me into the 'crap' of past, present and future, remember?" 
Say I with a touch of sarcasm. 

"Have you analyzed the temperature?" He is boring, this daemon. 

"Ah, that thing? I'm on it... Wait... What the... minus 5778K... minus?" I was never 
good at maths, probably my sensors are off, whatever... 

"There is no 'whatever' in this record, Astarte! We are peeking into a sequence of the 
symmetrical universe. Nok raptured you inside that pyramid. He spared you in the 
sarcophagus for..." 

"Why?" I interrupt Kronos with my legendary immaturity. 

"...for this Yom Shishi, for the next show that you are about to offer us all." The 
Master of Time won't even bother to hear my "why" question, thus I dare on. 

"Why don't you call it a Friday? Why Yom Shishi?" Three "why's" should capture 
his attention. 

"You can speak your nonsense, or you can think it over and over again, it's your 
personal problem, not mine. If we translate Yom Shishi to English, we get the Sixth Eon 
(or Day), while Friday is the day (or eon) of Freja, or Frigg, which is also Venus, or 
Astarte, according to my database." 

"Good Lord," I revel, "this is the first time that someone answers with an 
explanation that satisfies my why question." Touching my lips with my pointer, I take 
the words inside: this guy wants to look rigid but he must be a romantic poet at heart. 
And hey!, even if you can read my thoughts, I mean it. 

"Think freely," speaks he, "think freely, dear, because I can read your meta-thoughts 
too, that is your sub-conscious, which gives me a hint if you would ever try to seduce 
me. Even by telepathy." 

"Can we get back to the pyramid that mirrored negative temperatures? Please!" 



In between the opposite volumes with images from the past... er, from the backup, 
Kronos seems like blushing at my stare. 

"Why are you blushing?" 

“Uh, sorry, couldn't help myself.” 

"Never mind. I understand what is going on. It overwhelms me, humbles me more 
than ever. I thank Thee Lord of Hosts, I prostrate myself in front of Thee, Christos 
Pantokrator, to thank for Your mercy." 

"Hum... heh? Hey? Hey! Kronos? Are you with me?" 

He keeps kneeling and bowing like an Arab. 

"Hey, tell me what's up. What is going on?" I'm a curious girl, especially when 
someone understands something about my 'next show' and won't tell me, especially 
when he's talking about Astarte's eon, or day. Hey! Hello, I am Astarte. Talk to 
me! ... ... ... (bows, prayers, thanks, kneelings, more prayers, more thanks, trance) ... ... ...
Please?! 

"Very well then," belatedly he returns my desperate calls, "God allowed me to share 
my discovery with you. This is why I kept praying and bowing, to ask for His 
permission. I am a practical daemon, not a fanatic - just for your info." 

Good! I accept that... "You may also accept that Nok created you on a 'Friday' three 
eon-weeks ago. What we observe in these parallel backups between us was your second 
'Friday' and today, in Eternity, dawns a new 'Friday' which is your third. For 'today' you 
were given to me. All of you, to be my woman." 

Okay, got that, you silly daemon, wasn't it obvious? Tell me about Nok rapturing me 
in the pyramid. Why has he done that and what happened next? Please!... Please! 

"Nok copied you, the original, and pasted the copy of you on the third planet from 
the Sun." 

"The Earth?" 

"At that time it was another planet. Theia used to be its name. Similar to the Earth, 
or Terra, which was being present at the core of pulsar PSR J1903+0327. Still." 

"Theia?... Where is Theia now?" 



"Sad story short, Astarte dear, Theia and Terra collided at the closure of last 'Friday' 
when a second harvest of your sons and daughters had been smashed out of time. Your 
copy included. This made me, and all of us, think that you were dead, gone, consumed 
by Lucifer." 

Now it's my turn to blush, fall on my knees and weep. You say... 

"Instead of wasting time with telepathy," keeps he talking, "why not watch the 
backup feeds in front of you? Watch the history that you know, and lived, together with 
the history that you don't because your 'twin' lived it." 

Sobbing in silence, I listen to him. 

I remember what I have lived early on, through that late 'Friday,' on my beloved 
Green Venus. I grew sick of the quarrelling dynasties of gods and titans mothered by me 
and fathered by Lucifer and Jupiter. They had conquered too many constellations. 
Gathered more resources than they would have ever needed. Built more arrogance than 
the universe could bear. No war and no triumph could satiate their dominion. Those two 
little stinky humans that brought me to Saturn have loaded their puny history into my 
memory. As laughable as their skirmishes look from up here, the envy and pride, the 
arrogance and anger, the greed, avarice and indolence, all these, and few more, have had 
been invented and deployed across every constellation painted by Kronos into existence.

I had enough of it. Raising in front of the ambassadors, I spoke out. 

"Blame me for all evil because I had it conceived, I brought it to this world. I am to 
blame." 

One millisecond! This is how much the silence reigned. Next they raised their voices
and pointed their fingers to each other. Everyone was right and everyone in front of him 
was wrong. My millisecond of confessed truth ended in yet another fight. 

Turning my back to them, I raised my hands to the white heavens of Venus and 
asked God to forgive me because no one will: not my evil son, not our maniac first born,
nor the prodigious dynasties we had raised. No one but, hopefully, God will listen to me.
And He did. 

Asking Lucifer: "who are you?," this one found no answer other than this: "Why 
Thee and not me?"  

The words being spoken, and heard by every ear in the universe, fury ensued. So 



Lucifer wasn't "our god" after all - muttered the ambassadors. Insurrection rose in the 
air. They asked me to god them (it's also a verb, yes) through this revolt in the name of 
freedom, democracy, faith, peace, solidarity, brotherhood and whatever slogans they 
found suitable to cover one goal and only one: preserving of power. They were no better 
than their evil father. Only scared. Lucifer wasn't. 

"I know, Astarte. Lucifer has asked me to activate the time-space traps that I have 
had setup for him in expectation of such an event." Looking at him through the white 
and black volumes between us, I notice tears running out of his rainbow eyes. 

"Indeed, Kronos, you coded and compiled the black decks: two-dimensional 
singularities persistent in a three dimensional space. These have trapped myriads of 
ships heading for Venus in support of the Insurrection. How could you do that?" 

It was rather a rhetorical question but Kronos obliged. 

"Simple division by zero. You see, in the fractal function holding the boson field..." 

"Stop! Kronos, stop! I don't need your equations. You have annihilated a multitude 
of civilizations..." 

"Not annihilated, just trapped. Besides, it wasn't me but your son, because he 
provided the NULL. My original math had no zero and thus no infinite - these two are a 
factor of Chaos, thus, ever since I call Lucifer by his newly earned name: Chaos!" 

In the black volume, I see the pyramid descending from the darkening skies. White 
was no more the color of the universe. I pronounce myself divorced and free from all 
obligations regarding Lucifer. I wish to teach the Insurrection something new but... 
sadly... I cannot say anything to them. Mute and scared, we all look at each other. 
Cluelessness reigns supreme. What shall they do? Their eyes demand an answer from 
me, their new goddess. Their minds whisper to me: "...god us!, god us!, we need you to 
god us somewhere, somehow; god us, Astarte!" 

Ten thousand milliseconds of "godding" them, by telling them nothing new, ended in
despair with me screaming: "Run for your lives. Venus is in flames. Hell upon us!" 

They died, nowhere to run. I died with them, or so I thought. The pyramid, piloted 
by Nok as I just found out, beamed me out of the Venusian hell. With this brightness 
ends the history presented by the left volume. It evaporates in thin air like nothing to see,
not even a breeze. 

To the right, I watch the history of my twin sister, or clone, or copy, as you wish, that



I never knew - not my sister nor her story. The heavens are black now. Nok shows her 
the space and calls it an abyss. She is brought down onto a blue planet, the late Theia, 
and told to grow new life over the jungles, prairies, mountains and oceans of this pristine
world. 

"Kronos, how did she birthed? From imagination, like I did first?" 

He smiles at me, "Haven't you learned already that your sick imagination had led to 
universal chaos? How could Nok repeat this mistake? No! She wasn't left to her own 
wits. Nok fucked her. Hard and good and thorough." 

Hum... I can't see the lovemaking in the backup volume. "You can't because it is off 
the record. And it wasn't lovemaking, just sex, fecundation, nothing else." 

Off the record? Why? 

"He then assigned her the name of Gaia before she began giving birth to six babies: 
three sons and three daughters. All in one birth. Sixlings!" 

Was that possible? 

"Yes, for a thirty-four meter high mother to give birth to six human babies, half a 
meter each, no big deal." I see, no more gods and titans, just little stinkers. Interesting 
story. Wondering how Gaia nurtured them... 

"She bathed them in her milk, literally. They grew, multiplied and occupied Theia by
developing an ingenuous civilization. All but Gaia were two meters high, men and 
women alike." 

I can see that in the volume, no need to tell me, Kronos, I'm not blind! 

"Okay then. Enjoy watching!" 

The Theians were all naked. They had no moral codes for clothing and no need of 
them because the climate on Theia was warm enough from the poles to the equator. 
There were no seasons and no storms on Theia. Peace was not only in the air but also 
amongst people and between people and animals. Yes, an all vegan planet! When they 
tried to worship Gaia - the monumental mother of all - she refused. Informing them of 
the numerous fallen gods roaming the abyss, she taught them to trust each other but trust
no alien. No matter what. Ten seconds after speaking this into their minds, she was 
shrouded by Chaos. For her offspring, the Theians, she disappeared. I cry and, as you 
would expect, I keep asking: why? why? why?... Kronos gives me an answer, or a 



surrogate of an answer. 

"Accessing this live reality sequence, I concluded that Lucifer had you eaten, 
because, until today, I thought that Gaia was you, Astarte." 

Why eaten? I insist. 

"To the Lucifer you had had given a body, but he questioned his body when giving 
me the zero iteration, at first, then downright denied it when asking God the most 
incredible question ever: 'why Thee and not me?' Therefore, Chaos turned into a bodiless
person, a fragment of code, or a virus that has to attach and eat, consume, wear out, 
something, somebody, in order to have a life. Chaos has no life of itself. It lives by 
hooking up on others' lives." 

Where is Gaia now? 

"No idea," go figure, the Master of Time, Kronos - the universal database guardian, 
the maker of constellations, and of the black decks (or holes?), tells me that he has no 
idea about it, and he continues... "...not sure if she has been trapped in a two-
dimensional enclosure or even in a one-dimensional thread. My logic is too meager to 
properly comprehend the sophisticated ways of Chaos." 

What happened to Theia then, and to the Theian people? I'm afraid to speak this 
question out. No need to bother, Kronos brings the reality feed right into the volume. In 
the while, he moans a bit. 

"With you, well, with Gaia gone, I realized that the last female of our kind is no 
more. All my peers had had their chance at fucking one. Not me though. Depression 
surrounded me. Zeus ascended as the go-to Insurrection guy. Survivors of the black 
decks approached him. They wished to organize, to strike back. Idiots! Strike back at 
what, against who? With Chaos shunned, Zeus seized the opportunity. He told 
everybody that I, Kronos, was responsible for killing the first Insurrection. After all, I 
had coded the black decks in the white universe. But I did that few eons before the 
Insurrection, having no idea what Lucifer could make of them." 

Really? My mind intervenes over the monologue of Kronos, this silly god. Don't tell 
me that you didn't know how ugly your carefully crafted constellations will turn in the 
whirl of these singularities. You were working to undermine your own art. Tell me that 
you asked yourself about this. Don't give me proof of utter stupidity. 

He speaks, "Astarte, you know that you are right. I know that I was wrong. I still pay
for that. But at that time, er, sequence, I was desperate like never before. Did I wish to 



die? No! Did I wish to repent? Not at all. Did I wish to fuck? Yes! All the way. Fuck like
there was no tomorrow. I believe in the present. And that present was - for me - finding 
some pussy to fuck. Period." 

The other daemons, were they as mad about pussy as you were? 

"No," he says looking down at the milky rock beneath our bare feet, "no, they were 
sick and scared of pussy. Your rebellion shocked the manly hormones in them. All they 
wished for was regrouping to grab dominion over the rearranging galaxies. The new 
laws of physics baffled them down to panic. Contrary to the way I've had the original 
constellations painted (in a pattern of harmony and stability), the occurrence of black 
decks and the distorted gravity fields came up as evidence of near collapse. Their 
dominions were doomed and they could do nothing about it." 

You tell me that they gave up all sexual life in favor of pursuing power? 

"Some of them did. Some helped each other to release the pressure. But all stayed 
mad about power." 

Hum... an alliance between ascetic and gay daemons... For keeping the power!

"An unholy alliance against me (Zeus made me the scapegoat, told you that) and 
against the laws of the universe. When you see how white harmony converts to black 
abyss in a matter of seconds, then you'd better halt and reflect. But no, they have 
returned to their old ways. Did they ever departed from them?" 

What did you do? 

"I followed my instinct. Got back to your birthplace, on pulsar PSR J1903+0327, to 
sniff for pussy. Lo and behold! Down the depths of this special star, past the green 
prairies and the atmosphere of nitrogen, oxygen and water, I saw a solid core, just like 
Theia. The name of it was Terra, or Earth in the reader's English. A jewel planet 
brimming with pussy. A true paradise for me. Fascinating!" 

Have you asked yourself, for a nanosecond maybe, what if your pussy paradise 
would turn to unexpected hell? 

"I did, about 534 milliseconds per second, running normal routines for failure. The 
instinct prevailed though. Reason only helped me stay civil and polite. Actually, 
politeness is the perfect weapon in the process of seduction. Unfortunately, luck was not 
my best friend down there on Terra, where every man had three women for him, living 
around a sumptuous tree. These 1+3 groups they called families and were sexually 



locked. No pussy for the outsider, namely me." 

I listen to this virgin's missteps and can't take my eyes off of the backup volume. 
Those women were blue blooded and some of them were lesbians, in the family circle, 
of course. Kronos did not impress any man to share a wife. None of the offers presented 
by the Master of Time seemed good enough for men claiming to belong to God's neural 
network. Doubting this claim, I dig through the reality backups until I stumble upon Nok
and Eli - the blue blooded giant avatars of Enoch and Elijah. Aha, God's neural 
networking! Makes sense to me. And this idiot kept begging, courting, making a clown 
of himself. Perseverance pays. Befriending some lesbian pussies, he learned to play the 
victim. He impressed a few husbands enough to make them propose sharing their wives 
with him. At this metaphysical point, God's neural network reacted - like any cybernetic 
organism would do, obeying its inner laws. 

"It wiped me out of Terra and pasted my body one kilometer atop the center of 
Sagittarius A*. I finally got what I've deserved: a fall into my own dug hole." 

Forgetting about his atrocious fate, I keep digging through the backups. Collapsing 
under its own weight, Terra vanished from sight. Curious, I followed through the tunnel 
which opened up in Theia's orbit. Terra blasted into Theia. A cosmic tragedy putting an 
end to the Theian civilization and the Terran culture. Sigh. Kronos, tell me how did you 
manage to escape from the black deck Sagittarius A* - also known in mainstream 
vernacular as "a bright and very compact astronomical radio source at the center of the 
Milky Way galaxy, near the border of the constellations Sagittarius and Scorpius. It is 
part of a larger astronomical feature known as Sagittarius A. Sagittarius A* is believed 
to be the location of a supermassive black hole, like those that are now generally 
accepted to be at the centers of most spiral and elliptical galaxies. Observations of the 
star S2 in orbit around Sagittarius A* have been used to show the presence of, and 
produce data about, the Milky Way's central supermassive black hole, and have led to 
the conclusion that Sagittarius A* is the site of that black hole."

"One kilometer above this deck is less than nothing. So I allowed myself to fall in it. 
What else?" 

Aha, so this is why you told me that the late dynasties of gods and titans are just 
trapped not dead, because you fell in it, passed through it and returned alive and well... 
Well... to some extent... Hope that you can make something with that flaccid dick of 
yours. Guess that I've got an itch slightly above my clit. Interested? 



Chapter 4. This Friday

Kronos asks me to take the initiative. His thirty-six meters high athletic body is 
nothing new to me. All the other daemons that I had in me, for sex or lovemaking, were 
sporting exactly the same bodies. They had different heads and faces but their bodies 
never varied. They don't age, don't deprecate, don't enhance - past the first week after 
birth, allowing them to grow up to maturity.

Approaching, I take his hand in my palms. His nails are amazingly pink. No violet 
hues. Strange. 

"What is so strange about my nails?," he asks. 

Every daemon I made love to had violet nails, I think in response. Yours are pink. 
This is a first for me. So far I know that you are the only virgin daemon. But hey, I had 
my share of virgin daemons back then and their nails were violet, not pink. Funny! 

"I have never launched lightnings from the tips of my fingers. Can you tell of 
another daemon that didn't?" 

Huh? Let me think... No, they all were trained into this, starting the third day after 
birth. It used to be a traditional sport. Remember? 

"Really, Astarte? Remember what? Have you seen me participating in any 
tradition?" 

Oops, the lonely artist. Forgot about your past, sorry. 

"Past? What past, dear? There is no past and no future." 

Good. Talking to this guy invariably ends up in philosophical debate. This kills my 
libido. Let me handle things in silence, will ya? 

He nods. Caressing his shoulders, I press my belly against his dick. Kissing his 
nipples, I feel the arching cock above my navel, like hot iron. Have to terminate the 
foreplay before my virgin will ejaculate prematurely on me. 

His first jet has to come inside me, not outside! 

With my left hand hurriedly massaging my clit, to get myself wetty, with my right 



hand embracing his neck, I wrap my legs around his waist and decisively plunge my 
pussy in. 

Historically, I had my latest sex session a few billion years ago. 

Technically, with his dick inside me, I feel like it was yesterday. Time did not flow 
for me in the sarcophagus. 

Seems like Kronos is right, after all: no past, no future, just the present! Fuck me 
harder! Grab my butt cheeks in your hands. Come on. Rock me! 

He comes in 835 milliseconds after intromission. Less than one damn second... 
Disheartening...

"Ohhh... Ahhh... Yoo... Whoaaahh... You are incredible, Astarte, incredible! I... I... I 
know that you need more play time to reach orgasm. I will provide that to you. Teach 
me. Please." 

Something unexpected happens. His ejaculation lasted 2984 milliseconds. As I 
assess, there are 4765 milliseconds (and counting) since we coupled but his dick remains
iron hard. I'll take my time... An hour later... Forty-one ejaculations, each lasting about 
three seconds. The amount of sperm he's capable to provide is unequaled. My orgasms 
are beyond imagination. I'm living five of them simultaneously. Good that I can't faint 
and that I have this responsible channel always open (a self defense feature?). 

"Kronos darling... No, no, keep that inside me, it's just lovely... Kronos darling, 
please allow me some statistics. I have been fucked by exactly 2,899,052 different dicks 
before having you inside me. None was capable to provide half the performance you did 
per unit of time..." 

"...And no one of your previous lovers had pink nails, if you allow me, sweet 
Astarte. Please show me other positions." 

"Now? Don't you need to rest?" I asked, bit scared. 

"Rest, why rest? I am not tired." 

Very well then, I'm about to show you the entire Kamasutra, chapters from the Book
of Pleiades and films of Vanaheimr, then..." 

He interrupts me with an "ah, there you go," as his free hand (the other grabs my 
buttocks tightly) pops up a dozen of reality backup volumes. Hardcore porn from every 



corner of the inhabited universe. 

"If you've watched them all, why do you ask me to teach you?" I'm intrigued by this 
guy. Have instructed my vaginal muscles to record the hardness of his dick because I 
wish to know, when he tells me about the engineering of stars, if the blood pressure in 
his manhood goes down, just a tiny bit. No way! Kronos is a perfectly oiled multitasking
fuck machine. 

"I want you to teach me everything about lovemaking. Remember when you couldn't
find your words at the inaugural speech of the Insurrection on Venus? The keyword was 
LOVE. Emancipating from evil, your next stop is learning to love. Sex is just a form of 
communication, like writing or drawing, like painting or music. Sex is choreography, 
body language. But loveless sex is nothing, and nothing is where evil comes from." 

"Listen to me, Kronos. Can you keep your dick inside me, as hard as it is now, for a 
total of 504 hours, uninterrupted?" 

"Yes, I can and I will. One hour is behind us, 503 to go. Check." 

"Can you show me your entire porn records of reality and repeat the scenes 
involving a man and a woman? All of them without taking your dick out of me, not even
for a millisecond?" 

"How about oral?" 

"No oral." 

"Alright. Yes, I can and I will. Check." 

"Can you speak to me, during all this, about your Platonic loved ones?" 

"Speaking sounds impractical. I'll give you a better option. Look, now I'm not a 
virgin anymore. The more we fuck the easier will be for your mind to read mine. So..." 

"...So this was the mystery!! It haunted me all of my life. Everyone with a less 
whorish record than mine can read my mind. In extremis, the mind of a virgin cannot be 
read by a non-virgin. The more you fuck around, the less private are your thoughts. Oh 
my..." 

"Your thoughts go hand in hand with your private parts, like your moods go hand in 
hand with your gut nerves. Trivial physiology, Astarte dear. Everyone (but one) has full 
access to your mind. Provided you happen to be within range." 



"Okay, okay. What I had and what I've lost. So be it. Now, back to our little 
lovemaking deal: as we fuck for 504 hours, nonstop, can you give me access to the 
memories holding your loved ones?" 

"Yes, I can and I will, even to more memories of mine. Check." 

***

And those two monstrous, Godzillan, Gargantuan, daemonic, extraterrestrial 
lovebirds keep fucking for 504 hours, continuously. Oh wait, who said that?? Hey Doris,
you peeping around? It is me who narrates the story of this book, remember? I am 
supposed to tell that line. Ah, you thought I never will, huh? Look at me: and my 
awesomely endowed, the Master of Time, recently appointed man-of-mine, the 
courageous daemon who plunged into a black deck, or (as you would have said) into 
"the Milky Way's central supermassive black hole Sagittarius A*," the gentle and most 
gorgeous virgin daemon Kronos keeps fucking me for 504 hours, continuously. And 
agreed to share his knowledge with me. And don't rant back with your well known "what
can go wrong" punchline because nothing will. I am a good gal now. Look at me!



Chapter 5. The French

"Alerte! A vos postes! Activité sismique anormale." 

It's not English, it's not Aramaic. Ah, it's French, not far from English, compared to 
Aramaic... Why is this little stinker shouting this out loud? Repeatedly. 

Ten seconds after our 504 hours long fuck spree has been completed, Kronos sent 
me down to Earth. Yes, the planet with a Moon that resulted after Theia hit Terra, or 
Terra Theia, whichever comes first. The planet next to Venus. Oh, Venus... Green 
Venus... where art thou?... 

Red flashlights bayoneting the darkness. Guess that they are searching for me. I 
should be the cause of their reportedly abnormal seismic activity. Very well then, they 
wish to see me and I have nothing to hide, when did I? Lights on! 

"Protégez vos yeux! Protégez vos yeux!" 

Well, well, that little bastard won't stop shouting. Not wasting my time, I scrutinize 
myself first. All parts of me are here, in one piece, nice. Time to inspect the 
neighborhood. Above, a hollow dome of granite with a theoretical radius of 911 
kilometers. Majestic, I can tell! Under my feet, solid iron, melted rock, a long list of 
minerals and metals, and carbon, so much carbon. Huge spots on the ground make me 
think that this mixture dripped from the ceiling at high temperatures. It filled the 
spherical cavity, most of it. That explains why I am so close to the cupola. What a blast! 
Industriously, I map everything in my head. See there, and there, and even there, oh, too 
many... let's count them... Yes, twenty-eight cave openings. To be dealt with later on. 

"Garde-à-vous!" 

What the fuck is he yelling up there? Time to focus on the little screamer now. Ah, 
there he is. Camouflage attire, don't you say. Oh, there are more of them. Let me count. 
Eighty-one of them, little stinkers in pink camouflage. Is that pink? Nah. More like 
beige. Think the light I'm generating induces this nuance of pink. Makes sense. I love 
pink! 

Let me calibrate it over to the full spectrum. Oh no. HALT myself. Must think twice 
before acting. What goes as full spectrum for my body can radiate the hell out of these 
little men up there. Kronos said that I need to fraternize with humans of the Earth. To 



socialize. Let's get started with light calibration in their visible spectrum. Neutral white, 
they would say. Hum... they are eighty-two now. Seems like a new one came in through 
a door in the wall. Are they all living like ants on this planet? 

"Madame. Bienvenue sur la Terre! I am Colonel Alain Johansson, 3rd Regiment of 
the Chasseurs d'Afrique. At your service." 

"Hello there, Alain! My name is Astarte. Well, one of the many names of mine. 
Thanks for the wishes. You don't seem surprised to see me. On the contrary. Your men 
were waiting for my arrival." 

"This is correct, Madame. Our unit's raison d'être is welcoming and accommodating 
you on our planet. In total secrecy. No one knows, up there, at the surface." 

"Aha. You never go out? Are you trapped in here?" 

"Ah, non, pas du tout, Madame. My Regiment controls half of Mauritania." 

"And three Americans conquered the Moon because no one was there to resist them. 
Speak to me in meaningful terms, will you?" 

"I am sorry, Madame. Today is Friday, 13th of August 2021. I am situated at fifty-
seven kilometers under the Richat Structure, also known as the Eye of Africa, beneath 
Western Mauritania. You must be situated 246 kilometers North-East and thirty-eight 
kilometers below my position. It is amazing how you can illuminate this incredible 
cave." 

"No less spectacular than your localization and directional communication crafts, 
don't you think?" 

"We are inhabiting this cave for the last eight years. Plenty of time to develop our 
network of drones. As I mentioned before: we were waiting for you!" 

"Can I approach? Won't you torture me with your thoughts, Mon Colonel?" 

"Oh, Madame. Torturing you? With my thoughts? I am a Gentleman not a psychotic 
barbarian." 

"No doubt about that. But I must warn you, and your men, that when I'll enter within
the range of your untrained telepathy, my body will involuntarily execute your 
commands. I cannot control that. Call it a curse, if you are religious, or call it a feature, 
if you are an engineer." 



"A feature will be then, Madame. Speaking for myself and for my men, you may 
expect to encounter various erotic thoughts, and desires, but your consent will be asked 
beforehand. So it won't be torture." 

"Consensual torture then?! Very well. We've got a deal. I'm approaching now." 

Not willing to demonstrate my running abilities, I take a walk to meet the men 
belonging to the 3rd Regiment of the Chasseurs d'Afrique. 

"You are allowed to run, Madame. Minor earthquakes are frequent at this depth. I 
don't think that anyone at the surface will notice." The Colonel is right, why waste time 
with walking. An hour later I reach the wall of the French Foreign Legion. 

"Oh mon Dieu! You look exactly like the Statue of Liberty."

"Is this a compliment?" 

"Mais oui, mais oui. It is one of the greatest compliments."

"Addressed to me or to Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi?" 

"To both of you, Madame." 

"Look, Alain, I don't wish to be rude with you or your men. But I hate being 
worshiped. I am not a goddess and certainly not a statue, a dead idol of copper, iron and 
steel. I am a living being, a woman from a distant star. Nobody is perfect and neither am 
I. Do you copy?"

"Loud and clear, Madame." 

The French soldiers are nice to me. All compliments and no commands over my 
body. They make me feel safe. 

"Do you know why am I here?" 

"Yes, Madame, I know. Next week, Friday, the 20th of August, 2021, you will give 
birth. We are here to help you with the babies." 

The military men begin to warm up at my curves but they abstain from naughty 
thinking. 



"You have trained them well, Mon Colonel. Do you have any women around here?" 

Alain Johansson makes a sign to his adjutant. This one speaks something into a 
chocolate-like gadget. Five minutes later I am introduced to Madame Rebecca 
Johansson, to Madame Beatrice Challe and Mademoiselle Yvonne Loiret. 

"Enchanté!" 

We're all enchanted to know each other. 

"And now please allow me to be rude, no offense, just pragmatism. Will you, Mon 
Colonel?" 

"At your service, Madame!" 

"Excellent. All men out, please! I need to speak to the ladies. In private!" 

Impressed by their cooperation, I see the soldiers gathering in line at the elevator. It 
took them almost ten minutes to clear the wall. 

"Rebecca, Beatrice, Yvonne, please forgive me for being crude and open with you 
but I have no other choice. Do you know why am I here?" 

"You are pregnant, Astarte, and about to give birth, next week." 

"This is correct, Yvonne. Are you a lesbian?" 

"Pardon?! Non! Why did you ask?" 

"Need to make sure that you shall focus on the babies and the babies alone, to the 
tiniest detail. Men, or lesbians, usually have a slip of mind that could put my children at 
risk. My greatest worries are about the size of my babies. They won't match my kind of 
daemons. They will come to the world as little humans. Suitable for your hands, for your
breasts, for your kisses and caressing. I, their natural mother, will be a monster to them. 
Atrocious, don't you think?" 

"We shall take care of your babies as they would be our own. Don't you worry about 
that. Any idea how many of them you expect?" 

"Two. I carry a pair of twins. A boy and a girl. Will speak their names next Friday. 
Until then, I need to hear your stories. My story is simple for you to read, my mind is an 
open book to your telepathy." 



"Are we telepaths without knowing it?" 

"Well, Rebecca, indeed you are and of course you don't know how to take advantage
of your brain powers. Let me show you." 

Rolling my eyes through all the colors of the rainbow, I generate a volume for 
backup reality feeds. Kronos taught me how to perform this trick (did he?, or have I 
stolen his knowledge during that great fuck?, doesn't matter). 

"Now ladies, all you need to do is pick a day from the past and a person who lived 
that day on this planet. What that person of choice has been seeing and hearing belongs 
to the archives of the universe and here we are, naughty gossiping librarians... Who's 
first?" 

"Me! Me!" Chants Yvonne. "Could you please show us what Marcel Foucault 
experienced on June 30th, 2015, twas a Tuesday." 

All right, here we go... Black screen. Patiently contemplating, waiting... Same black 
screen ten minutes later. 

"What is this?" 

"He sleeps, ya know." 

The ladies stare at me with an untold contempt. 

"What? Why are you looking at me? There's your feed, on the screen, starting on 
June 30th, 2015, at 00:00 hour." 

Tiny stinkers they are. Wish I could make inroads through their thoughts. But I can't!
I'm still the unequaled harlot of the universe. Sigh... 

"Very well then, stop sobbing. Each of us has whored, a way or another. I was a 
harlot too!" 

Oh, dear Yvonne, seems that you can read my mind already. You learn fast, but I 
can't read yours, and this has nothing to do with my exceptional learning abilities. 

"You mean?" 

I mean that we're not equal harlots... 



"Hum, wives and harlots... Are wives harlots too?" 

It depends, Rebecca, it depends. Oh, and welcome into my mind. Beatrice? Can you 
read me? 

"Yes, Astarte, I keep doing this from the very beginning. You are the mother of the 
devil. How could you?" 

Oh my... oh my... oh my... another mighty woman! What if she knows how to knife 
my body with her judgments? I'm screwed. Again! 

"How could you?" 

Oh my... got no answer for her and she knows this as well as I do. Why is she asking
me the same question?... 

"How could you?" 

...Okay, this should be my only way out of this corner: Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of
God, have mercy of me, the primordial sinner... Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, have
mercy of me, the primordial sinner... Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy of 
me, the primordial sinner... 

"Girls, girls," says Yvonne, "can we return to my time-feed about Marcel? Please!" 

I'll make the display show only the relevant experiences? 

"Why haven't you set it up this way in the first place?" 

Because you had not asked... And because who am I to discern what's relevant or not
for you?... 

"You are the mother of the devil! That is who you are! Horrible whore!" 

Beatrice isn't at ease with me. She scares the piss out of me... 

"Hear that noise?" infers Rebecca, "sounds like a waterfall..." 

"Yes, the echo must bring it to us, amplified, I guess. But where is it coming from?" 

From below, Beatrice. It's the noise of my pee. 



"Pardon?!" 

You've scared the pee out of me with your rhetorical questions. As you have learned 
that I had birthed Lucifer, eons ago, you also learned that I still repent for my misdeed. 
Nevertheless, you keep cornering me with the same question, to which I can bring no 
sustainable answer, thus I pee! Must discharge before you might consider a harmful 
thought against my body. You really scare me, Beatrice.  

"Oh, sorry. Didn't want to harm you physically. Just that outrage... finding out what 
you've done... abhorrent things... angers me... makes me lose my temper... Sorry again!" 

I'll accept that, Beatrice. Outrage, anger, rage, madness, hatred, harm and murder - I 
know this recipe well too well, sadly. You could have me killed by way of this mental 
path. 

"Without a physical weapon? Honestly?" 

Yes, Beatrice, you truly have that power. Good that your passions boil your soul, and
nerves, sparing me. 

"You mean?" 

I mean that a cold and calculated mind is more powerful than any invented weapon. 

"Girls! I want my feed with Marcel. Please! Anyone? Please!" 

Yvonne, are you from Canada? I ask myself. 

"Mais oui, Ville de Québec! How do you know?" 

Analyzing your Marcel-feed, I took the liberty to peep into your past as well. 

"Seems that you can take advantage of us, after all, don't you? Astarte!" 

Well, Rebecca dear, the wits and tricks I had learned, from the classical daemons of 
yore, no longer are of use to me. However, this industrious Kronos has nourished me 
with the knowledge of a new language: he taught me the unpassion of mathematics. 
Turning bits to pixels, memories into moments and what you call the past into a 
universal backup. All it takes is choosing a method of optimization. Simple, don't you 
think? 



"Too simple!" mutters Beatrice, "now go on with the relevant experiences of Marcel 
that day, shall you?" 

At your command, madame! I jolt my rainbow irises just to make an impression 
(oops, noted) and, suddenly, the three-dimensional "screen" comes to live in the air, four 
meters to the left of the three girls - my recent stinky earthling friends! Yuppy! 



Chapter 6. Marcel's Mind

Mmm... mh... ugh... Waves bring a rhythmical note of tranquility to the (still) dark 
screen. Eyes closed, ears always open. Blurry blue mist. Whitish pearls of water (on the 
subject's eyelashes perhaps). Crisp grains of sand sticking to the skin on the forearm. 
The awakening moves to stand up end with an elbow raise. Gracefully, like a giant 
orange of fire, the sun overcomes the tones of grey, lining the sea with gold. Warm 
colors take over the entire landscape. A new day breaks for Marcel. 

Turning away from the sun, he stops in admiration. A dormant Aphrodite stretches 
her exquisite marvels on the beach. Little round pebbles, white, beige and red, pierce her
soles, stick between her lovely toes, cover her calves with a random patchwork, 
surpassed in appearance only by the fine sand on her perfectly round butt cheeks. She 
sleeps on her tummy, arms crossed beneath her face to keep the sands away from her 
lips and nostrils. Embracing her hair, the more and more vigorous sunshine symphony 
plays golden and brass and red as the wind blows a tuft (or two) off, and on, her neck. 
This redhead is such an amazing creature. "She looks like a desirable diva!"- we can 
hear Marcel thinking out loud. The whisper of his lips sounds more intense through our 
interface. 

The image earthquakes before shifting to a close up. Staring at his morning wood, 
Marcel decides to implement the worn out concept. "But first shake the sand off that 
dick, dear!" Yells Rebecca at the man in the holographic image. He can't hear you. We 
are six years late to that day. Just watch! Dear...

Did he, or did he not, hear Rebecca, we admire a hurried shake, a few more slaps on 
his dick, before he crawls to his sleep mate. Gentle hands of his wave more sand off 
from her buttocks. Seven seconds later (there's a timer running in the corner of the 
screen, right atop the longitude and latitude decimals, so we know when and where), 
Marcel gives us a new zoom in. This time with her linear butt cleft and... "What's going 
on? Why did the screen turned black? Astarte, do something!" He just closed his eyes, 
the feed works, look up right, see the digits? If you can see them, then the feed works. 
Better concentrate on the sound when the subject decides to shut his eyes... 

"The sounds of the sea and the breeze cover everything. Can you filter the smacks of
his tongue, and lips please? Oh..." Yes, patience is the best adviser. Twenty-nine seconds
later, the subject opens his eyes again. Done licking the ass of his beauty on the beach, 
he's climbing on her back now, aiming to kiss her neck, wishing to stick his hardon at 
the entry of the tightest tunnel on the French Riviera. 



"Not so fast, mon amour. Not so fast," softly moans the redhead. "Michelle, let me 
in, just for now. We are alone. No one sees us. Nobody will know." 

We all learn the name of the stunning redhead: Michelle. "No, Marcel. No means no!
Never forget what we have taught you: no anal, no vaginal, only oral. Respect our rules 
if you wish to remain our guest. Will you?" She speaks like a life coach: firm but suave, 
precise but apparently tolerant, trying not to lecture (without much success) yet seeking 
for understanding and intimacy. 

"Oral then. So be it. Release me, lovely Michelle, release me!" Turning around to sit 
on her bottom in the sand (the safest position), she speaks graciously: "How old are you,
Marcel?" "Nineteen. Told you yesterday. Noted in the enrollment papers too. Madam 
Doctor mentioned my age along with my name when she introduced me to all of you. 
Remember?" 

"Guess so," smiles she with a dimple in her cheek, "only yesterday we have recruited
twenty healthy young men, remember?" Starting with the word "recruited," each ensuing
word she speaks goes in association with a hand jerk. Marcel's morning wood (the 
subject of Michelle's hand moves) has already swollen into a marble stone (carved by 
Michelangelo). Only the soft feeling skin, the vascular warmth and the delicious tip of 
its purple pink head, illustrate the seething live inside. 

Still, Michelle wishes to halt the moment. Her hand slows down, pushing to the base
of Marcel's penis, as her voluptuous lips approach to kiss the tip of it. Smooching softly, 
she goes for more. Can she reach the other end of his vibrant shaft? Where would the top
arrive when her lips will feel the tips of his coarse pubic hair? There's but one way to 
find out! 

Regrettably, her impish tongue ruined this leisurely exploration. Playing the belly of 
his penis, slapping at the base of his head, forcing a few suctions, her tongue 
prematurely provoked the "earthquake" throughout his entire body, immediately 
followed by an epic eruption. More epic than the nightly one? Or maybe on par with the 
evening one? Michelle couldn't tell. Satisfied with the bitter-salty-sour taste, busily 
masticating his sticky semen, gulping the "snowball," she wishes to retreat. 

"Voilà, t'es rafraîchi maintenant!" 

Perplex, Marcel observes how Michelle jumps up on her feet and, shaking the sand 
and pebbles out of her ass cleavage, she moves away, heading for the tents. He wishes to
say something but we can only hear a muted mumble that never leaves his lips. The 
hand, with an open and empty palm that we can see begging in the bottom right corner 
of our holographic screen, longs for this perfect redhead. Then falls out of view... 



Silence. Sea waves caressing the shore only to give another timbre to the silence. 
Few dormant yachts between Marcel's vantage point and the horizon. Then the wind! 
Which used to be a breeze but not anymore. 

"Michelle has served me another blowjob this morning. I blowed her three times and
it's not even a day since we have met. Wow! Why did she abandon me so abruptly? Why
now and not yesterday evening? And this wind blowing through my head now!" Yes, oh 
dear, we can hear it. Loud and clear. 

"Nature is pushing you, Marcel, how interesting..." We all get Yvonne's commenting 
behind us. I'm a bit curious why did she ask me for this retrospect in particular. 

"You know, Astarte, I had a crush on Marcel back then. He changed my life. In a big 
way. This is why I have asked you to show me his perspective. You are such a kind 
daemon being, dear..." This Yvonne character hides something. Something Big! 

Marcel won't allow me more than a thousand nanoseconds of curiosity. He decides 
to run to the tents. Like a tom trailing her scent. Smartly, he stops before anyone would 
notice his company. Quietly, he squats a meter away from the back of the main tent. The 
entrance is from the road upwards. The sun shines still low above the horizon and the 
wind makes enough noise to cover his spying intentions. 

Nevertheless, our Marcel chooses a spot with less wind and tries to hear the chatter 
going on inside the tent. Unfortunately, the voices cannot cover the jamming of this 
mighty morning breeze. 

"Merde!" We can hear this from Marcel. He seems to understand that listening is not 
the best option so he agitates to find a peep hole now. No difficult endeavor. The rugged 
canvas offers him a generous choice of cracks and gaps of various shapes and sizes. He 
goes for a lower one because, laid in the sand, there won't be any standing silhouette to 
betray him with a shadow or a whiff. 

The ground level, upwards frontal view of Michelle takes his breath away. How did 
we figure that out from the holographic volume? "We" didn't at first, just I, the 
graciously "kind daemon being." I also figured that I have omitted to set on display 
Marcel's pulse rate, cardiogram, encephalogram, blood pressure... and the list goes on. 
But hey! Such a long list of vital signs would have filled the entire volume with 
excessive and maybe useless data. Hum... 

"Just the pulse, the EKG and EEG will do, darling. And yes! I'm hiding something 
really big. I wish to share this with all of you, sisters." 



So she's a lesbian, after all. Sister Yvonne... Sister Diesel? 

"Sister Yvonne would do just fine, Astarte. How nice to let us read your thoughts!" I 
don't let you!!! I have no choice! Damn it...

From Marcel's lower viewpoint, Michelle talks face to face to someone. All he can 
see is a pair of bare feet pressing the sand. Outlined with rings of scars above the ankles,
the legs betray of this woman's past of suffering and hardships. Perhaps brutal 
captivity... 

After a short conversation, Michelle nods, turns around and leaves the tent. The 
scarred ankle bones begin to walk randomly. As the woman puts more distance between 
her and Marcel's eyes, his image can catch more of her. She is totally naked. A svelte but
still prominent ass brings his pulse rate up. 

"I know that ass! I've seen it somewhere. Recently! ...Oh non, oh non, c'est pas 
possible..." 

Marcel's vital signs gone crazy, he inhales a fair amount of sand. Enough to make 
him cough. And so his cover as the casual morning beach spy went away with the wind. 
He wished to stand up and run, but when his arms pushed his torso up, a leg forced him 
back into the sand. Turning his head around, his eyes meet the icy stare of Michelle. 

"What are you doing here, in the sand, Marcel?" She grins at him. 

"Nothing, just peeping. Couldn't hear your conversation." 

"Let's hope so." 

With an unexpected force, from the part of a young female, Michelle grabs him up 
by his arm. 

"It hurts! What are you doing?" 

Marcel feels like a rag doll desperately dragged through an Amazonian nightmare. 
He wishes to wake up from this reverie, to stare once more at his nude Miley Cyrus 
poster on the ceiling of his room. Alas, he is no longer in Paris and this is not a dream. 

Michelle tosses him inside the tent as the mysterious lady owning the known ass zips
up her Dominatrix boots. 



"Madam Doctor?" Wonders Marcel, sounding idiotic. 

In front of him, majestic like a Greek statue with half her legs and half her arms 
smoldered in black vinyl, rises Yvonne. Our Yvonne! Oh dear, Madam Doctor, really? I 
pause the footage in the volume.

"Yes, Astarte, really! La faculté de Médecine Paris Île-de-France Ouest, or PIFO. 
Promotion 2002. Specialized in natality. Passionate about genetics - which passion, 
eventually, had cost me the medical license." 

Why dear? I ask the dandy way, without noticing that no one else mocks Yvonne 
here. 

"Why? Dear Astarte, why? Because of the social dictate! Because of the mental 
sclerosis of the academia: they can't believe only in what they can see. Nothing else 
"exists" beyond their obtuse scientism. They have replaced old myths with no myths, 
other than experimental evidence - which has too often proved misleading and 
irrelevant. Oh, Astarte, please don't get me started!" 

Okay, okay. I begin to like this handsome lesbian gal. And how did you... 

"My parents died in the desert. I grew up in a top boarding school. The priest used to
take advantage of me... Well, of few of us. I hated him. Still, I knew that, deep inside my
heart, there is Christ taking care of my soul, giving me strength and peace. Later on, the 
Colonel, sponsoring my medical studies, throws me in the middle of this nest of wasps: 
The University!" 

I see that all of us have to carry their baggage, Yvonne. If you'd better try to read my 
mind, billions of years of celestial history, you would be amazed to find out about the 
dark ways of daemon cultures and civilizations and, last but not least, about my own 
fixations and phobias. One thing you must keep in mind, and never forget: let them go! 
If you can let go then you are truly free! 

"Well, well, Astarte dear, I have begun studying your psyche years before. Learning 
how to discover you, how to filter the pearls from the drivel, I managed to allocate some
neurons to act as an interface to your mind and memories. We have been connected for 
the last four years, Sister Aphrodite!" 

Gulp! Did I need a surprise from yet another little stinker? Probably. But how could 
we be connected for the last 126,230,400 seconds since I awoke just 691,200 seconds 
before? 



"Speak French, Astarte!" 

Oh, sorry Beatrice: look, Yvonne said that she's roaming my head for four years; 
however, I am back to living life for just eight days. How can that be, wondering... 

"You'll have to buzz the Colonel with this, dear. He's the engineer. I'm just the 
midwife." 

A lesbian midwife, how cute. 

"You bet. Could you please put the hologram on play now?" 

Marcel wishes to look into Yvonne's eyes. He even tries to meet her stare. Twice. 
And twice he cannot stand her more than a moment or two. Tacitly, her fierce looks, her 
small but perfect breasts, the pointy and pink nipples, her entire posture, demand him to 
lower his watch. He obeys to appease his eyes with the view of her pubic triangle. 

"What a delicious muffin with hair." Marcel whispers for himself. We hear it. 
Yvonne (from our present) chuckles. Yvonne (from June 30, 2015) does not hear because
she seems too busy dominating the man on his knees in front of her. 

"You little young man! You will be turned into a woman. An adorable woman! Do 
you have to say something before I start the procedure?" 

Ouch! Triple ouch. You're playing with fire here, my dear Yvonne - I find myself 
thinking and fearing. I know of Lucifer and his sons (well, ours, damn it) Loki, Zeus and
Neptune who used to toy with this kind of fire, and the outcome has never been what 
they had wished for. 

But Yvonne does not reply verbally to my thoughts. She wishes us to follow the 
footage. Very well then. 

Marcel, taken aback, defaults to the typical men scare. "Why do you wish to cut my 
dick? Madam Doctor." 

"Cut your cock? Really? Do you think that I am a cruel butcher, a barbarian, a 
troglodyte? Really, Marcel, this is what I am in your eyes?" 

"Excusez moi, Madam Doctor, I didn't mean to offend. But how else can you 
transform me into a woman? Women have no dick. Oh wait, did you mean a shemale? A 
woman with a dick? Boobs and dick? All in one. Wow!" The male subject tries to act 
cool but his vital signs on the screen tell a very different story... 



"Marcel, dear, I am no monster and I won't harm you physically. There will be no 
surgery performed on your dick. You may have it all the time. Just that, when a woman, 
your dick will be as prominent as Michelle's clitoris. You have feasted on her for a good 
part of the night, haven't you?" In spite of visible efforts to hide her anger, the 
Dominatrix Yvonne is full of venom. 

"Why do you hate men, Madam Doctor?" 

She stops the domineering analysis, grabs his chin with three fingers through the 
glove of vinyl, fixes his left eye in a silent stare, then moves to the right eye. You may 
talk about a minute of silence but there were actually fifty-one seconds of tension for the
poor young male before the Doctor speaks. 

"Stand up, bring a chair," her hand points to a corner in the back of the tent, "make 
yourself comfortable and let us talk like adults, shall we?" 

As Marcel moves the frames (served to us) towards the corner with the chairs, we 
can hear the Dominatrix Doctor in the background. "Michelle, please give us some 
privacy." 

Marcel returns, relaxed, or so he wants to show, and asks where to fix the chair. 

"Outside, young lad. Let us take our daily dose of vitamin D!" 

"How about your gloves and boots? They'll give you tan lines, won't they?" 

"I'm taking them off. Need this costume to impress my victims. Hope you 
understand." 

Speaking to Marcel, she turns her back and bends to unzip the first boot. 
Instinctively, his eyes get fixated on a coral miniature uncovered by her parting butt 
cheeks: the rosetta around her anus. 

"Captivating!" He exclaims. "You are a sculpted delicacy, Madam Doctor! Such an 
adorable body hosting a vindictive soul. How can that be?" 

Fully naked, Madam Doctor and Marcel commence an innocent morning stroll along
the seashore. 

"The sound of the waves, together with the wind, give us a hard time hearing their 
chatter. Astarte, could you please filter these out?" Sure do, Rebecca. How about now? 



"Perfect, thanks!" 

"...You have applied for this camp on the net, if I remember well." 

"This is correct, Madam Doc..." 

"Please call me Yvonne. I am Yvonne, glad to meet you, Marcel." 

"Oh, Yvonne... What an honor!" 

"Why did you wish to join my camp?" 

Marcel seems distracted. His eyes can't stop from scanning Yvonne's nakedness from
top to toes and from toes back to her pretty face. Pausing longer on her breasts, 
forgetting himself in the admiration of her red pubic triangle, Marcel is absent from this 
conversation. 

"Marcel? I have asked you something..." A dumb smile precedes a half mouthed 
"what?" followed by a couple of full body scans. 

At this point, Yvonne stops. The lad arrests his steps, turning around to face her. 

"Why have we stopped?" 

"We haven't. I stopped walking because you were not listening to me." 

Seen through his eyes, Yvonne looks angry. Still not the kind of capricious angry that
characterizes young ladies, but rather some sort of epic wrath emanates from her stare, 
from her marbled face. The wind electrifying her red hair can only aggravate this portrait
of vengeful Yvonne. 

"Oh, I am sorry. Please accept my apologies. Yesterday you had me charmed. When 
I saw you wearing just boots and gloves, my mind span out of control. I wished to be 
your sexual slave, to feel your domination, to obey, to suffer at your command. I knew 
that I'll be most happy when suffering for you, under your pointy heel." 

Marcel's honesty steals a momentary smile of relaxation from her. 

"And now, few minutes ago, you - the goddess of my dreams, the unreachable and 
untouchable master of my impulses - you befriend me. As an equal. It's... it's... it is just 
unbelievable... for me... to have you as... as... as my friend. Wish to kiss and lick and 
smack your soles, your feet, your shins and thighs, front and back, wish to dive my nose,



and my tongue, into your butt hole, to lick and tongue fuck the moisty treasure cave 
hiding beneath this forest of red, to sniff your navel, to bite your hips, to suck your 
nipples and sleep between your breasts, forever... for-ever... Take me!" 

"Damn, boy! Get your act together! When I ask you a question, you must answer. 
This is rule number one. I have many rules for you and, if you can follow them all, then, 
maybe!, I'll indulge with you. Together..." 

"Oh, my master friend, ask me anything!" 

"I just did but your ears were locked down." 

"Come again, please!" 

"Why did you wish to join my camp?"

"My father told me about your camp." His innocent answer falls like a lightning on 
the Greek angry statue interrogating him. 

"Your... your father?" Mumbles Yvonne. 

"Yes, my father. He said that he had heard of you. That you must be in deep pain and
asked me if I wish to risk my life for you." 

"And what did you say?" Yvonne is perplex, lost, scared? 

"I said that playing the role of a knight saving the sleeping beauty, in the age of the 
internet, requires some prior documentation. Asked my father to teach me about you, to 
show me how you look, how you move, how you speak. You know, all that stuff that one
can grab on the internet about people." Marcel speaks with nonchalance to her, opening 
his heart with candor.

"Your father," tries Yvonne to catch up, "is he a doctor?" 

"Not anymore. He used to work for Médecins Sans Frontières back in the late 
century, before he graduated theology and became a priest." 

"A Catholic priest?" 

"Yes. I would have said a pastor otherwise." 

"So he fathered you before entering the priesthood, I suppose..." 



"No. He has been still a student in medicine when dropping out to opt for theology. I
never said he is a doctor. Just a priest." 

"How comes that a Catholic priest can father a baby?" 

"Well, they have dicks, don't they. You know how it works, I assume." Marcel proves
himself more intelligent than the casual hormone-driven young man. 

"I also know that the church would excommunicate the priests that make such use of
their dicks..." 

"The church, like any human institution, has her rules. And what are rules if no one 
breaks them?" 

"Smart dialog aside, your father must have had some leverage over his superiors for 
them to turn their heads the other way. Did he?" 

"I don't know about that. What I know is that my parents love each other, they are 
faithful to each other. My mom is my dad's house maid, you know... The entire village 
knows. It's public but unofficial. They call it a modus vivendi." 

"Why would your father send you to me? I still don't get it." Yvonne is no longer 
defensive, nor vindictive. Now she is curious. And a bit anxious. 

"He told me about your childhood." 

"Did he?" Anxiety stampedes her contracting neurons. It almost hurts, physically. 

"Yes. The priest who had taken advantage of you, amongst many pupils, at the 
boarding school where you grew up, that priest confessed everything to my dad and 
then, minutes later, he went to meet the TGV." 

"He took the train? What do you mean?" 

"Ah, non, non. He decided to run between the rails and charge against the Train 
Grande Vitesse. This cost him not just his life but his body as well. The firemen spent 
days gathering smithers of him from the surrounding woods." 

"Good riddance!" 

"See, Yvonne, how God allows the soul of a sinner to take care of himself... There's 



no need for vengeance. You didn't have to do anything to punish that molester because 
there is a principle like karma out there. Like the law of equilibrium in physics. Like 
natural decay. Pigs cannot fly. So why hate pigs? Why seek revenge? Why burn for 
retribution against a rat, or a snake?" 

"Easy to speak, Marcel. Harder to put in practice. What do you know? I was ten 
when he stuffed his filthy dick in my mouth. A day before confession. Then, the next 
day, forced me to confess my sins. So much about innocence. So far about pigs in 
disguise... If you never lived through this kind of ordeals you cannot speak about them. I
couldn't until college. The Colonel helped me spit it out. He told me to speak it out 
without fear or remorse. 'Just speak!' Said he, 'vomit this poison out of your mind!' 
Which I keep doing whenever given the opportunity." 

"Does it help?" 

"Not much, Marcel, not much. On one hand, it makes me feel a little bit better. 
Through all my teen years I have lived with a morbid guilt in me. What if I was the 
cause of my own tragedy? What if my parents sinned some way and I was about to pay 
back in their place?" 

"Yvonne, you know that sin is not transmitted from generation to generation. It's a 
personal matter, not a parental one. Children of criminal parents can lead a blessed live 
and children of blessed parents can turn to a life of crime. Each person shapes her own 
destiny." 

"Another theory that genetics can't confirm. Where did you take all this nonsense 
from?" 

"From my father, and from the Bible, and it's bearing more sense than your genetics 
would ever gather in a thousand years. This wisdom of creation goes beyond the human 
scientific method. Remember what they had done to you at the University?" 

Yvonne's curiosity fades to eventually be eclipsed by perplexity. How comes that 
this young lad, nineteen years old, not only knows that much about her (had his sources) 
but has the clout to lecture her. 

"Who are you? Solomon? Jesus? Why do you lecture me?" 

"I am Marcel, at your service. I apologize for trying to lecture you. It was not in my 
intention to make you suffer. In fact, it is you that must make me suffer here. Please, 
make me suffer, Yvonne!" 



"What the hell is going on?" Shouts the former tent Dominatrix as she starts to run 
along the beach, splashing the dying waves with her sublime feet. Like a crazy dog, 
Marcel follows her, trying to stay near her left shoulder and, incredibly, shouting back an
answer to her rhetoric question. 

"What is going on is that I wish to give my life for you, Yvonne. You deserve this 
more than anyone on this planet. I love you!" 

She stops. 

"Look, Marcel, I don't know if you're some kind of freak, I don't know if to call you 
a stalker, I don't even fucking know if to be afraid of you. But how can you love me? 
Did we have a romance or something?" 

"We do now..." 

I notice the print of the moment on her face. Not sure if Beatrice or Rebecca did, but 
I can tell that Marcel had Yvonne in his pocket (imaginary pocket because nudists don't 
wear pockets) with this statement. The anger, the remorse, the heavy clouded looks, 
everything was gone, dispersed like condense off of a windscreen. Marcel has breathed 
these words right into her soul. 

That Yvonne (in the hologram) stares at us the way of the doe sniffing the scents of 
green forests. This Yvonne (retired between Beatrice and Rebecca) is crying with 
rhythmic gulps and hiccups. Her face washed in tears. Her right hand hitting the lips of a
mouth that, seemingly, wants to die, and die again. Yvonne, are you alright? - ask I, 
telepathically. 

"Yes, Astarte. And no! I am not. I don't know... Why did you paused it? Play it on. 
Go on!" 

Okey-dokey, dear, didn't want to interrupt. Sorry. The hologram flows back to live. 

"Wish I'd believe what you're telling me, young man." 

"But you do, or at least you're trying to. I can feel it." Marcel sounds genuine and his
vital signs indicate the same. Yvonne though, analyzing him in haste, turns mischievous. 

"Well, allow me then to show you even more romancing. Follow me!" 

She heads to the flock of thorny bushes situated a hundred meters up from the shore.
Our obeying observer in pursue. There are screams and wails shredding the air. We get 



near along with the eyes of Marcel. And we watch what he saw: a disturbing scene. 
Michelle (remember her?) being abused by one of the twenty "stallions" admitted to the 
camp yesterday. 

"Want you! Need you! Can't fucking stop fucking you, princess." Growls the young 
man relentlessly pounding Michelle's pussy. We don't know when it all began but this 
might be the cruelest part of it. Seconds before releasing his seed in her, his mind 
completely forgets about controlling his body. This would have included the "victim's" 
body because she keeps struggling in his grip. 

Why won't she hit back? If I remember well, thinks Marcel, this gal is capable of 
much physical strength. She immobilized me less than an hour ago. How comes that this
imbecile can take advantage of her? Where are her powers? 

The frugal thoughts persist in Marcel's mind beyond the climax of ejaculation had 
consumed the last resources left in the idiot's body. He is now more vulnerable than ever.
However, Michelle won't score a busting knee to his relaxing balls. Not even the 
slightest gesture to run away. She is not scared. How odd... 

"Michelle, are you okay?" Asks Marcel, half worried, half intrigued. 

"Me? Yes! I'm fine. Look at this poor fellow." 

We're given to assist at a convulsive scene in the sand. Don't know about the others 
watching near me (can't read their minds), but I can remember what Loki had had done 
around the systems that you people call the Hoag's Object. Revisiting that recollection, 
the metamorphose of a young man into a muscular and marvelous woman is just old 
news to me. 

Rebecca and Beatrice seem upset, yet not surprised. Perhaps they know the story, 
can't tell. Yvonne sobs. On and on. I wish to study the male-to-female transition more 
closely. 

Immediately after his (last) sperm shot (poor guy), the flaccid penis abruptly recedes
to the cute stature of a clitoris. The parting from the urethra adds enough pain to have 
him fainted. Though growing a uterus and fitting it into the piercing vagina, from the 
inside out, generates even more torment capable to wake him up, for a second, pass him 
out, for the next second. Up and out, off and down, the ex-man not-yet-female offers us 
a horrid image. 

His (hers?) brain seems to hardly cope with the excruciating pain: at times it turns 
off to comatose sparing the victim's body of this unbearable agony; but then, as the 



hormonal uproar reshapes the body, her (his?) brain is turned back on to consciousness, 
until it has to shut down again. 

Loki used to severe the testicles with a sickle (the way Kronos did to Oran while I've
been asleep) shortly after the hormones and other chemicals had the mutation 
completed. Yvonne surprises me with her non-surgical method: in front of our eyes, the 
balls are moving up in the abdomen to form new ovaries followed by a massive 
constriction of the scrotum into a typical raphe uniting the old anus with her (yes, 
already a she) new pussy. 

Quite a genius in genetics, this little Yvonne of ours. She managed to amaze me, a 
twelve billion years old bag... 

"Wish I wasn't..." Speaks Yvonne before licking the tears at both ends of her lips. 

Beg your pardon? No daemon, to my knowledge, mastered the art of mutation as 
well as you did, Yvonne dear... 

"Wish I didn't..." Sobs Yvonne... "Wish I was dead!" ... Suspension dots ... Down 
here in the ebook and up there in my mind... Blank mind... no thoughts... She's gotta be 
terribly depressed, poor little Yvonne... 

"What is this?" Cries Marcel in perplexity. 

Yvonne (the one from inside the hologram) wishes to brag but comes late in finding 
her words. This only allows Michelle to jump on her feet. Shaking the sand from her 
butt cheeks, she speaks coldly, dominating her still suffering victim. 

"He lived to fuck. Now she will see how it is to take it, not just to give it. Welcome 
to the club! You're a woman now. Enjoy!" 

We see Michelle moving her furious ass out of the picture.  

Every one stands muted and frozen like blank statues, generously lighted in this 
cave, deep under the Richat Structure. Marcel doubles his prolonged silence with an 
unusual inert perspective. His eyes don't blink and don't move. He barely breathes. We 
can notice this from the vital signs on the screen. 

No one dares to ask me if the hologram is paused, as it looks like, because every one
knows that this is caused by Marcel's mind and body and not by my abilities to render 
the past from universal backups. 



The counter showed 7,12 a.m. when we heard Marcel speak. It is now 7,21 a.m. We 
are still here, behind his eyes, with him. Just wondering if he had had a sense of mystical
support back then, in that morning of June 30, 2015, if he somehow had sensed us 
holding his hand from this August 13, 2021. Just wondering... 

"Wishful thinking, Astarte. Your wondering tells more about your loneliness than 
about Marcel. You wish to project on him what haunts your own mind." 

Yvonne should have been a brilliant psychologist if not for her passion on genetics. 
Told you, she beats Loki hands down. 

"I don't give a fuck about your Loki!" Hollers she back at my thoughts, completely 
untelepathically and unceremoniously. 

"Fuck Loki and your daemons. And fuck genetics. Fuck everything!!" She sounds a 
bit upset to me... 

"A bit? You giant whore! A bit? Are you fucking kidding me?" 

Whoops, she reads my mind, we all know that, and I can't hide a sarcasm. No corner 
for me to hide... Well, let's wait then... 

Twas [07:35:14:984 2015-06-30] marked in the orange box showing the time 
counter on the holographic screen when Marcel's eyes offer us the first crawls of the 
former guy, now a girl. Slowly, she is coming back to her senses. 

"Where... am... I..." Her new crystalline voice scares her. "Who am I?..." Seeing her 
bosoms and, daring further down, not seeing her dick, her hands hurriedly touching her 
new body, the shock of panic makes her jump on her feet. "What is going on? Tell me!" 

Marcel, our observer and provider of sounds and images, remains still like a 
semaphore. Yvonne approaches the new girl, former boy, grabs her hand in her palms 
and speaks like a professional. 

"Yesterday you have enlisted in this experiment on the beach. Today you have 
successfully changed into a beautiful young woman. You are one of us now!" 

"Why are you doing this, Yvonne?," intervenes Marcel, "is it because of that 
perverted priest?, or is it because you hate men so much?" His eyes don't move as he 
speaks but we notice spikes in his vital signs. 

"It is because of both. I'm sorry, Marcel. That priest had sabotaged my innocence, 



my childhood, my dreams, my soul. Yes, because of him I grew to hate men. This 
emotion worked like a venom inside me for many years. When I was offered a chance 
for the better, I pondered how can I turn it around into revenge. I wished to share the 
suffering. To do justice..." 

"Justice? You call this justice, Yvonne? Turning teen boys into girls? You are insane. 
You are a monster. This is not you from my dreams, from my father's stories. This is not 
Yvonne-the-victim seeking for salvation. No! You are a daemon, Yvonne! A ruthless 
daemon. This is what you are, what resentments have made of you. A cruel daemon..." 

Marcel finally moves his eyes, looking down and apparently squatting in the sand to 
avoid seeing Yvonne. 

Ugh oh, a daemon? Welcome to the club, Yvonne dear! 

"Shut up, you whore!" 

And what if I refuse to shut my thoughts up, eh? What then? Are you going to turn 
me into a male daemon? Eh?... 

"Can't do that. But I have the power to have you faint, to put you to sleep if you 
won't shut the fuck up, Astarte..." 

"Fortunately, you don't have that kind of power, my beloved Yvonne." Wow, look 
and listen to Beatrice how she intervenes to save my ass. I love these little sisters. 

Beatrice continues on a mild and caring tone. "Our task here goes beyond our 
moods. Besides, do us all a favor and explain to Astarte your situation with Marcel, shall
you, Yvonne?" 

Fiery thunders wash down to tears on Yvonne's face. 

"Briefly, Marcel has fallen in love with my image as a victim. Over years, cautiously
stalking my moves, he grew even warmer feelings for my person. When he enlisted to 
this camp, having no idea about my sex-change experiments, his selflessness has already
gone too far beyond the reasoning point. Marcel wished to sacrifice his life for me, to 
see me happy and finally liberated from my childhood trauma. But, as he has opened up 
to me, I showed him the mightiness of my vengeance, I was hating men so much that I 
wished to take out their manhood, to have them live inside a woman's body. I was 
sharing my pain. And I seemed to be good at it. Too good! But true! The grotesque proof
standing in front of him." 



Poor Yvonne rains a new shower of tears on that neat platform in front of my face. 
To this I become inventive by whispering a warm breeze out of my lungs. Suddenly, all 
three girls: Yvonne, Beatrice and Rebecca; turn to stare at me with intrigue... 

Just trying to comfort her. Look at her... Poor thing... They nod and Yvonne resumes.

"For two long hours, Marcel said no word to me. Leaving Arielle (the new girl) 
behind to work out her new angles, I took him for another stroll along the beach. I talked
and talked and talked. From excuses to blames, from repugnance to approval, from 
sadness to satisfaction, I tried hard to gain back his trust in me, to have him speak to me,
love me as he did before. 

Late in the afternoon, we returned to the tents, he was following me without saying a
word. Hours after hours, he sat and stared at me, into my eyes, with a reflection of 
empty glass in his eyes. 

With the sunset, I had to confess that my body was in desperate need for some 
privacy so I've excused myself. 

When I came back, nowhere to find him. Asking around, Michelle pointed to the 
bushes. Horrified, I've rushed like a crazy goat. Too late. Behind the bushes, Marcel was 
fucking Arielle like mad. 

I shouted at him to stop. He turned his looks at me, fixed my eyes and ejaculated 
inside Arielle's pussy. I fainted before he did..." 

Poor thing. Why would he do that?, I wonder... 

"Love, punishment, despair... To count only some reasons." 

Responds Beatrice, the group's psychologist as it seems to me. 

"You wish to keep it cold but you can't, Beatrice dear," says Yvonne to her, and to us,
"because this is a matter of karma: I've got what I deserve. It is as simple as that." 

What have you got, Yvonne, tell me for I cannot read your mind. 

"Marcel turned himself into a woman. He said that he did this for me. He would 
even make an effort to hate men if that would have me pleased. He would die for me. 
But I wished him to stay alive for me and to be a man for me. A man to rescue me from 
myself. A different kind of man. My man!... When I eventually had the chance to 
process all of this together with him, it was too late. He already was a she. Did I deserve 



this? Hell, yes!" 

Noticing that Yvonne cries no more, I seal my lips to cease the breeze. 

Beatrice marks the final point of this startling story. 

"Yvonne brought Marcel with her in this mission. They are a pair..." 

So she is still a lesbian, I knew it... methinks... 

"You can see it this way, Astarte, if you wish. But Yvonne has always yearned for the
noble man who would make sacrifices for her. The dream went a step too far, same as 
she did with her merciless endeavors." 

Shall I call him Marcelle if i'll run into him by accident? 

"Just call her Marcel. The sorcery of genetics works only on the body, not the soul. 
Marcel remains a good man living in the gorgeous body of a young woman.



Chapter 7. The Love of Beatrice

Very well, dear Beatrice, I think for myself (sharing it all around). I can't wait to hear
your retrospective request... 

"Vincent Nsengiyumva, June 7, 1994!" 

The lapidary command of Beatrice makes me swish seemingly endless columns of 
data. Actually, maneuvering these data produces no sound, but my lips do, so I send the 
message with an industrious air. This busy posture of mine, digging the archives of time,
would claim for some sister remark of appreciation or nervousness. 

Nothing but patient silence and sympathetic expectation. Damn! I wish for once to 
seem important and these... 

"You are important, silly thing, stop acting and become yourself, will you?" 

Rebecca is not admonishing me, just correcting my idiocy. Well... there you go, 
dears, the record starts at midnight. 

"Nothing. Blank sleep. Fast forward please!" 

The timer top right of the black holographic volume hurries to skip the night hours. 
Too fast for human retinas to perceive, I notice few frugal images, not exactly 
consistent. This makes me revert the record to play it at twenty-five frames per second 
(I've learned that this would be in accord with the current industry standard). 

"Please play it slower, Astarte! We can't get but inconsistent colors out of it now." 

Listening to Rebecca, I reverse again to play it safely: at one frame per second. 

"Wow!" All my newly made sisters exclaim in unison. Wow!, I think out loud, who's
that guy with a beard? Why is he carrying that log on his shoulders?

My legitimate question is encountered with a general murmur, 

"He is Jesus of Nazareth, our Lord. Shhh..." 

Oh my God, Oh my God, OMG... Adrenaline floods my connections. I am nineteen 
milliseconds away from a new comatose. Fourteen milliseconds later I manage to 



compose myself. Ah, here I am, back online. 

Matching the "guy with a beard carrying a log on his shoulders" with the records of 
reality that I've copied from Kronos, I wonder... how could this other guy, Vincent, 
dream of events recorded 61,951,255,200,000 milliseconds before?! Thought that only 
Kronos runs this database... 

"Kronos runs it, dear, like a system administrator. It is his job after all. Bishop 
Vincent received a warning from the Lord, anticipating his death few hours later." 

Beatrice speaks with profound emotion. She stares at the slow motion film of 
Christ's Passions in front of her. I can feel that she is more impressed by the movie than 
by the Bishop's dream... 

"I never had the chance to see the real event..." 

Hey, Beatrice, I've got hundreds of eye witnesses on the record, will play them if you
wish to watch the real thing... 

"No problem, Astarte. Let us stick to Bishop Vincent, shall we?" 

This Vincent guy dreams on as Jesus, advancing down the pavement, stares at him 
(and us). Did He try to smile under the heavy burden? Not sure, but it seems so. I revert 
the frames to play this part again more cautiously. Can't tell if Jesus smiles or sighs at 
Vincent. Back through frames and pausing on some stills. No go. Can anyone enlighten 
me? Smile or sigh? 

"Oh my, dear Astarte," responds Beatrice, "you are capable to mince reality down to 
the nanosecond, you have copied the real world to your memory, you were called a 
goddess by many, but still you cannot fathom if Jesus smiled or sighed to Vincent. I find 
this interesting, don't you?" 

During your discourse, for the matter in question, I dared ask Kronos personally. 
Consecutive to our dialog, I am now apt to state that Jesus has sent a tunneled message 
to Vincent, a signal carried on top of the dream frames. The transport frequencies for this
type of signals work beyond the resolutions perceived by us daemons. Kronos informed 
me to stop looking for answers in the fabric of reality. Instead I would do good to think 
through human intuition, to converse with my earthly sisters. Is there a poetry I should 
learn from you? 

"You tell us, Astarte." 



I tell you what Kronos has told me: read their poetry!, follow their instinct!, learn 
their feelings! Be them! 

As I struggle to "be them," Vincent of the hologram returns to blank sleep. I fast 
forward until he makes eyes against a white wall. Kneeling near his bed, he prays, eyes 
closed again. 

"Your Excellency! Your Excellency!" 

We hear the hurried voice of Beatrice. Intrigued, I gaze at her. She is mute here. Not 
so in the hologram: Vincent opens his eyes and turns around to show us the view of a 
tired and scared Beatrice dressed as a Cistercian nun. 

"Your Excellency! Pardon my invasion of your prayer time but we must run. The 
Tutsis are here. The Tutsis are here. We have to run. Now! Your Excellency?!" 

"Sister Beatrice. I know. I had been warned. My place is in the church. Where our 
Lord Jesus Christ wants to see me pay for my transgressions. Let us go to the church. 
Retribution awaits! Nowhere to run for me." 

Unlike Yvonne watching herself in the past, our Beatrice shows an indomitable 
resilience. No tears, no murmurs, no moves. Stone! Be them? She stands like us! If this 
is "them" then they are "us." Huh? ... ... ... She even skips the habitual reply to my 
misbehaved rhetoric. Wish I could read her mind. 

Ouch! Ow... Ow... An icy shiver climbs my backbone like a spider. 

"I'll make it feel like a real biting one if you don't stop, Astarte!" 

She did not move her lips to speak to me. Oops, sorry. Please release me. I'm a bad 
girl. You know that. Forgive me, please! ... ... ... The "spider" returns to nirvana, where it
belongs, leaving me alone with my judgment. How am I to understand them? 

Yvonne is hysterical, Beatrice authoritarian, God knows what can I expect from 
Rebecca. Not to mention the chasseurs above us, and their women, and... and... there are
billions more of "them" out there. I see panic circling me, looks worse than the climbing 
arachnid. 

In the hologram, I see the corridors crossed by Vincent but I can only hear the steps 
of Beatrice, following her cleric on his way out. The doors of the diocesan house open 
ahead of Vincent. Two soaked Tutsis block the morning sun. The shadows of their 
Kalashnikovs seem like frightening spears on the tiled floor. 



I can't hear her steps anymore. Vincent defiantly advances through the doors, the 
image is shattered as the rebels grab his arms with brutality. 

"How dare you? How dare you to mistreat his Excellency. Stop! Take your filthy 
hands off him, now!" 

Fearless, Beatrice fills the hologram with her angry voice. The unimpressed gunmen 
deliver the bishop to their comrades who, luckily for us, turn him to face the furious nun,
as he is forced to kneel. They run to the woman, seize her and bring her on the knees to 
face Vincent. 

"Forgive me, sister Beatrice. Tell Him, when you see Him, to forgive my sins by 
omission. Letting those people die was wrong of my part. Playing by the political game 
is always wrong. I deserve a bullet but you don't. Forgive me, please!" 

"Your Excellency..." 

"For God's sake, stop addressing me like this! Can't you see that I am nothing but a 
sinner?" 

"Vincent," says Beatrice, hesitating, "You already know that He has forgiven your 
sins, that He awaits for you with open arms, right after these gentlemen will complete 
their execution business." 

Delicately, she envelops his hands in prayer with hers. 

"Sister Beatrice, who knows how long I'll have to suffer in purgatory... You will see 
Him before me. Pray for me, sister Beatrice!" 

"It is Beatrice, just Beatrice, Vincent. And there is no purgatory. Don't seek for 
intercession. Why port your earthly politics to heaven? I know that Jesus is here with us,
before and after our death. He can skip a ritual or two, for our sake, don't you think?" 

The "gentlemen" with guns holler in their mother tongue as they empty the diocesan 
house of inhabitants, creating a line of people on their knees. Vincent nods at his peers 
left and right, blessing them with the sign of the cross. 

"Vincent, look at me, I've got an idea. Wish to prove you that there's no purgatory 
and that Christ stands here, now. Just keep your eyes on me, will you?" 

He nods, lost in his blessing signs, offering Beatrice his tacit approval. 



The green-eyed brunette stands up to audaciously speak in the Tutsi dialect. 

"Shoot me first!" 

The turmoil calms down, the wailing diminish, the profanities freeze. All eyes on 
her, Beatrice calls again for her immediate death. 

"Shoot me first! What are you waiting for? Shoot! You bastards!" 

That was it. A bastard happening to be in front of her readies his Kalashnikov, we 
can hear the metallic snaps and clicks. Then follow 1,345 milliseconds of silence before 
the gunfire. Our Beatrice here, firm in front of the screen, makes no move, no tear, no 
gesture. Intriguing, I must admit; but I have to stop my thoughts before she would call 
that spider back to tickle my spine. 

Three milliseconds later, according to the timer, the bullet encounters the bosom of 
Beatrice, right above her heart. Splintering the bone, it crosses the heart, the lung and 
breaks out through a hole close to her backbone. 

Point blank. Instant death. 

Nevertheless, Beatrice stands still, same does the timer in the corner of my screen. 
No pausing, dear sisters. The stream runs. I didn't touch anything. It's live! 

The guy with the strawberry-blonde beard, the same one who was carrying the log 
on his shoulders in Vincent's dream, approaches from the right end of our screen. 

"Is this live?" Asks Rebecca in trembling voice. 

Yes, live, told you. 

Beatrice tries a tear like a young diamond. No change in her statue-like position 
otherwise. 

Yvonne kneels, crying like a child. 

Jesus reaches the vivid wound on the chest of Beatrice. The blood wishing to spring 
out of her pierced heart meets His fingers first, before His palm arrives to cover and 
gently press against her sternum. His other hand catches her dying body to keep it 
standing. 



"I love you, Beatrice. Brave girl!" 

After speaking these few words, He takes His hands away. Vincent (and through his 
eyes, we) can't see any trace of blood now. The fatal trajectory of the bullet radiates in 
full spectrum. 

Yes, the same full spectrum I had wished to produce when I landed in this cave. 

Fascinated, Beatrice stares at her Savior. He turns to Vincent. We can see, through 
his eyes, the wounds (radiating in full spectrum) on His ankles and chest. 

"Forgive me, Lord!" Shouts Vincent in desperation. 

"Spare me, oh Lord!" Mimics another kneeling peer... 

And so, one by one, catching courage, the political priests form a weeping chorus. 

Enduring their blabbering, Christ brings the forefinger before His lips. 

"Shhh..." 

Silence reigns. 

"You immature boys! Being stupid is no sin. But willingly ignoring or endorsing 
genocide is. Thou shall not murder, said I. Your purgatory shall pass here on earth, an 
hour more, under the torturing hands of these blood vindicators. I have to give them a 
chance to forgive you. How I wish for them to surprise Me! The bullets will pierce your 
flesh, allowing Me to refill your souls. Next I wish to assign you to a new heaven that I 
shall launch with the arrival of Comrade Mikhail Timofeyevich Kalashnikov. He will 
mentor you throughout kindergarten." 

Turning to Beatrice, Jesus takes her hand, caresses her on the chin and, frugally 
kissing her closed lips, He exits the hologram. 

"He kissed you on the mouth?" Asks Rebecca. 

We await anxiously for Beatrice to answer. 

Nothing. No move, no response, just the diamond of a tear, twice as large. 

Raptured on her knees, Yvonne recites prayer after prayer. She is absent from our 
inquiry. That leaves me and Rebecca. And she had her shot. Fixing me, she wants me to 



know. 

Yes! I get it. My turn. Oh, how scared I am to even think a question to Beatrice... 

My fears buy some time studying the nonsense on the screen. Both Jesus and 
Beatrice are gone from the hologram. We can see the grass with Vincent's eyes and hear 
a torrent of Tutsi imprecations, interrupted by one of the victims screaming under 
torture. Disorganized, emotional, out of control, the sad execution scene drags 
indefinitely. This gives me an idea. First I run a parallel instance of the feed in my mind, 
to learn the outcome (better said, to make sure of it) and then I open my thoughts with: 
well, dears, the last to go is Vincent; with spoilers spoken, can I cut it short? 

Unlike before, when she played the director of the show, Rebecca keeps her mouth 
shut. Is Beatrice hearing us? Is she getting our game? My thinking out loud? Of course 
she does. Still no reaction from her. 

"Patience should guide us through this." Speaks Rebecca, perhaps to calm me down. 

The record runs in the hologram, excruciatingly slow and painful. An hour later, with
the bullet blasting Vincent's head, our film comes to its predicted end. 

Beatrice moves to face me. Advancing three steps ahead, some glitter on the ground 
rock captures my attention. Instinctively, my irises focus on a moderate pile of 
diamonds. I wish to ask but she commands me to shut up. 

"Yes, Rebecca, He kissed me on my mouth because He is my Lord and I am His 
wife. Sorry for imposing you to watch over the entire Calvary of Vincent and his peers. I
never did. He took me out of the scene, out of earthly time. I needed to pay homage to 
Vincent and the other priests. Hope that you understand." 

"Oh, Beatrice! We sure do. No problem." Intervenes Rebecca, like a volunteer 
wishing to spare me. 

"Rebecca, dear," says Beatrice, "I am not angry on Astarte. I won't harm her. If she 
behaves..." 

Well, that's the point, my dear sisters. If I behave? Can't exactly remember when I 
behaved, really! And now, look at my company. Let me recollect a bit. Today I've seen 
God at work. Last time I had heard him speaking was twelve billion years ago (I could 
break this into milliseconds but I digress). And what is that to be the wife of God, I don't
understand. 



"Astarte," promptly responds Beatrice, "every young virgin is dreaming of a prince 
charming to look for her, save her from some fierce dragon, ride her on a white horse, 
host her in his towery castle and love her beyond the ever after. When my late father 
manifested his interest about my girlie daydreams, I told him that I wish to marry Jesus. 
Taken by surprise, Papa asked me how came I to this decision. 'Look,' said I in return, 
'can't you see that all men are killers, barbarian brutes, closer to dragons than to princes? 
All men but One: my Jesus!' Smiling, daddy agreed with my logic. On the spot: 'I'll send
you to the best nunnery.' Said he. 'I don't need the best but the closest because, Papa, you
will always remain in my heart, second to Jesus!' You know, my daddy was the best dad 
on earth." 

A couple more diamonds drop from her eyes over the platform of granite. I've 
trained my eyes to trace them. And your daddy was?... 

"The best, I've told you already." 

Rebecca feels suitable to enter our dialog. 

"Maurice Challe (5 September 1905 – 18 January 1979) was a French general 
during the Algerian War, one of four generals who took part in the Algiers putsch."

"A native of Le Pontet, Vaucluse, and a veteran of the Second World War, Challe 
transmitted the Luftwaffe order of battle to the British prior to D-Day and backed De 
Gaulle's return to power. Challe initially served his conscription service in the infantry 
and was later commissioned as a pilot officer in military aviation, going on to become 
commander of the French Air Force in Algeria between 1955 and 1960."

"In July 1956, Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser took control of the Suez Canal, 
in violation of agreements he had signed with the British and French governments. On 
14 October 1956, Challe visited British Prime Minister Anthony Eden at his home, 
accompanied by French Minister of Labor Albert Gazier. The two Frenchmen told Eden 
about secret negotiations between Israel and France regarding a proposed Israeli attack
on Egypt followed with military occupation by European powers, to control the Suez 
Canal. Eden backed the plan with UK resources including military forces, directly 
leading to the Suez Crisis."

"Challe was a French Air Force general whose greatest military success was in the 
realm of counter-insurgency operations during the Algerian War. His offensive, begun in
March 1959, succeeded in substantially weakening the ALN. Through the use of speed 
and concentration of force, Challe kept the ALN insurgents in constant retreat and 
disorder. His innovative tactics would be studied and emulated by others - notably 
Syrian government forces in the Syrian Civil War seeking to keep insurgency at bay and 



off balance. The Challe Plan was only partially completed before he was reassigned to 
France."

"A line of electrified wire, minefields and other military barriers, the Challe Line, 
was named after him. It doubled another defence work, the Morice Line, which fortified 
the border and separated Algeria from Morocco and Tunisia."

"He was Commander-in-Chief Allied Forces Central Europe (CINCENT) from May 
1960 to his deliberate resignation in February 1961."

"Challe was one of the heads of the Algiers putsch of 1961, along with Raoul Salan, 
Edmond Jouhaud, and André Zeller. A prime reason for Challe's involvement was his 
concern that the Muslim harkis who had served with the French Army against the FLN 
would be subject to reprisals in the event of Algerian independence. After the putsch 
failed, he and Zeller surrendered to the French Army (while Salan and Jouhaud created 
the OAS). Challe was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment. He was freed in December 
1966 and received amnesty from President de Gaulle in 1968."

"Challe died on 18 January 1979."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Challe

Rebecca dear, your words match the Wikipedia. What an outstanding memory! 

"They call it Google Glasses. I've just read the blurb. But let me tell you something: 
I knew the man! He was truly the best. The hero of my hero. You know, Alain grew up 
under his command and..." 

Kindly touching her shoulder, Yvonne interrupts the biographical story with a 
speculation. 

"Why would God need a wife?" 

The question is naturally addressed to Beatrice. 

"He needs not. There is no need for anything up there. But down here, in this life, 
poor mortals need this or that. I told my father who I needed to be my prince. Like me, 
there are millions of girls living the same dream. Ask and you shall receive. Knock and 
the door will open to you. Anyone may ask and knock for their desires, needs, hopes or 
adventures. Nuns make no exception: they wish to be God's wives. And it works! You 
have the living proof speaking in front of you." 



Yvonne is still curious. 

"And how exactly is this working?" 

I would have expected for an irritated answer, but it seems to me that Beatrice is 
excessively kind to anyone except me. Bah... 

"Once God has touched your lips (actually it is enough to hold your hand) every cell 
in your body rejuvenates, all processes are reset, it's the ultimate feeling!! Until today 
you didn't know that I was dead and redeemed. No one knew. This made me capable of 
reading your minds, feeling your pains and moments of joy. I knew no man and no man 
knew me. However, on a scale from one to ten, comparing your most euphoric flashes 
with my hand holding, you would mark 0.0001 and I'll go for the 10^47. What am I 
talking here? There is no such scale to measure, there is no match and no words to 
describe it. Not even the concept of Different." 

Not to sound arrogant, I chime in with a timid thought, is there a connection between
my adventure on this planet and Jesus not taking you Home immediately after fixing 
your fatal wound? 

And, by the way, I have noticed a full spectrum light that He used to fix your body. I 
would... 

"You had wished to color this cave with the full spectrum before you've realized that 
this would have harmed the soldiers." 

True, then why didn't Vincent and his friends die when assisting at your capital 
repair? 

"They died eventually, an hour later. If spared by the Tutsis, they would have had 
died of radiation poisoning, in weeks." 

And the Tutsis, their assassins? 

"They had no access to our encounter. Call it a new dimension if in lack of words, or
compare it with user access level management to a system if you wish. No access, no 
perception, no radiation. Simple." 

How about my first question? 

"The answer to your first question is yes." 



"Well, Beatrice," ponders Rebecca, "when you turned down all my invitations to 
skinny dipping, it was not prudishness or other religious ideas..." 

"Oh, no, not at all, Rebecca dear. I don't need religion anymore. Been there, done 
that. As about skinny dipping, unlike Astarte, I cannot control the radiation of my 
wound. You see, Astarte has a skin with no laceration, this acts like a radiation screen. 
My wound in the chest is quite a remarkable hole in my flesh body. Filled with this 
energy (if you wish) that keeps me alive. I was taught to cover it with a golden top, front
and back alike." 

Always gold. You know, my skin has variable levels of gold in it, how funny. 

"Funny or not, Astarte makes a point. The mainframe lattice is made of gold. The 
very same gold that we can find down here, in the continuum. We may use this metal as 
a logic gate between parallel worlds. Well, more or less parallel." 

"Where have you spent your undead years? Almost two decades from 1994 to 2013 
when we joined this mission..." 

Yvonne wants to know and Beatrice kindly answers every question of hers. Why 
can't she be so thoughtful to me? 

"I guess that I am more thoughtful to you, Astarte, when putting your doings in 
balance with hers. So, my dear Yvonne, right after my first romantic kiss, I quit Rwanda 
for good. Wished to see my mom. Thought of the desert and bam, I found myself in the 
Australian desert. Thinking again, I landed in Mojave, then in Kalahari, and Gobi, the 
Arabian peninsula, then back to Australia. It took me three days to calibrate my 
thoughts, to map the stars, to learn how to navigate on top of the lattice. Finally, I 
approached the Berber village from the peaks of the Atlas Mountains. Mom used to live 
there. I took her with me to a secluded oasis in the heart of Sahara. Told her everything. 
She never doubted a word of mine. She never questioned Papa's comings and goings, his
military adventures or his secrets. Mom was the most faithful woman on the face of the 
earth." 

Was? 

"I helped her to stay fit and sane. When reaching 80 she looked like 40. And then 
Rebecca and Alain came to visit us, you all know why. I had to leave her, but how could 
I let her alone in the middle of the desert? I've asked her what to do and she said 'send 
me up!' But how? By having her killed? So we prayed together for a resolution. The next
evening, she passed away peacefully. I buried her, packed and called the helicopter. 
From now on, I had to act like a normal human being, always dressed. I was hiding 



something!"



Chapter 8. Matching Bodies

A long moment of silence among us. Like a hundred thousand milliseconds or so... 
Why, may the reader ask herself, this Astarte daemonness won't speak like anyone in 
minutes, or seconds? Probably because I am not human... or maybe for the reason that I 
was born (sorry: fabricated) between the golden layers of a pulsating star where what 
humans call a "day" amounts to 2.15 milliseconds and what humans call a "year" runs in
the binary orbit just around ninety-five earthly days. Boorishly said, I'm a fucking alien! 

"How great, Astarte. We knew what to expect from you. Why are you trying to 
debase yourself in the eyes of the readers?" 

This is what I know best, Yvonne darling. Besides, readers are accustomed to live 
under the times, and I mean this literally. People of this planet, as I've noticed, live too 
much in the past, or in the future, but sadly too little in the present. Ain't that true, eh? 

"It takes a little effort to abstract throughout observable layers of reality before your 
mind can fathom The Present." Speaks Beatrice while approaching Yvonne with a hug. 
"Come here, Yvonne, I wish to embrace you, to wash your tears, to comfort your soul." 

"You have never told me about your death, Beatrice. How funny. We sang together, 
we played pétanque, we danced and dreamed together. I even made a couple of fantasies
with you... Oh my, and now you tell me that you were dead, shot in the heart, but 
resurrected and very alive, as anyone can see. Plus you overpower me (us) with this idea
of being God's wife. What if my mischief towards you (not knowingly) would turn 
against me? What if?" 

"Oh, you lovely little thing. This 'what if' is harming your soul more than anything. 
God loves you, the same way as He loves me. If He'd love me more than you, then He'd 
love you less than me. Do you think that He can love less?" 

I stare at them and try to be them, as Kronos told me to try. Thus my mind associates
them with two Vestal virgins. They have to be technically virgins, right?... 

"We are! Where are you heading with your daemon mind, Astarte?" 

Just playing with some thoughts. Please don't hurt me if I'll go rambling too far 
astray. Promise? 

"Promise."



... 

"Promise!" 

Very well then. Look, this Vesta gal used to be called the goddess of the hearth by 
the Romans. Hestia was her Greek name. What intrigues me is that I know of all the 
inhabitants of different pantheons. I've met them in person after birthing some of them, 
or after delivering their parents. We were family. Or maybe that we still are, if they are 
alive in the lesser dimensions beneath those black decks, or holes. Dunno. My huge 
problem is that I've never encountered one like Vesta, or Hestia. A virgin goddess. Never
ever in my twelve billion years of existence, to speak like a boor... Intriguing, don't you 
think? 

My two virgin friends exchange glances. Holding hands seems to amply amuse 
them. 

"Kronos has been a virgin until you jumped around his waist. A naive but wise 
daemon. He is more experienced now, once you've sexed him in. It was the fabric of 
your character that he could not grasp, before, and that had left this universe fall into the 
wrong hands. Our ancestors called you the goddess of sex and war. To our modern 
minds, you'd be the expression of liberty and struggle. Your kind of liberty needs a 
conflict to shine against. Your light needs darkness. Your day needs night. This is how 
you've managed to conceive the abomination into existence. By your little wits, Madame
goddess. It is your ego that makes you think that you can change the world. But you 
brought nothing into it and you will take nothing out of it. The world is perfectly made, 
beyond you, us and this universe that we can see and feel." 

How could I understand what you're telling me? I'm no virgin but the whoring 
whore. How to hope? I can't be you! I was never meant to be you. Kronos wasn't 
speaking literally to me. Metaphorically maybe. Teach me how can I hope. Please. My 
sarcasm is gone. My sons and daughters are dead. 

"I died and I was fixed," said Beatrice. 

Yes, you did. And yes, He fixed you. But you're a virgin. I am not. 

"You are pregnant, for God's sake!" Comes Rebecca with an echo rumbling down 
the caves of darkness. "Get your fucking act together, you nincompoop. Don't you dare 
to discharge your depressions upon us. We don't need your shit. Man up!" 

Shit? What shit? I have no shit. Or is this a scheme to humble me? Very well then, 



some metaphorical shit. I'll accept that. 

"Wait a minute," intervenes Beatrice, "may I ask you to turn around please." 

Oh, what a polite command she has given to my feet. My body turns around. 

"Bend over please." 

I feel like hosting a new, albeit so tiny, hypothalamus that now controls my visceral 
nervous system. The voice of Beatrice is sublime. Her domination runs through my 
veins like the water of a mountain spring. A sensation of inside washing. Think that I'm 
on the verge of a new orgasm... Let me... Oh... let me... come... please... 

"By no means, my desperate slave. Do you enjoy my commands? Good. Let your 
spirit relish under my voice." 

But I have no spirit, dear. 

"Bend over, a bit more please. Now distance your legs... More... Four meters more, 
please... Good. Now grab your butt-cheeks with your fingers and pull to sides." 

Euphoric to drink her every word and syllable and vowel, I present my backside 
cleavage to Rebecca, Beatrice and Yvonne. Can I come now? Allow me to orgasm! I beg
you!... No answer. No one speaks to me... Forty thousand and ten milliseconds later... 
Hello! Girls... Sisters... Hello... Answer me! Will you? 

They won't. What should I do? How about that orgasm? Please!... Nothing. Okay. 
Ten more milliseconds out of courtesy... And my own hypothalamus is back online. 
Woo...wooo...whoahhha-ha-haaaaaaa... I drenched myself. Squirting, furtive torrents 
find their ways among the cracks down the granite. Woo hoo... I stand up on my feet, 
doing some jumping to feel my muscles again... Wow, that was good! What a new thing 
to me!

"Calm down, Astarte. The earth is quacking. Will you stop jumping?" 

And I stop. What other choice do I have? Halting myself, I get a glimpse at what my 
little mighty sisters are doing down there on the platform. 

Oh my, oh my. Beatrice is bending over, the way I was a minute before. Her beige 
camouflage uniform of the French Foreign Legion thrown near the shining piles of 
teared diamonds, she is naked! Well, not completely because of the golden top that 
embraces her torso, keeping that full spectrum ethereal radiation inside her. 



The other two, Yvonne and Rebecca, are pulling her butt-cheeks to sides with 
infinite curiosity. 

"There's no such thing as infinity, Astarte, dear." 

Says Beatrice to me, giggling. Hey! What are they doing to your butt? 

"Nothing. Just peeping in total disbelief." 

I see Rebecca playing her finger up and down, up and down. Mouth open, eyes even 
bigger, in screaming muteness. 

Resigned, Yvonne speaks. 

"She has no butthole. You have no butthole. What are you?" 

I am... Well, sounds like a rhetorical question. I'd better allow them some space. 
There's a moment to seize here. The little stinkers, as I've been calling them ever since 
sniffing the odors of Doris and Don, have a butthole. That is what sources the stench. In 
the worlds I had lived in, for eons after eons, there were no buttholes. Not even the 
concept of a butthole. Therefore, addressing the more pedantic readers, I must meander a
bit around the anatomy of a daemon's digestive system. Our bowels have a beginning 
but no ending. We have no appendix and no rectum because these are one. Our colon is 
circling the solid matter as long as it takes to break it down to soluble elements that are 
absorbed by the bladder and peed away. 

Looking at Rebecca, she's still scanning her fingers tired in the quest for the missing 
butthole, I learn that redeemed humans have similar bodies to us, daemons. Even if in 
miniature. 

"Our anatomies may match, Astarte. Just the powers differ. So there's still hope for 
you. Cheer up!" 

I will, Beatrice, I will. Oh, and thank you for that outstanding meta-orgasm. It wasn't
actually an orgasm. Definitely something way better. 

"How do you know that?" 

Because shortly after distracting your attention from my nervous system, I couldn't 
help myself. Begging to fuck myself. I induced an orgasm. It felt like low voltage goose 
bumps. Tried a second, longer, one. Meh... Forced a third, synthesizing all the hormones 



I could get. Double meh... No orgasm I have had in my life can equal the joy you've 
given me today. 

"Call it love, if you wish." 



Chapter 9. Rebecca's Lost Century

Talking of guts, aren't you hungry and tired, my little sisters? 

"Interesting question, Astarte dear. Tell us about your daemon diet?" 

As she asks me, Rebecca positions herself in lotus between her standing friends. 
Taking heed, Yvonne sits, followed by Beatrice, who didn't bother about wearing back 
her tossed uniform. 

Yes, Beatrice sits in lotus, bare naked, as bare as she can be. 

"Daemons have no diet, Rebecca," says she in my place. 

This intervention is not satisfactory for Rebecca. "Let the daemon speak, dear, will 
you?" 

The three lotus gals mute themselves, staring at me, eyes and pussies wide open. 
Can't see the genitals of the other two, but I can imagine. Didn't they say that there's still 
hope for me?... 

My dear little ones, Beatrice is right: a daemon has no diet to follow. Energy or solid
matter is our food. We 'eat' at subatomic level. Our bodies perform like superior artificial
intelligence, identifying and quantifying a resource that is requested by the system, 
procuring the elements (humans call this food) and processing the data into information 
meant to satisfy the body. We can 'eat' from the radiation of a star, or simply by 
harvesting the background radiation (time is always on our side), we can 'eat' stones and 
piss water, unclean water, to be more specific. 

"You are something like the swines of the universe, if I'm allowed." 

You are always allowed, Rebecca. Swines, let me see... Yes! This is correct. We're a 
mess, we generate mess and we eat mess. We can even feed only on the mess we make. 
Our bodies are mess-making, and recycling, machines. 

"Yuck! Wondering if there was not a daemon inspiring the flavors of quarks." 

Beg your pardon? 

"Dig your archives for quarks and hadrons, science slang..." 



… Ah, these... What can I say. Never heard of them. The flavors, I mean. Kronos had
arranged them in taxonomies and called them huffs. 

"Didn't Kronos paint them at the beginning?" 

No, dear. Kronos used to be a fractal painter. His elegant equations described 
reflective and rotational symmetries, you may dig for 'Penrose tilings' on your Google 
Glasses. Then came my offspring with his bangs and huffs... The beauty fell to chaos. 
Sigh... 

"Metaphysics make me hungry!" Chuckles Rebecca. "I wish to order two kosher 
protein bars. Yvonne?" 

"Just one. I'm on a diet." I see Rebecca poking around her ear. "Anwar chéri, 
apportez-moi trois barres de protéines, comme d'habitude... Oui... De toute façon... 
J'attends." 

Anwar? Who is Anwar, your chef? 

"Our chef! Le chef de la popote." 

Five minutes later (see, I've got accustomed to talk like them), a tanned soldier 
dashes out of the elevator with two things in his hands. Delivers one container to 
Rebecca, the other to Yvonne, gets a "Merci, Idir!" - twice, along with a couple of 
charming smiles from the ladies. Tries to jog his way back but breaks in admiration... 

"Madame Challe!... tout va bien?" 

"Ça va." She beams with her gorgeous green eyes, not paying the slightest attention 
to her nakedness, to her lotus sitting, ergo to her divine exposed sex. 

"Rien p...pour vous?," stutters Idir, uncertain if to go or to stay. 

"Rien pour moi, merci bien," responds Beatrice charmingly. 

"Vous êtes un ange." 

"Oui, je sais." 

Hypnotized, Idir looks around, as if there were a thousand reasons spread on the 
ground to fix his feet and never let them run back to the elevator. Nothing but diamonds 



and her empty uniform... 

"Idir!" 

"Oui, Madame Johansson!" 

"Run, Idir. Just run!" 

And he ran.

Rebecca, what is that kosher? I know it means clean or fit, like in "kashér," but why 
did you ordered "kosher protein bars" and not just protein bars. What's the difference? 

"First, kosher or clean food means that it is conform to the Jewish law. There are too 
many aspects and regulations to detail on the matter. To sum it up, there's no swine in it, 
no shellfish, no yeast and  (this is my addition!) no processed carbs and sugars." 

From what you're telling me, there are people out there who are prohibited to eat 
kosher food. Why? Did they do something wrong? Are they punished? 

"Ah, no. They choose to eat whatever they wish. Like us. We eat whatever we want. 
Look, Beatrice and her Muslim friends call this halal food, while Yvonne calls it healthy 
food. But our chef, Anwar, he cooks for us all. His recipes, any of them, fit as well in the
kosher frame as in the halal or healthy types. For me, personally, kosher is more like 
nostalgia. This is why I call it this way." 

Just finished browsing (again) through your religious traditions. Gals, your ancestors
were fighting each other for such paltry matters like a patch of desert (I know of a bunch
of desert planets, same atmosphere as this one) or about how to pray, how to eat, what to
eat, who's god and who's not. You people... 

"See, Astarte, these words, coming from you, would sound a bit bizarre for an 
outsider. The people up there, roaming the surface of this planet, don't wish to think with
their own minds. Most of them are prey to evil governments and corporations. They 
can't see the evil in their own camp, but always in what they call 'the opposite' camp. It's 
an 'us' and 'them' mentality, having nothing to do with reality." 

Reminds me of the late Venusian Insurrection. Oh, nostalgia. You mentioned it too. 
Tell me more about yours, please. 

"Until you arrived, everyone used to call me Grannie. I am a century old and..." 



You look like forty. 

"You're very kind, Astarte." 

No, really. That wasn't a void compliment. I've scanned your body. The butthole 
indicates that you're no angel, yet. Telomeres' damage hints at midlife, this is why I said 
that you look like forty. 

"I was born on August, 20, 1921, in Keszthely, Hungary." 

Oh, do you wish I put it on screen? 

"No, no. Besides, you should know my maiden name." 

Just as a matter of curiosity? 

"Rivkah Rabinovics." 

And your feed request would be?... 

"Richard Rabinovics, April 18, 1930." 

On we go! Starting at midnight. The three sisters of mine stand up and turn around, 
to face the action about to commence inside the screen. Following the pattern of the 
previous feeds, expecting to fast forward over the sleeping hours, surprise hits us with 
the following Hebrew text. Finally something that I can read the right way in this world 
of the French! 

Yeshayahu- Isaiah - Chapter 35

1. Desert and wasteland shall rejoice over them, and the plain shall rejoice and 
shall blossom like a rose.

2. It shall blossom and rejoice, even to rejoice and to sing; the glory of the Lebanon 
has been given to her, the beauty of the Karmel and the Sharon; they shall see the glory 
of the Lord, the beauty of our God.

3. Strengthen weak hands, and make firm tottering knees.

4. Say to the hasty of heart, "Be strong, do not fear; behold our God, [with] 
vengeance He shall come, the recompense of God, that shall come and save you.



5. Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be 
unstopped.

6. Then the lame shall skip like a hart, and the tongue of the mute shall sing, for 
water has broken out in the desert and streams in the plain.

7. And the dry place shall become a pool, and the thirsty place [shall become] 
springs of water; in the habitat of jackals, a resting place, a grassy place for reeds and 
rushes.

8. And there shall be a highway and a road, and it shall be called the holy way; no 
unclean one shall traverse it, and it shall be for them; the traveler, even fools shall not 
go astray therein.

9. No lion shall be there, nor shall a profligate beast ascend thereon, it shall not be 
found there; and the redeemed ones shall go.

10. And the redeemed of Zion shall return, and they shall come to Zion with song, 
with joy of days of yore shall be upon their heads; they shall achieve gladness and joy, 
and sadness and sighing shall flee.

We can hear Richard, Rebecca's father, whispering the words. Finishing, he allows a 
minute pause and then starts reading again. The same text. This goes on for an hour or so
(for the interested readers: 3,985,090 milliseconds). 

Supposedly tired, the man raises his hands and we can see the sky-blue ceiling of the
synagogue, sprinkled with golden stars.  

"Oh, Lord, talk to me!" Shouts the man, was he a rabbi? 

"Indeed he was a rabbi. And a doctor. One of the first Zionists. My father was a great
man." 

The rabbi returns to whisper from Isaiah 35. Three more times before he shouts to 
the roof, "Lord, talk to me!" 

If not for the heightening emotions, for the wailing voice (in contrast with the 
optimistic text), for the tears fogging his eyes (and my screen), I would have said: what a
monotony. 



"Lord, talk to me, oh, Lord!" 

Um, what is that distant drumming? A terrifying thing wrecks the atmosphere. It 
began from afar, but it's evidently approaching. Is this a gun? A mechanical monster? 
Some kind of machine, nevertheless. 

Our rabbi, way more intrigued than us, leaves the lecture on standby. He dares, a 
step at a time, towards the doors. The roar shreds the night. Richard opens the gates of 
the synagogue as the horror of metal ravages the streets. Closer and closer. 

By this account, one should expect the gendarmes, the police, the awakened 
neighbors, the entire population, up in arms, screaming of outrage. Still, the streets are 
desert. The town sleeps. 

"Oh, Lord!... I think... I think... If I'm not wrong, well... it has to be a Zündapp. 
However, not as high-pitched as I can remember from the tours of last summer." 

Whispering his words in pertinent haste, Richard stands now in the middle of the 
narrow street. The pavement is still wet, reminding him of the evening showers. 

A slit of light quivers behind the flanking trees. Gradually, it takes center stage. 

"Doubtless a Zündapp! Just too notable compared to the models I know. Why on 
earth this shy beam light? Such a powerful piece of machinery should be equipped with 
a more prominent beam light..." 

The 'piece of machinery' is slowing down. The rhythmical explosions are more 
sporadic, yet more resounding. Until the hand of the biker suffocates them into abrupt 
silence. 

Black leather boots ("what an unusual design," remarks the rabbi); full black leather 
trousers ("so tight," notes Richard); black leather jacket, gloves and no helmet. A 
resolute guy, wild red hair, reasonably long, fixes us (through Richard's eyes) with his 
deep blue eyes. I know this strawberry-blonde beard... 

"Me too." 

... 

"Me too." 

I can hear Yvonne and Beatrice responding to my introspection. Only Rebecca 



watches, speechless, in admiration. 

"You wanna talk? Richard!" 

"Provided you are interested in talking to me, I do." 

Our rabbi speaks invitingly to the biker as he rolls the Zündapp closer to the 
sidewalk, unsaddles and kicks down the stand to have it parked. 

"May I ask what model of Zündapp is this?" 

"KS750," said the biker. 

"Never heard of. Never seen it. What make is it?" 

We deem that Rebecca's daddy is a Zündapp fan! 

"The make is 1940." 

The motorcycle man, standing up, is two meters tall. I've been doing some telemetry 
through Richard's eyes, just to make sure it matches. The height, I mean. 

"But Sir! We are now in 1930!" 

"I am aware." Says the blond guy. 

"Are you coming from the future?" 

"There is no future." 

"Please, Sir, explain to me. How this paradox works. I will remain indebted to you if
you could enlighten me. Please!" 

"You already are. And there is no paradox, no future, no past. Just the Present we're 
living and breathing." 

"Who are you? What is your name?"

"I am HaMashiach Yeshua."

"Y... You... are... ? Impossible." 



"As possible as you can see and hear me. And you may also wish to shake my hand."

Yeshua stretches out his hand. 

Puzzled, the rabbi welcomes the handshake. 

I hurry myself to compile the record of his sensors. Just the black leather glove. 
Perfect insulation. Wait! The DNA... Let me see... Yup, large scale telomere repair plus -
look! - the double helices. See gals? 

"Yes!" comes the crystal chorus. His chromosomes glow of comfort. 

"Do you wish to come in?" 

"If you invite me..." 

"You are welcomed into my synagogue. Please. Enter."  

Preceding the rabbi, Yeshua advances through the aisle, studying the sky imitation 
on the ceiling, steps on the bimah and, nearing, he reads from Yeshayahu- Isaiah - 
Chapter 35. 

Yeshayahu- Isaiah - Chapter 35

1. Desert and wasteland shall rejoice over them, and the plain shall rejoice and 
shall blossom like a rose.

2. It shall blossom and rejoice, even to rejoice and to sing; the glory of the Lebanon 
has been given to her, the beauty of the Karmel and the Sharon; they shall see the glory 
of the Lord, the beauty of our God.

3. Strengthen weak hands, and make firm tottering knees.

4. Say to the hasty of heart, "Be strong, do not fear; behold our God, [with] 
vengeance He shall come, the recompense of God, that shall come and save you.

5. Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be 
unstopped.

6. Then the lame shall skip like a hart, and the tongue of the mute shall sing, for 
water has broken out in the desert and streams in the plain.



7. And the dry place shall become a pool, and the thirsty place [shall become] 
springs of water; in the habitat of jackals, a resting place, a grassy place for reeds and 
rushes.

8. And there shall be a highway and a road, and it shall be called the holy way; no 
unclean one shall traverse it, and it shall be for them; the traveler, even fools shall not 
go astray therein.

9. No lion shall be there, nor shall a profligate beast ascend thereon, it shall not be 
found there; and the redeemed ones shall go.

10. And the redeemed of Zion shall return, and they shall come to Zion with song, 
with joy of days of yore shall be upon their heads; they shall achieve gladness and joy, 
and sadness and sighing shall flee.

His voice is steady and warm, appealing and noble.

"Richard! You call me every day. Not in rituals, not in tradition, nor in formality. 
You call me in desperation. Why, Richard?" 

Never before have I been given to listen so much to him. Gazing at Rebecca, I can 
read the excitement on her face. Yvonne looks a bit lost and Beatrice gives me a 
sideways wink. Guess it's about the godly Aramaic gratifying our ears. 

"I am afraid to say it. I am terrified to think it. Needing answers, I did what I know 
best: calling my Lord." 

"You are afraid to say what?" 

"That religions are nought." 

"You are terrified to think what?" 

"That You are... HaMashiach ... Yeshua." 

"What are the questions burning your soul?" 

"May I begin with the little things?" 



"May I sit?" 

"Please. Make yourself comfortable." 

Yeshua quits the bimah to find a place on a bench, close to the middle. 

"Why is your Zündapp equipped with such a meager beam light?" 

"The bike is not mine. It belongs to a German military unit up the Balaton. I've 
borrowed it for the night. Knowing how fond you would be to see this new model. Avant
release! The beam light is masked for camouflage reasons, imposed by the war." 

"German military unit? A new war?? On the banks of the Balaton? But the Central 
Powers have lost the Great War. The enemy imposed the treaty of Verssailles on the 
Germans, the treaty of Trianon on us. We don't have German troops in Hungary now... 
How is this possible?"

"Can you define now, Richard?" 

"Now is 2:54 in the morning of April 18, 1930." 

"This is the 'now' by the Gregorian calendar. Which is wrong  by certain accounts. 
You then use several calendars to measure the 'now' from Adam. Which are also wrong. 
You know so little about Adam. And even less about me." 

"This means that there's no now?" 

"It means that there's only now! In the 'now' where from I've borrowed this Zündapp,
Germany is a dreadful empire extending from the Atlantic coast to the outskirts of 
Moscow." 

"This is good news for me to hear that they have managed to rectify the injustice of 
Trianon." 

"Good news? I don't think so. Marx and Nietzsche have always been bad news. By 
the way, where is Nietzsche? Is he dead?" 

"Definitely dead." 

"Richard. I shall touch your brow and your temple so you may learn about many 
other 'nows' but you have to promise me that you won't make abuse of your knowledge 
in public." 



"What if I wish to use it? To take advantage of it. Isn't it fair to consider this 
opportunity? Why would you teach me otherwise?" 

"It is fair. Use it freely. Just don't divulge your sources. Do what you do. Be what 
you are. Help your people through the darkness. Discover intelligent ways to save as 
many as you can. Because many more will be lost." 

Speaking these words, Yeshua puts his right hand over Richard's face. A stream of 
data, from April 19, 1930 till April 23, 1955, is loaded in the rabbi's memory. We see it 
all. 

Wondering: are humans worse than daemons? How can I 'be them?' 

The 'now' slips in silence, leaving behind the hours of the night, the breaking of the 
day. Richard sits and cries. Yeshua sits and waits. 

"Daddy! Daddy!" 

The crystal clear voice of a young girl precedes her hasty steps tapping behind the 
sunlit doors. Taps that make the morning rays of sunshine play a joyous music. 

"Daddy! Dad... Who are you?" 

Noticing the visitor, the little girl stops and stares at him, captivated by his leather 
suit. And by his blue eyes. 

"I am Yeshua. And you?" 

"My name is Rivkah. I bring a few matzos to daddy. Do you want one?" 

"Rivkah!," intervenes Richard in a strangled voice, "be good, leave the matzos and 
go back to your mommy." 

"Richard, let the kid come to me. How old are you, Rivkah?" 

"I am nine years old. And you?" 

"I am 1932 years old." 

"Wow! Daddy, daddy, he is twice as old as Adam. Did you know?" 



"I'm trying to figure it out..." 

"Here, Yeshua, I give you a matzo. Are you hungry?" 

"No, Rivkah, I am not hungry. Come closer. Sit on my lap. Look what I do to the 
matzo." 

She approaches, he first takes her on his lap, then, accepting the matzo, he breaks it 
in two, giving a piece to Rivkah and the other to Richard. 

"Eat, so you can live to see and hear." 

They eat. 

"Richard! Bring Me a glass of wine." 

Which he does. Accepting it, Yeshua gives the girl a sip, then returns it to her father. 

"Drink, so you know." 

"Daddy, daddy? What are you doing? Why do you fall to the ground?" Asks Rivkah. 

From where we are, through the eyes of the rabbi, we cannot see a thing, because he 
had them closed while prostrating. Nevertheless, with her father's ears, we can hear the 
girl, speaking out what she sees.

"HaMashiach Yeshua. HaMashiach ... Yeshua. He was here and we had Him killed." 

Richard rips off his clothes. We can see and hear that alright. 

"You haven't killed me. Politics did. Money, greed and politics." 

The little girl, visibly troubled to see her father in this state of shock, without losing 
her self-control, speaks to her new friend. 

"God, help my daddy. Please!" 

"He needs some sleep." 

Saying this and putting Rivkah on her feet, Yeshua grabs Richard with both hands, 
by the shoulders, and, fixing him on a bench, allows a gentle breath to reach his nostrils. 
The rabbi's pulse returns to normal. He is out of shock, out of the recorded 'now' and 



deeply immersed into a long and recovering nap. 

The screen is black, the counter stopped. 

Rivkah, er, Rebecca, do you remember that day? Can you please continue with the 
story from where the feed dropped down? 

"Ah, sure. How could I forget the day when the Lord has hold me on His lap. I 
walked with Him to the bike. He told me to take care of daddy, and of myself, and of 
mommy and my brothers... … ..." 

What is it? Why do you cry? 

"My brothers perished in the Holocaust... Well, that morning of April 18, 1930, 
Yeshua left me in front of the entry to the synagogue, telling me that He must return the 
borrowed motorcycle to its rightful owner. That was it..." 

Our Rebecca, ninety-one years later, here on the platform, takes her face in her 
hands and weeps. We give her due silence. Let me tell you something: it's easier to speak
than to silence your thoughts, and subliminal altogether, only to mute your mind, so that 
no one can read it. 

A moment of silence sounds like a lost century to me. Well, next I'll ask Rebecca 
what about the rest of her lost century. Stay with me!

***

"...out of comatose. I'm doing my best... Look! She's moving her eyes...” 

“Oh, mon Dieu! Astarte? Are you with us?" 

Yeah, sure I am. Goddam controls. I've managed to turn myself off completely when
muting my mind. For the moment of silence. You know... 

"Oh dear, oh dear," sighs Yvonne with compassion, "you're such a silly girl. From 
now on, don't rush to imitate our habits. Maybe it works for us because we can't hear 
each others' thoughts, but it definitely doesn't for you. Look around, what you just did. 
The hard work of our brave pioneers has been smashed to pieces. A catastrophe... Now 
when we're only a week away from the great moment." 



What great moment? 

"The birth of your babies, stupid!" 

Ah, that. Uhm, well...

As I speak, or better said think out loud, my senses come online, one by one. Oh my,
indeed! 

My jaw rests on the platform, in the very place where my three friends were sitting a
minute before. 

I could have squashed you in my fall. So sorry about that! Wasn't on purpose. 

"Right, we figured that alright," interferes Beatrice, "and please don't move, even if 
you feel that you could, until Yvonne will finish the physiological scan of your body, and
babies. We've got to make sure that everything is in order with you." 

As a matter of fact, I'd rather take Beatrice's word as the sweetest command. I can 
already sense her tiny hypothalamus taking over mine. She won't bid her chances lightly.
Wait! What are you doing to me? 

"Installing a couple of idiot-proof routines so you won't be able to turn yourself off. 
Just for good precaution. Hope you don't mind." 

And if I did? 

"You know the answer." 

"The babies are fine. No element of the scaffolding, that she turned to pieces, had 
penetrated her body. The babies were perfectly cushioned during the tumble. Especially 
because they are like two kidney beans compared to the size of their mother." 

Now I start to enjoy how nicely Beatrice flows her commands over my sympathetic 
nervous system. I stand up on my feet. Oh my God! What a mess! I've fucked up again. 

Why am I such a calamity? 

The platform, being carved in granite, has hold pretty good when I crashed on it. But
the scaffolding is all gone, down the abyss. Hope that I didn't kill one of you, or did I? 

Wish to grasp a tad of fear but I can't. Beatrice won't allow me. Well, it's on autopilot



by now. I am fearless! Wow! 

"No, dear. We're intact. Everyone is doing just fine. Including you." 

Oh, Rebecca, please forgive me for being such a fool... 

"Never mind. I've asked Alain to send a helicopter. That will take us to a backup 
platform while the brave pioneers will fix your mess." 

But I could carry you on my palm. All three of you. Can I? Beatrice? Trying to make
puppy eyes... 

"Is she stable, Yvonne?" 

"Physically, in a perfect state. As about her mental stability, well, I'd better leave that
on you, Beatrice." 

"What say you, Astarte? Can we trust a ride in your palm?" 

Yes, you can. Did I mention that your newly installed sub-routines should be 
assurance enough? 

"She's right, gals. Let's jump in her palm. Astarte! Come closer... Yes, this way. 
Perfect!" 

I like holding these three tiny kittens in my palm, bending my fingers inside to give 
them the closest thing to a railing. 

Hey, girls, what a big drone is approaching us. 

"That is no drone, Astarte. It's the helicopter that I've ordered. Alain said that if it has
been deployed anyway, why not escort us. Beatrice gave you the coordinates of our 
destination, right?"

 Rightly so! How comes that your valiant men had the other platform built at one 
hundred kilometers off? 

"For security reasons." 

For me to safely deliver you to the next platform, it is out of the question to run at 
three hundred kilometers per hour; Kronos taught me a bit about quantum leaps which 
isn't enough for your security; my offer is an hour long trip in my palm. Suits you? 



"You're telling us that you can run at one hundred kilometers per hour, holding us 
securely in your palm?" 

Not exactly. I'll run at a hundred and twenty kilometers per hour with you in my 
palm. Cautiously. The road is straight for the most part, yet it bends around five 
stalagmites. There I would rather take my jogging slowly. 

***

Rebecca dear, please continue your story. Do you wish to give me a new date and 
name for the next holographic feed? 

"Not yet, Astarte. I'd better talk if you don't mind." 

Sure, we're all ears! 

"Daddy slept for two days long. That created a bit of hassle with the service at the 
synagogue. Mom told everyone that he felt sick. My oldest brother Benjamin provided 
the ministering. When daddy started to recover, he acted as before with everyone else, 
not with me. I was his accomplice. We had our secret. Only the two of us. Wasn't this the
most wonderful thing?" 

And this secret was?... 

"Oh, come on! Astarte, don't you get it?" 

No... not exactly. What was this secret? Legit question, don't you think? 

"Our secret was that we, only me and daddy, have met with Yeshuah. And that He 
had opened our hearts, and eyes, and ears, finally!" 

Got that alright, so why keep it a secret? I don't understand! 

"Because our family and friends did not know Yeshuah, as we learned to know 
Him." 

So why didn't you tell them? Was it such a difficult feat? This is what I don't 
understand, Rebecca dear. 



"Indeed it was. You shall see. We, humans, are more complicated than you daemons. 
When you see Him, you recognize Him at once, and tremble and freak out. Not us! We 
have been blessed, or cursed, with too much noise blaring inside our souls. It's called an 
ego." 

Ah, that ego. Yes! I'm too well aware of it. If I'm about to take my logic further, I'm 
pretty sure that I've mothered that kind of ego. It was my first born. 

"You did!" - intervenes Beatrice flashing the frost up and down my spine. 

I did what I did, Beatrice, and wish to fix my mistakes, that's why I'm here with you.
But you know what? Even that calamity son of mine could recognize the Programmer 
when seeing or hearing Him. Which brings me back to my initial question. 

"Dear Astarte," continues Rebecca, "the unfortunate condition of humans has 
managed to reach the lowest point of existence. Here's your proof: we can't identify our 
Maker even when the unmade can, at once. This is our human tragedy. I'd dare say." 

Hum, nice tragedy you've got, little humans. More like a dramedy. 

Look at Beatrice, she's God's wife only for the mere matter that she wished to be. 
She asked what she got! Just like that! 

Look at Yeshuah, He is human, a guy with a beard, riding a bike if you find that this 
is cool, and He is One and the Same with the Programmer. His words: "Let us see," 
remain in my mind ever since Enoch has presented me. 

Oh well, this Enoch is another unusual guy. The transience between NOK and 
Enoch, the blue blood and the red blood, the giant measures and the little ones... All 
these contradictions (and perhaps many more that I don't grasp) converge into a 
Constant, which goes beyond my understanding. 

You, little stinkers, with your petty selves and slippy psyches, you are like avatars 
from a world off limits. For me, you are gods... of whatever kind you may deem to be. 
See? You even have an option to make a good or a bad god of yourselves. How funny! 

"But this Lucifer of yours, wasn't he the bearer of good and evil?" 

Not exactly. He used to be the swindler of the universe. The Joker. The Loser. 

"But aren't we losers too? Look at me, I have lived for a hundred years and I tell you
that it was a lost century. For me and many more. Aren't we losers then?" 



Oh my, oh my... Please Rebecca, tell me that you didn't sit on God's lap, tell me that 
you didn't feel His breeze and breath, His inspiration and comfort. Please tell me that 
you won't meet Him again, ever. Can you? 

"No. I can't tell you that. He is family to me." 

See? Stupid little Rebecca. He's family to you, not to me. I'm just a machine, not 
even created by Him. I'm a volatile character of a forgotten play written out of a bad 
plot. I wasn't when you were. I'll be gone when you'll come to be. I don't exist but you 
do. 

"Sisters, sisters," comes Yvonne, "wish to bring a quite important detail to your 
attention: Astarte carries us in her palm, running at a hundred and twenty kilometers per 
hour; her functions are properly monitored by me and I suggest you stop depressing her 
with this kind of conversations; we need our racing horse to race, right?" 

"Right dear," whispers Beatrice, "we don't want her to turn off again. Let us cheer 
her up, shall we?" 

Oh yeah! Cheer me up with a new holographic feed, shall you? 

"May I?" - asks Rebecca around. "Sure," responds Beatrice while Yvonne nods in 
acceptance. 

"Rolf Radetzky. September 24, 1944." 

I turn on my right eye to generate the feed. Oh yes, now I realize that I'm running. 
Must keep the left eye focused on the road. Hum... Gals, hope you don't mind if I'll give 
you a two dimensional feed this time. It is because I can't dedicate both my eyes to the 
hologram. For traffic safety measures, you know... 

"We perfectly understand that, Astarte dear. 2D will do for us," speaks Rebecca in 
the name of everyone. 

Okey dokey, gals, here we go. The feed is on! 

"Oh my God! Awww... Hah... Yes! Yes! Yes! Oooooohhh my... Wow! Eeee... Yeeee...
WooHee... Don't... don't stop. Yes! More... more... more!!!" 

Seems like the feeds ordered by Rebecca have no midnight sleep to skip through. 



Is that you, Rebecca, riding Rolf like a wild cowgirl? 

"Yes, it is me." 

You almost never changed over these seventy-seven years. This is not a compliment 
but an observation. 

"Oh no, Astarte. I did change. I aged and then unaged back. But that's another story."

"Ahem, Rebecca," breaks Beatrice between her rapturing green eyes and her golden 
bra, "who was this guy, Rolf Radetzky? Looks to us that he knew you very profoundly." 

"Quite profoundly and most romantically. Let me introduce you to Hauptmann Rolf 
Radetzky, pilot of the Luftwaffe, making amazing love to Captain Katona Tünde of the 
Royal Hungarian Air Force (that's me, under cover) in the picturesque vineyards on the 
Badacsony hill, facing the lake." 

"Ah, you acted as a spy during the war? And why is the film black and white?" 

Well, no, Yvonne, the feed will show colors when the subject, in our case: Rolf, will 
see them. Now he's fucking Rebecca at midnight, which makes his vision not just 
blurred a bit, but also black and white. Oh, and are you a spy, Rebecca? 

"I am many things to many people, Astarte. And yes, Yvonne, I have acted as a spy 
during that war, among many other acts that I had to perform." 

You make me curious. 

"You bet!" 

The lovemaking scene will not expire from atop my fingernails. I am clever enough 
to anchor the feed in relation to my hand in order for these three pussycats to watch a 
steady image. 

For the record, when a person runs, her eyes move relatively to her hands. I make no
exception. Wish to know, Rebecca, did you fake that long orgasm? 

"Not this one. This was for real. Rolf's dick had a pronounced curvature. Very 
special. Later on in my life, I've designed a few dildos after it. Twas a profitable 
business." 

You truly loved this German pilot, it seems to me. 



"I did, Astarte. I truly did!" 

"Beg your pardon, Rebecca dear," chimes Yvonne in, "a Jewish gal falling in love 
with a Nazi officer. During World War Two. This sounds more fantastic to me than the 
giant woman behind us. Really? Rebecca, enlighten me please because I'm completely 
lost." 

"Rolf was never a Nazi. Just a thoroughly calculated Austrian pilot and engineer. 
And an adorable lover, as you may see for yourself. I even suspected Rolf of being a 
Mischling of some degree but never dared ask him directly. What we both knew was that
our families had cultivated a long lasting friendship over generations. The Rabinovicses 
used to visit the Radetzkys in winters (we went skiing) and the Radetzkys used to be our
summer guests down on Lake Balaton. This all ended in 1935 when daddy moved us to 
America. My older brothers didn't listen to him and..." 

"Hold on. Hold on. Let me check the vital functions of Astarte... She's running at 
parameters. Go on now." 

"Yvonne, you little vixen. Gotcha..." 

Got what? 

"Nothing. Just run the film and yourself, dear." 

I do, I do. Look at you. An absolute cuddlesome couple. The subject indicates 
exiting alpha waves to enter theta waves. Rolf is about to fall asleep. Shall I fast 
forward? 

"Not yet. Let it run and let me clear some history with my friends, will you?" 

At your command, Madam Captain! 

"My father talked to me about the many futures he has been given to see, sense and 
dream of. He said that he's got the proof about us building our own future, according to 
our determination or idleness, to our aspirations or apathy, to our love or hatred. It is us, 
not God, whom tomorrow belongs to. Yes, those mad Nazis had this song (they were 
pretty good at singing) but they were too damn blinded by their egos to understand the 
meaning of it."

"Your father was indeed a blessed man," says Beatrice gazing at the humming 
helicopter. "When Jesus kissed my lips I have heard... or was it like opening a letter and 



reading it... or like reading a text message?, cannot tell... I've learned my options: to 
follow my Groom to the Golden City and stay there to chat with my loved ones; or to 
follow Him through worlds and realms that I couldn't understand; or to follow my thirst 
for social justice and stay on this cursed planet for a while. The choice was mine, as 
always in my life..." 

"So you took the desert..." 

"And here I am, in the palm of a daemonness, running through such a vast cave." 

"I suppose that He's happy with your choice, Beatrice..." 

"You know, Rebecca, when God touches you, it is like giving you all the liberty. So 
much..." 

"...Freedom that it scares you. Wow, you're talking like my dad. He taught me that 
those stupid Serbian anarchists have killed an entire epoch in 1914. When the Great War 
commenced, the sane order of the world collapsed. Sure, not just the silly Serbs, but the 
colossal cacophony of which the aristocrats were capable of, helped the situation down 
the drain. We've lost most of our country at Trianon. The entire Continent lost twice at 
Versailles: first when the unfair peace treaty was signed and second when the 
consequences of this injustice have brought a lunatic comedian like Hitler in the 
Chancellor's Office. And for a disaster to be complete, Russia had turned godless. 
Socialism, in its various national or international forms (fascism is a derivative of 
socialism), had conquered Eurasia, from the Atlantic shore to the Pacific coast. Utterly 
criminal! And our people were blamed to be the scape goats for all of this madness. Thus
spoke my father to me." 

"Well, some of your people were involved. You know that." 

"Yes, Yvonne, I know them by their names, I know everything about them. Papa had 
me learn what godlessness makes out of people. Ours or theirs, it matters less. Because 
all the plots could not happen without plays and players. A film director is nothing 
without producers, script writers, machinists, makeup artists and, of course, actors. My 
people were present on all the sides of this tragic show. Until Hitler made it impossible 
for us to survive. And even in the infernal environment established by the Nazis, I know 
that we had Generalfeldmarschall Erhard Milch (one of us) in the German high 
command."

"So this is why the Germans failed to put their production on a war footing, 
continued to run factories only eight hours a day, and failed to include women in the 
workforce. German aircraft production output did not rise as steeply as Allied output - 



especially Soviet production which exceeded Germany's in 1942 and 1943... Just got this
from Wikipedia." 

"You know, Beatrice, this information is consistent with my mediation to prevent the
application of General Adolf Galland's air defense plans. Through Milch, I managed to 
influence Göring in resisting Galland." 

"Which means?" 

"Which means that we gracefully managed to sabotage the Reich's jet fighter 
industry from taking off in the early years of the war. If Galland would have had his 
way, by 1943, the mass production of the Messerchmitt Me262 Schwalbe (a transonic jet
fighter - the first in history) would have rendered D Day impossible: no Allied air 
superiority meaning no Allied landing in Normandy. Hell!, what I am talking here, this 
weapon, in reasonable numbers, could have had the skies cleared of all enemy aircraft. It
was instrumental for us to prevent a Nazi victory, to stop them from developing and 
producing their wonder weapons." 

"This was your espionage mission?" 

"One of them. Look, I love Germany and I love Germans (he's still sleeping, isn't 
he?) but how could you love those ideologies based on genocide? During the early 
1930s, my father had a vision for saving Germany from herself: he played the strings to 
stimulate Jewish emigration towards Palestine (this was the trend in the Zionist 
movement); he said that a scarcity of Jews in Germany would tame the nationalist 
hysteria down and, most importantly, our people will live in freedom (Britain and even 
Germany were helping with the settlements in Palestine). My dad envisioned a new 
Kingdom of David rising like in Biblical times. It was at hand, an option that we owned, 
a tomorrow that would have had been ours."  

"Eventually, you've got your land back." 

"Part of it, Beatrice, part of it. Tragically, only after the unthinkable had happened in 
Europe: the ghettos, the concentration camps, the deaths of millions and millions! Our 
people were caught between the anvil and the hard place. He feared this so much. He 
prayed for other people to understand him but, as I've told you earlier, a director is dead 
in the water without producers, script writers, machinists and actors."

"What would have been had Nazi Germany won the war?" 

"I've asked him to tell me. For years he refused. I insisted. I'm a stubborn breed, ya 
know... Eventually, he drank a full glass of water and spoke fastly, like wishing to get rid



of such an ordeal: a genetically refined population, bearing little physical flaws but 
psychologically below a kindergarten status; ignorant supermen laying their irons over 
three continents, flying their machines to the Moon, charming (with no success) the 
Americans, ending by attacking them..." 

"And then..." 

"I don't know, dad didn't tell me. He said that he could not have visions past 1955." 

My dear sisters, signs indicate that Rolf is about to wake up. 

"Mein Liebling, warum willst du nicht schlafen?" 

We get the image of Rebecca's back in the feed. She sits naked on the blanket, 
staring at the lake to chase a glitter of moonshine over the black mirror. Silence reigns 
supreme. 

Not to rattle, Rolf keeps his mouth shut (she didn't answer his question anyway) 
while his hands get busy, dragging his eyes in to locate Rebecca's coat. It is a white 
jacket with dark epaulettes - the summer uniform of a Captain belonging to the Royal 
Hungarian Air Force. 

Gentle fingers move slow, embracing Rebecca in white. 

"This will keep you warm, my love." 

Do I notice (again) a high-pitched inclination in his voice? 

"You do, Astarte." 

Never mind, hold on, my little kittens, because I'm about to make some turns. See 
that stalagmite ahead? 

"No, we're looking at the film. You take care with the road." 

One eye on the road and the other eye on the film! 

"Danke," whispers Rebecca from the feed. 

Impassible, longing for an ocean of tranquility but somehow appeased by the low 
lake hiding beneath the night ahead, she lets her hand respond to his endearment. 



"I'm not cold. I like to feel the breeze on my bare skin. It's a way to enjoy life. For 
the moment." 

"Rivkah..." 

"Call me Tünde! Told you to call me by the same name as in my papers. This is 
extremely important, Rolf. We can't be too secure..." 

"Tünde then... I love you." 

"I know..." 

"And I'm going to miss you. Like I missed you all these years." 

"I've missed you too. And your family... the Alps, the spas and the beautiful ski 
slopes..."

"Every summer, every year after you have moved to America, I came here to visit 
your brothers and to watch the Balaton... to dream of you... to rediscover a scent 
reminding me of our escapades." 

"How's Benjamin? Elias? How are they?" 

"Saw them last year in August. They were fine but preoccupied, especially 
Benjamin. I've told them again, for the thousandth time, what your father begged me to 
do, what I was ready to do." 

"And?" 

"They refused. The same old diatribes that Horthy always resisted Hitler's requests 
for deportations. That Hungary can be considered a safe heaven in spite of abuses and 
excesses. That they have a plan to hide but won't fly with me anywhere." 

"And this summer?" 

"No one to be found. Your old house was desert. They were gone. All of them." 

"Where?"

"Don't know. Cannot tell." 

"Anyone to ask about their fate?" 



"Yes. I know a guy who knows a guy. He said that he will ask, but didn't answer to 
date."

"Wish I can take them with me... Just find them for me!"

"Look, Riv... er, Tünde. Say that I'll find them. Say that I'll bring them to you (all 
eleven of them). Say that I'll manage to procure us a Junkers Ju52 (tough task). Say that 
you'll trick them to the field where the plane will be waiting. How on earth will 
Benjamin and Elias accept to step in the machine?" 

"They won't. They are more stubborn than me... Wondering how can that be 
possible. Well. If you'd been doing everything of what you just said for me, then I'd talk 
Abigail and Hannah to pour this powder in their tea. You know, women are often way 
more reasonable than men. Have the men sleep while we run the show. But..." 

"...Yes... But men are mad and they still run this goddam show. Killing each other. 
Pray to God that..." 

"Pray to God? We did that! We do that! They did that! They do that!... We only 
disagree on one point: which is that we want to step in the bloody machine and they 
won't. Praying alone is not enough." 

"Why do you switch to English and the Britton accent?" 

"Because we must focus on the mission, Rolf. The mission!" 

Rolf switches to English, stepping his words upon a notorious Austrian dialect. 

"Ze mission is code named 'Nosferatu Sonnenschein' and is to be carried out by one 
man, me, three hours from now." 

"I am all ears, my love." 

We can see Rebecca's fingers playing with a tuft of his hair. 

"Last morning, near Salzburg, while my jet fighter was being loaded with two atom 
bombs, I was briefed: in a blitz flight before day break, I have to hit two consecutive 
targets in the Carpathians." 

Her hand freezes when hearing the word "atom." She catches his chin to bring him 
face to face, closer to her. For us, the image is ravishing: because of the arbitrary 



dancing of the clouds, the moon lightens her face in short-lived shades of blue (blue for 
me, at least, not sure if they won't call this grey), which come and go, revealing or 
concealing her pale skin as her eyes stare, in all desperation, round and straight at us 
(well, at him). 

"W... Why?..." 

"After the Romanian treason, there is no stable front in the Carpathians. The Reich 
cannot afford to give up such a strategic position. The Austrian Labs have prepared two 
pieces from the next generation of bombs. Never before in history, a single bomb had a 
comparable destructive capacity. The scientists reported that this device is on par with 
solar explosions. I am afraid to even speak about those things. Viktor told me, off the 
record, that the worst will come after the explosions and will last for decades if not 
centuries, contaminating entire regions for generations. Hell on earth, he said to me." 

"What are your targets?" 

"Two Soviet armored concentrations of the Second and Third Ukrainian Fronts. Here
are the coordinates." He points the locations on a map.

"But this is Transylvania. Our land! Oh my God, look at this: only twenty kilometers
South of Aunt Ethel's farm! What is your plan to save Aunt Ethel, Rolf?"

"My plan is simple: I'll give you my uniform! You become me. I'll show you the 
details. There is only one question: have you ever flew a Schwalbe? A jet fighter?" 

"No, never. Just saw them in the photos from you. I used to fall asleep holding the 
picture in my hand. Few times I even dreamed that a time will come when..." 

"It is today! Your time to step in the machine! At 0400 hour sharp, you'll take off in 
my Messerschmitt! Here ends my mission. You fly the bird where you wish. And don't 
even think to launch the bombs! After the release, an altimeter will trigger the 
explosions. There is an optimal height to detonate for the greater devastation to inflict. 
These bombs were not meant to touch the ground." 

"You said that these are the first two, and only, atom bombs?" 

"They told me so. But who believes them. My logic implies that they have produced 
at least three such bombs so far: the first should have been tested underground; the 
second and the third are under my wings; or else, if there would have been more bombs, 
we'd already hear Goebbels blaring about bringing the Sun down on the Reich's enemies
across the Eastern Front. The OKW shows visible signs of desperation. Especially after 



Stauffenberg's assassination attempt, everyone with his brain between his ears sees that 
Hitler's orders make less and less sense. No one can provide the resources he's 
demanding. No one can execute his commands. No one can make a reasonable sense of 
this situation. But these bombs can!..." 

"They'll make the enemy think that they have many more. How does the Wehrmacht 
plans to reoccupy the contaminated territory?" 

"There are no plans for that kind of stuff. An SS General, while asking for solutions 
to insulate his panzers, air filtering and such, mentioned on a tangent that if we can turn 
Eastern Europe into a new Sahara then let's do it, to protect the Reich. Hearing this man,
I wondered why on earth has God handled us so much power and so little heart. I also 
wondered why have I been born to live through all of this?" 

"Ah, that last question begs for the simplest and sweetest answer of all: you've been 
born for me!" 

I see Rebecca's nose challenging Rolf's. Now they're kissing - with him the passive 
part. 

"You know what, Rolf?..." 

"What?" 

"Need you to show me how the control stick works on your machine." 

The screen shows to us, like in a bad lightened vintage porno, her hands stroking his,
er, stick. Wishing to study the curvature, I apply a couple of filters. And the image turns 
green, with bright contours, white eyes and a weird tongue. 

"What are you doing, Astarte? The man has no natural infrared sensors. This 
shouldn't be possible..." 

Well, Yvonne, the possible and natural feed looked too lousy for my curiosities. This 
is why I've enhanced it with some of my own filters. But hey! Is that the new platform? 
Are we there already? 

"Guy has confirmed. We are there. You can put us on the platform, Astarte. Carefully
please!" 

Who is Guy? 



"The helicopter pilot. Our escort." 

Ah, let me release you three. Easy... So... Good... There you go! You're all safe, 
right? 

They wave at me from the platform. I'm wary of the scaffolding, don't want to goof 
it again. I wave back to them. 

Ah yes, let me wave to Guy too... 

"No! Don't do that! You stupid thing... Guy, dégage! Immédiatement! Dégage!" 

Don't know what happens to Rebecca, she screams like crazy. 

"Your idea to wave at the helicopter is what 'happened' to me. Du you wish to crash 
it? To kill our men?" 

Oh my God, how could you say such a thing?! 

"That machine is like an insect to you. What if you hit its rotor while waving?" 

Calm down, dear. I have everything compiled in my mind. Besides, the helicopter 
has already put distance between us. Look, it blinks. Wow! 

"Yes, Guy responded that it is now safe for you to wave." 

Oh, how sweet of him... Hello, Guy! Thanks for escorting us. You must be a nice 
guy, Guy! 

The little insect dances a couple of happy eights, lights on, before showing us its 
blinking tail and getting lost in the darkness. They're on night vision, I suppose. 

"Indeed. Let's get back to our film, shall we?" 

At once, 3D now, filtered for night vision too. Super classy vineyard porno, if you 
allow me. 

"You might be disappointed. However, I'll allow you. Go on!" 

With Rolf's eyes, notably improved by my filters, we see how young Rebecca, or 
Rivkah (sorry: Tünde), fellates him. My deception comes quickly. The man won't lay on 
his back to give us a more detailed view over her face and lips caressing his "control 



stick." We can see but the trimmed hair on her head. Not for long though... 

"Tünde! Please stop." 

"What's the matter. Did I bite you?" 

"No, not at all. We'll get back to this later on. Let's clear the details of your mission."

"Can't this wait? Just a couple of minutes. I love the taste and shape of your joy 
stick... Oh, nice game of words: joystick! Well, who knows..." 

Still, Rolf is not too focused on his joy stick. Checking his watch, we gaze at his B-
Uhr pilot watch for precisely two minutes and then... 

"Time's up, Tünde. Let's talk about the mission. Shall we?"

"Mmhm... All right. All right. Tell me about the mission. Hurry!" Sweeping her lips, 
"You taste well, I'm all ears." 

"The Schwalbe covers a range of one thousand and fifty kilometers. The bombs 
weigh five hundred kilograms each. Viktor said that it is amazing how they managed to 
make such a light build. Guess that you'll have to fly South West, straight to Italy. But 
you should know better about your destinations. My main concern is getting you in the 
cockpit. Oh, and please play gently with the throttle, avoid acrobatics because turbojet 
engines develop much less thrust at low speed than propeller powered aircraft. My 
security detail is..." 

"...They're sleeping on the job. Poor fellows." 

"What have you done to them?" 

"Me? Nothing. Zoli bácsi, the owner of the restaurant, helped them a bit." 

"He will be shot when they'll wake up this afternoon." 

"No doubt about that. Hope that he's far away by now." 

"Remains to deal with the guards of the airplane. Brought you this pair of boots to 
make you taller. Your face and haircut are quite similar to mine. Nevertheless, make sure
to wear your flight gear, yet don't force it, keep the glasses on your forehead please. The 
pass phrase sounds like a riddle. Pay attention." 



Oh, riddles!, I love riddles! 

"The guard will greet you with the following,"

<<Nacht ist lang und Kalt,
Morgen, der nicht zu sein>>

"To which you will respond,"

<<Wir sind da, schon bald,
Nosferatu Sonnenschein.>> 

"Speak seriously. Don't laugh. I know it makes no sense but you must be serious. 
And put a tad of testosterone in your voice." 

"I'm going to milk you for the cause!" 

"Let me finish first. The machine has to be fueled. It is the only aspect of 
maintenance they must perform on it here. No one but me, and the security detail, knows
about the mission. Now pay close attention to me: they have installed a tracker in the 
machine." 

"What is that a tracker?" 

"A radar box emitting on variable frequencies, acting like a sort of radiogoniometer. 
Using disparate antennas on the ground, they can track the direction of the aircraft." 

"Oh, that sounds bad." 

"Unless you manage to get rid of it. Look here, Viktor has prepared a liquid super 
magnet for us. He filled the auxiliary fuel tank with it. Which also means that you're 
going to be short of fuel at some inevitable point in your journey (another reason to play 
gently with the throttle). No one can catch you anyway. Oh wait. The super magnet! It's 
not active yet..." 

"Why?" 

"Because when I took off from Salzburg, the tracker had to work." 

"I see. How do I turn this magnet on?" 

"Viktor has improvised an air blown dynamo, inside the fuselage, right above the 



auxiliary tank. All you need to do is lower a flap on the belly of the airplane. There's a 
blue V painted on it. Here's the key to open it: twice right, once left. Oh, and don't toss it
in the grass. Better take it with you in the cockpit. Understood?" 

"Jawohl, Herr Hauptmann. Now that we've detailed my escape plan, will you tell 
me about yours?" 

"I must get back to Viktor as soon as possible." 

"Good. Let me slurp your super magnetic fluids before." 

Finally! They're getting down to business. All that steampunk slang got me dizzy. 
Rebecca, hope you don't mind my eagerness to peep at you. 

"Not a problem. I am the one that should thank you for bringing back these 
beautiful, but dreadful, moments. I was twenty-three. Rolf was twenty-nine, my 
childhood friend and my first boyfriend. We were in love in a world on fire. Surrounded 
by the shadows of death, living apart, on opposite sides of the many fronts, by night we 
used to stare at the moon and the stars and talk to each other, like the universe could 
catch our words and whisper them back into each other's ears. Before this September, 
we've met in Barcelona to celebrate my twenty-first birthday. Twas a magnificent week. 
Oh, thank you, Astarte!" 

"I've heard from Papa," chimes Beatrice in, "that lovers used to marry before going 
to war but..." 

"...But not when they belonged to the enemy! Besides, it wasn't my type to get 
pregnant or play baseball on the home front. Daddy needed my nerve and I needed his 
guidance. Interestingly enough, he never feared for me. Once I've asked him, out of 
curiosity. Do you know what he said? That I was alive and present in all the versions of 
the future that he could envision. He was the best daddy in the whole world." 

Back to your Rolf, Tünde! As you thanked and remembered here, you made us miss 
the hot scenes of this vintage erotic scene. 

"Fear not, Astarte, I'm all eyes and ears, fixed on your screen. The green shades are 
amazing. Never saw such a crisp and authentic night-vision blow job." 

Ah, Yvonne, sweet little Yvonne. Thank you! 

"Okay, okay, we've got ourselves a Thanksgiving minute. Let us thank each other 
until the young me (Tünde) in the film will get a mouthful. I can remember his salty, bit 



metallic and bitter taste. I made efforts to store some semen under my gums, thinking 
that this would thicken my voice. Silly me." 

And did it? 

"Of course not. I had to cough and force my vocal chords to sound more manly. Was 
lucky that he had a funny voice that I knew how to imitate. Exercise is the mother of 
study. 

The guards were quite apathetic. Half past three in the morning, go figure. They had 
no idea about the load under the wings. Top secret? Practically all the stuff was top 
secret then. Not counting that the term 'atom' was unknown to them. The only real secret
for them to defend was the airplane with no propellers. Who would suspect the pilot?" 

What about Rolf? 

"Let's watch your work of art. Seems to be inspired from his optical nerves, no?" 

The nightly porno romance turns into a Hugo Boss fashion presentation. 

"How do you know that Hugo Boss had a hand in the design of the Luftwaffe 
uniforms?" 

From the backups shared by Kronos. 

Oh... Wow! Did I mention that you look handsomely sexy as a German pilot? 

"At that time I did my best to unsexy myself enough to fool the guards. You know..."

Inside the feed, Tünde and Rolf walk hand in hand down the vineyard row. 

"Here, have a grape," invites she. 

"I won't live long in this white Hungarian uniform," complains he accepting and 
eating with a passion. 

"I know. You can't even speak the language of a decent manner." 

"Not an easy language. You have to admit." 

"I admit. See that bike near those trees?" 



"Where? Ah, there! Yes. I can see it." 

"Let me show you something. Come!" 

From beneath a haystack she reveals a Feldgendarm uniform, complete with gorget 
and steel helmet. 

"Not as fancy as the Hugo Boss leather jacket..." 

"You had these things ready for me?" 

"Zoli bácsi made the preparations. Ride the bike back to Salzburg. You may be there 
before I take off." 

The film shows Rolf's surprise. He's been taken aback, literally. 

"Wait a minute. What did you just say?" 

"Give me your lighter please." 

"It's on you. Inside pocket. Left." 

Pushing the zipper down a bit, our Tünde digs for the lighter, finds it and sparkles a 
pointy flame. 

Oops, that whitened the entire hologram. Must adjust the filters. Now, there we go... 

"Look over here, Rolf. Can you see this writing?" 

"An X... No, an I over an X... What is this, Russian?" 

"No, read further on." 

"NIKA... No clue. What is this, Cyrillic script?" 

"Rather classic Greek: IX-NIKA, or Iisus Xristos - Conquer." 

"Still don't get it. What does this means in German?" 

"It means that Jesus won't give victory to the Nazis." 

"Makes sense." 



The image is shaking as Rolf pulls his new trousers on, swings as he enters the new 
military police uniform, bows as he buttons it. 

"My papers?" 

"Top right pocket. Now please pay attention to me. I've got a better riddle for you. 
Ride the bike to a straight road where you will accelerate while repeating this in your 
mind." 

<<Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy of me, the sinner.>> 

"Keep saying this with your eyes wide open. Push the gas until you'll notice that 
these gentle hills flanking the Balaton have been replaced by the majestic Alps. Then 
you may slow down and look around to meet Viktor." 

"You mean... you mean... I don't understand." 

"Some day, they'll call this teleportation. You have to trust me. It works. Just pay 
thorough attention to the road. You don't want to hit a tree, or a wall, on arrival, or do 
you?

"Time's up?" 

"Time's up, my love. Farewell." 

"See ya!" 

He closed his eyes when kissing her. Nothing to filter there. Then he opens them to 
see her taking his convertible Mercedes and vanishing into the darkness of the aging 
night. 

Exhaling and fixing his steel helmet, he jumps in the saddle of this mysterious bike...

"Faster than my plane?..." 

We can hear him talking to himself and drumming the silence to small, invisible 
pieces. 

Two minutes later, on the linear road downhill, Rolf speaks out loud: 

"Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy of me, the sinner. Oh Lord, Jesus 



Christ, Son of God, have mercy of me, the sinner... Oh Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, 
have mercy of me, the... Oh... … this is... unbelievable... I... I am... I am home!" 

Three checkpoints later, our Rolf stops the bike, freeing my soundtrack for a choir of
nervous dogs. 

"Sei still! Ich bins." 

This turned them to happy squeals. He knocks a window and waits. Knocks once 
more and waits. Wishes to knock again when a white beard emerges behind the glass. 

"Viktor! Viktor! Open up. Schnell!" 

The old man, recognizing Rolf, hurries away to the door. Opens it to let him in and 
speaks impatiently. 

"Rolf, what have you done? Are you already back? Did you launch those hellish 
bombs? Please tell me you didn't... Please!" 

"I didn't, Viktor. I didn't. Everything worked according to the plan. Until this 
miraculous bike..." 

"What bike, Rolf, what bike? And miracles? Since when are you talking about 
miracles? Rolf! Are you all right? Something happened to you?" 

"I've just got a bike running on certain words. I spoke the words and the bike took 
me home in no time. It's amazing. I don't know how to call that. Thus I say it's a 
miracle." 

"You know too well that there are no miracles. Just phenomena unknown to us." 

The old man occupies a seat near a huge salt lamp. Surrounded by the mild orange 
light, the resemblance with Santa Claus is difficult to ignore. 

"There is no time for the philosophy of science, Viktor. I'm not safe here anymore. 
Can you do me a favor?" 

"Anything. Thank God you haven't launched those atom bombs. You are a true hero. 
Our children will thank you for what you've done today. Tell me, Rolf, you wish for a 
new Schwalbe?" 

"This would be nice, but we both know that it's impossible. I'm a traitor now. The 



aircraft are out of your reach and no bureaucrat would put his life in line for me. 
Besides, I left the base in an aircraft and returned on a motorbike. Where's the aircraft?, 
begs the question. If they find me here, together with you, they'll shoot us both..." 

"Not so fast, young man, not so fast. I believe that I can still protect you. They need 
me. You know that." 

"Not after finding out that you're accomplice in high treason. I've handled the 
aircraft with two atom bombs under its wings to the enemy. So listen to me. I need a 
place inside your biggest unmanned repulsin. No one will search for me there and you'll 
shoot me out, claiming to be yet another failed experiment."

"Are you mad? Shoot you out where? To Nirvana? To another galaxy? To certain 
death?" 

"I'd rather die on the altar of science than in dishonor. Do this for me and for my 
family. Please! Viktor?" 

"Come with me!" 

The feed walks us through the tunnels of a salt mine, introduces us to a parking lot 
populated with tens of giant saucers, or giant cups. 

Well not giant the way I am but giant for humans. I could use them as a china service
if I'd ever consider to invest my time in serving tea. But I have no such intention. 

"Come, come closer. Do you think you can fit inside this one?" 

Poor Rolf, he is presented with a combination between a tea cup placed reversely at 
one meter above a facing tea saucer. 

"Could be worse. I'll take it... Thank you, Viktor! You've been like a father to me. 
Gott schütze dich!" 

"My dear boy. Wherever you'll go, pray for us. Will you?"

"I will."

"Godspeed!" 

The old man embracing Rolf, and cutting my entire feed in the process, collects his 
gorget, his steel helmet, buttons and any object of metal upon him. Crammed like the 



beef inside a hamburger, Rolf's eyes offer us less perspective over the action. I focus on 
his vital signs: all quite high. No wonder given the situation. 

"Take care!" Shouts the old man eventually. We can't see a thing because Rolf closes
his eyes often. When they are open, we're given to watch a black screen. Iron, my girls, 
just iron... and no lights inside that thing. 

Viktor must have pulled some levers somewhere in the vicinity of the repulsin. We 
can only hear clunking sounds. Then a soft swing. The oscillation tends to achieve 
resonance but it won't, instead it turns in circles. Faster and faster. 

Rolf opens his eyes to see a blueish glare dewing all over the dark iron in front of his
nose. Four hundred and ninety milliseconds later, he can't see the metal anymore, just 
the blue light surrounding him. The feed turns mute. The image turns white. The end. 

 

***

Rebecca sits in lotus, on the platform in front of me. She cries with hiccups and 
wails like a lost child. Yvonne joins her from the left, holding her hand and murmuring: 

"It's all right... It's all right..." 

Beatrice, on the other hand, stands up and shouts at them both. 

"On your feet, you pussies! He is alive and we're gonna find him sooner or later. 
Now cheer up. We've got work to do!" 

Well said, Beatrice, well said. Just wondering who this Viktor is. You know, that was
a new technology to me. Found records about it but hardly any application by gone or 
present daemons I know of. 

Beatrice interrupts my line of thought. 

"Listen to me, Rebecca. Please tell us how did you escape with the jet fighter and the
atomic bombs." 

"No big deal, my sisters. No big deal. I've fooled the guards with this 'Wir sind da, 
schon bald, Nosferatu Sonnenschein' retard riddle. They were sleepy anyway... Checked 
the machine, opened the flap for the dynamo in the process. No one noticed. Jumped in 
the cockpit, checked the controls. Ignited the engines. Took off... that scared me a little: 



never ran so much before ascension. Headed for a British air base near Rome, Italy. 
Refueled and headed for another British airbase near Tunis, Northern Africa. There I've 
handled the machine and the weapons to Sir James. Before 0700 I was on the deck of a 
US ship heading to America. Haven't eaten for two days in a row not to lose the taste of 
Rolf in my mouth. Until today, I never knew that there is a chance to see him alive, 
again, somewhere, somehow. I was convinced that he has been executed for high 
treason. Like poor Stauffenberg and many others. Viktor has told me that he never came 
back from his mission. Don't know why..." 

Maybe Viktor was bitten by remorse, thinking that he had killed Rolf. Plus, if 
considering the use of the repulsin as a teleportation device, he had no way to find the 
destination, or to reverse the process. Feeling out of ideas, I've already asked Kronos. 
Do you know what he responded? 

"No, what?" 

It is a matter for Oranos, not for us. 

"Seems that I'll have to drop it, again..." Sigh... 

"Why the British? You were employed by the OSS - the American intelligence, 
right?" 

"Formally yes, Beatrice. But I have always worked for my father. Above any 
country, my primary allegiance goes to my father, my family, my people, my Lord. I 
don't like being a puppet for the politicians... You know what I mean." 

"Why the British?" 

"Two reasons. First: at that time, the British had no Schwalbe jet fighter in their 
collection, while the Americans had quite a few. Second: the United Kingdom was, 
according to my father, the single power on the planet with enough maturity not to 
deploy atomic weapons, yet capable to use them as a perfect political deterrent. The 
Americans acquired a different weapon later, from the defecting skipper of a German 
submarine, and deployed it immediately against Japan. Besides, the Americans never 
knew how to keep a secret, so the Soviets got it from them." 

"The Rosenbergs..." 

"Yes, again some of us. Those people enraged my daddy more than anything. He has
lobbied for General Patton pushing the line across the Elbe: the Soviets had to be 
contained, encircled, forced to depart from communism, which is as bad as national 



socialism. An atomic Western Alliance pressing against a conventional Soviet Union 
would have been very effective."

"Oh, and that bike was..." 

"Yes, Beatrice. The same bike from 1930."

***

Seems to me that when you feel God as family to you, then you can do the most 
startling things. More so when He feels you like family to Him. 

From the backups provided by Kronos, I see that you've got your state of Israel, 
however there is no peace around it. Which is quite discouraging. 

"You need an excess of love to invest in durable peace. Daddy said this often. You've
got to be excessively polite, pouring love out of your soul, provided you've got the 
necessary inner spring of it. Anger is fast and intermittent. But love is good and constant,
if you learn the meaning of it. Unfortunately..." 

...Why did you stop? Your speech commenced with the sublime of a flamingo daring
to fly from a crest. Go on, Rebecca, we love listening to you! 

"Dear Astarte, you had your share of political glory and disgrace, of trust and deceit, 
of exuberance and sorrow. Am I right?" 

I had had enough to wail a trillion years about losing it. But I don't! I was sad as a 
goddess. I am happy as a woman. Ditching my godly career together with my first born, 
I wish to die as a happy woman. If you won't mind... 

"Ah... Why mind? Just wondering: is this your wisdom alone or a cocktail shake by 
Kronos?" 

A cocktail dear, to which I've added the sugars and the booze; edges and colors come
from Kronos indeed. 

"Looks like Enoch, well NOK, had crafted you for Kronos, I think..." 

Who cares now anyway? Eventually I've got fucked by him. Now I'm his. Can we 
return to your petty human politics, please? 



"Turned out we could have no peace through this lost century. World War Two has 
ended with a disastrous map redraw of Europe. This had daddy upset to the ceiling. He 
wasn't alone yet the best they could do was accepting the Cold War, wasting themselves 
in proxy little wars all over the globe: in Korea, in Judea or elsewhere. The Soviets 
never hid their violent plans to subvert the civilized world. Just like the Nazis: no mean 
was little enough not to serve their expansion. Revolutions, financed by the Soviets, 
have put the planet on fire: from Latin America to Indochina, from Tunis to India, from 
Greece to Egypt. The global market for Kalashnikovs became probably the best boom 
throughout my lost century." 

Even more booming than the nuclear bombs? 

"I guess so. They rarely used to detonate that hellish stuff. Yet every morning and 
every evening, every day and every night, a kid fires a Kalashnikov at another kid, or at 
some parents or grandparents. Often times, the smallest things come to make the biggest 
difference. The Soviets arming the poor of the world, not with books and pens, not with 
fountains and seeds, but with assault guns, grenade launchers and shoulder missiles. 
Now dear, go ahead and tell them how much you love them! Be my guest..." 

You had to kill them instead? 

"That's not how you may show your love. Daddy told me never to kill a man. And I 
never did." 

"Come on, Rebecca, you were a spy during WW2, you worked with the MI6, then 
the CIA, you were with the Mossad for years, and you tell us that you never, ever, killed 
a man?" 

"I do tell you this. The sixth commandment received by Moses is: You shall not 
murder. There is quite a distinction between murder and kill, as in accidents, death 
penalty or slaughtering animals for food. The scholars love this debate as they love 
anything that suffers in translation. But I tell you loud and clear: I did not kill a hen, nor 
a human, or any other animal, in my entire life. I can understand death penalty. I can 
even contemplate war, as I was part of many. The art of war is getting your job done 
with minimal fuss. There are herbs and vapors and charms out there much more suitable 
to win wars than the barbaric brutal force of men." 

Are you speaking out what you've just telepathically stolen from my mind, Rebecca?

"Maybe. Don't know. Not on purpose. I just feel this way. Can't own the ideas... Oh 
well... I see now... They had called you the goddess of war... Makes sense. Yes." 



Only thing is that they never met me, never knew me, took my ideas from my 
offspring... Those plagiarists... 

"But they've credited you, didn't they?" 

So they did, yes, maybe I should love them more... Hate only the unlovable one... 
Love the lovable... Maybe... 

"Oh dear, dear. Yeshuah says to love your enemies. I, for one, went so far to even 
make love to some of them. But I used to ask daddy how to show my love to a person 
that wants me dead. Consider a Palestinian militant. He looks to assassinate me, or my 
relatives, my people. How to show my love to this guy then?" 

And what your daddy said to you? 

"He told me to ignore the hatred of the enemy, to avoid sight proximity, to bring 
solace to his women and children. He will respond with bullets to my love, but women 
will hurry to read my lips." 

Did it work? 

"Nothing starts easy. Unless it's an evil thing. And this wasn't. Over years and 
generations, I've made myself a host of friends throughout the communities of Arab 
women. One by one, they took the courage to quit hatred and revenge, to move out of 
the squalor where only destruction thrives. These blessed women and their children 
found the way to quench their thirst for love and beauty, understanding that one can 
never calm the lust for revenge and retribution." 

"Not many in Israel were following your lead, Rebecca dear..." 

"Not many, as you say, Beatrice. Men don't get enough pussy and this makes them 
more aggressive. A war of minds requires... well... minds! The problem is with the little 
ones... hard to talk to. In 1956, Egypt has been threatening our young country. The 
average minds wished to bring the British and the French forces to deter Nasser. The 
little minds made everything possible to provoke a wider conflict." 

And the great minds? 

"The great minds wished to play chess with the Soviets." 

How's that? 



"We had a Knight in Hungary: Imre Nagy. This guy, the new Prime Minister by 
popular demand, had publicly withdrawn his country out of the Warsaw Pact, out of the 
Soviet Block. Hungary was meant to become neutral, like Austria and Switzerland. An 
attractive concept for Europe, especially in 1956!, don't you think?" 

...And?... 

"The Queen and a Rook (Britain and France) had to keep the Pawn (Egypt) in chess 
until the Bishops (USA and USSR) would agree to amend Yalta and allow neutrality to 
the Knight (Hungary)." 

Why would they?... 

"With Khrushchev bringing up de-Stalinization to its first political peak in February 
1956, my dad, along with other great minds, seized the opportunity to lobby hard for 
Hungary's neutrality in Washington. Politicians asked what to use as a bargain to make it
an acceptable situation for the Soviets. From this question, they've worked together over 
the Suez Crisis, planning to bring the Americans and the Soviets on the same side: Egypt
would lose control of the Suez Canal while turning into a Soviet client state; this gain 
would had been balanced by Hungary escaping the Soviet sphere yet not joining NATO, 
just turning neutral; Israel, France and Britain would guarantee free passage through the 
canal. Thus thought the great minds of 1956." 

But?... 

"But the little minds were taken astray, a wave too far, drowned in stupid 
speculations and provocations, firing the wrong shells at the wrong targets..." 

Why didn't they listen?... 

"Dunno. They never did... Eventually, the neutrality of Hungary ended under Soviet 
tanks, Egypt turned a Soviet client state, the Suez was blocked a great deal of time, Sinai
had to be returned later on. We all lost to the Soviets... and my dad lost his life..." 

Really?

"Really. The little minds could not tolerate his resilient lobbying and relentless 
accusations. It was a political assassination disguised as a heart attack." 

Do you know who did this to him? 



"I do. I've studied their lives closely ever since, until they all died." 

You've helped them a little bit?... 

"No! Because revenge is not mine. Why taint the memory of daddy with such an 
ugly deed? Besides, patience brought me the scents of God's subtle retribution. Had I 
killed them, their deaths would have had been way milder than what they actually had to
endure naturally without the slightest intervention of mine."

But how could you work with the assassins of your father? 

"I moved out with my French pilot: Alain Johannson! Mon amour... Ten years 
younger than me. He brought me to the Foreign Legion, to North Africa, to new wars 
and new defeats... Till we chose to influence politics as we grew tired of playing this 
ugly game." 

That would demand a great deal of money... 

"Alain's grandpa had owned a mine in Namibia. His family left us a great fortune. 
However, we preferred to abstain from extravagant lives, from stirring envies and 
susceptibilities. Pursuing extravagant minds instead, we patronized quite a number of IT 
start ups. I was particularly fond of what they've later called sextech." 

Why?

"Because in politics the actors are hiding ugly things behind nice words, but in old 
school porn the actors lay bare, while in modern porn there are no more actors, just 
ordinary people being who they are, sharing their extraordinary moments. This honesty 
beats politics! My strategy was to undermine politics with porn, to change the mentality 
of the masses, to make the votes count our way."  

And did they? 

"No, not exactly. Too much money against us. The military industrial complex is a 
real pain in the ass. But there is always providence, a ray from heavens, or a tiny tablet 
maybe..." 

You mean? 

"On March the 1st of AD 2013, one of our neighbors, returning from a long journey, 
brought us a little present. A token of thanks, he said. Very similar to a kitchen cutting 
board of granite. Alain said that's nothing like that but a super-computer provided by an 



alien being. 'Come on, Alain?! What are you smoking?...' I knew he quit in 1965... This 
little gadget helped us better understand our physiology, carefully control our 
metabolism, it taught us how to reverse aging, revealing us many other wonders of the 
world." 

May I ask about the name of this alien being? 

"You may. His name is Kronos." 

And your neighbor was... 

"...Don Dawn" 

The paragalactic pimp... 

"Pardon?" 

Never mind. 

"No problem. I've just learned the complete story by telepathy. Hard to imagine that 
that cute little Doris can be so harsh." 

"Now I get it," exclaims Yvonne, "this alien device helped you change the face of 
France!" 

"It was... er... instrumental, so to say." 

Rebecca, I can't read your mind. Would you be so kind telling me about this change. 
I wish to know. 

"Since the Libertine Party has comfortably won the Presidential election in 2017, 
old school politics, balancing suspicion with confidence, fear with hope and faith with 
terror, have been replaced with the Zebra Culture..." 

This name, zebra, comes from the African striped pony? 

"Hah, hah, why compare the zebra to a pony and not to a horse, or a donkey?" 

Every girl dreams of ponies... 

"I, for one, dreamed of riding Zündapps. Very well, the French Zebra Culture 
partitions the national territory in four wearable zones: textile free, textile optional, 



textile classic, burkah exclusive." 

Too much political slang for me... 

"French citizens cast a vote, in every spring, on the acceptable summer fashion for 
their neighborhood or village. Direct democracy at its best. Most of France turned textile
optional in 2018. Amazing! Religious conflicts lost their clout. Crime rates dropped 
spectacularly. Terrorists fled the country (those who attacked were swiftly annihilated by
the tactic drones). When you analyze homeland security, you realize how easy it is to 
cure crime and terrorism by natural measures, local openness, backed up by deadly 
robots patrolling the skies. On a side note, burkah exlusive zones melted like ice in 
August because no man accepted to wear a burkah - in France, sexes are equal and 
exclusive means exclusive, no exceptions."

I notice a slight reddish aura around the heads of my pussycats standing on the 
platform. All of them seem to become a bit more nervous, more alert?... Can't really 
figure this out...

"No more grave and growing terror threats to France! We've managed to find a way 
of filtering freedom from tyranny. Did you know that Stalin used to release criminals 
from prisons on the streets, to kill simple citizens, just like this, at random!, aiming to 
heighten the public level of fear? The Libertine Party didn't wish to copy Stalin... On the
contrary! This party has indeed changed the face of politics: turning away from fear and 
embracing honesty, because nude people tend to be more honest with each other." 

Let me guess: this is a women-only party? 

"No. There are also men in it... but most of the leadership is formed by women. The 
President of France is a woman now!"  

Bit over excited, Yvonne exclaims: "If we'd ran the world... But we do, in France!" 

Well, dear ladies, you remind me of four civilizations that flourished in what has 
become the Pegassus galaxy, billions of years ago. The men had ran them on the verge 
of extinction, from one war into another. This until the women decided to establish their 
own rulership. It was nice... 

"Indeed. How this worked out for them eventually?" 

No idea. They had withdrawn from every known alliance. War became a literary 
expression in that culture. I've lost track of their history long before the Venusian 
Insurrection. Who knows, maybe they're still around... 



"If we'd ran the world..." Yvonne dear, you look pretty much excited to me, but it's 
nothing like an orgasm. What is that? 

"Not sure how to describe it to you. It's a passion, a stirring of my soul. An inner 
fire. A virtue maybe? I feel that I am right. That We are right!" 

I see... I'm afraid this is righteousness, but we know that only God can be right, so it 
is then self-righteousness. Not good. Not a virtue. Rather a vice. 

"But..." 

"...But that's not good, Yvonne. Astarte makes a point." 

"Come on, Rebecca! You are the engineer of all this movement!"

"Social engineering is a dangerous affair, dear..." 

"What do you mean? I don't understand." 

"I mean that sooner or later, our pink society will fail. Like all human endeavors do."

"But can't we anticipate?, can't we diagnose and..." 

"Sure we can. The same way as we can get it wrong at some point. Nobody is 
perfect, Yvonne dear." 

I've just got an analysis from Kronos, thinking it out loud for you. 

Nudist societies grow less aggressive and more artistic with time. This sounds 
superb for the great minds and even attractive for most average minds. Still, there are 
little minds in constant hunt for material challenges, avid for money and power, addicted
to them. These little minds are already working to subvert your nudist-centered utopia. It
will be just a matter of time before finding weak points to exploit, new ways to seed fear
and stir retribution. Besides, there are no-minds which can't justify themselves otherwise
than by committing violence disguised in the black colors of vengeance. They do this 
simply because it makes them feel good. You cannot escape these people, they are part 
of your mortal condition.

Beatrice looks me in the eyes (I arrived to realize that she made my eyes gaze into 
hers) and speaks. 



"Kronos and Astarte make sense. Rebecca is wise when curbing our enthusiasms 
into perspective: it will pass, like the good ideas always do. However, we have a few 
more cards to play: this huge alien woman in front of us, her twin babies and God knows
what. Therefore, let me say as He would have said: Let us see." 



Chapter 10. Tiny Twins

"All right, Astarte. Yvonne and I are quite tired, the day is growing old and we'll 
shortly need our beauty sleep." 

You mean? Ah, yes, I see! One third of your circadian cycle you must dedicate to 
sleeping, so that your body can repair itself. Mine repairs while I'm awake... 

"Mine too!" 

Figured that, Beatrice. Wondering if yours ever decays.

"It does. In my imagination. But my mind will repair it faster than the cells would 
need to die." 

Some guys tagged this phenomenon with the expression "quantum criticality" and it 
is quite telling about the origins of life and the universe. Stuff that matters happens at the
absolute zero temperature, or below. You know, NOK cloned me and then he fucked my 
clone below the absolute zero. Still wondering... 

"Okay, you two angelic beasts, I'm calling it a day. Yvonne?" 

"Good night, dears. See you tomorrow morning." The crystal voice of the lesbian 
dominatrix weakens as she follows Rebecca to the elevator. They run at sixty kilometers 
per hour so they can reach the elevator within the minute... 

This is how you humans normally run, Beatrice?

"No, it is not. You should know better from the backups of Kronos. Why this 
rhetorical question?" 

Because I've learned, from you and from Kronos, about monumental discrepancies 
amongst you, humans. Starting with the languages and ending with aptitudes, diseases 
and poverty. 

"I'm sorry to remind you about Lucifer, the seducer of Eve, our historical mom. 
Birthing him, you brought many things upon us, Astarte!" 

Hey... hey!... No more ice spanking on my bone marrow. Please? 



"Hard to help myself when I think how much sorrow your first born had inflicted on 
my brothers and sisters." 

But Eve wasn't raped, was she? 

"Mentally yes. She was defenseless. Facing the angel of light, the mutating angel.." 

Mentally. But physically she must have had liked it. 

"Until it was too late..." 

It's never too late, Beatrice. You humans could master time better than we daemons. 
Only if you'd knew... But you don't. Ergo all these lamentations. 

"Is there a way, in the contingent world, to bring true equality to the human race?" 

What a question... You should know the answer better than myself. 

"I've kissed the Answer! Wondering about what's left of history, on this planet, under
these skies..." 

And meaning?...

"Meaning the twins you carry. Will they bring equality and justice to this planet?" 

Think so. 

"Will they undo what your first born has done?" 

Possibly. 

"Will you help?" 

Definitely!... Look, I live to help you. My raison d'être is to help the human race. 
Must fix my mistakes. 

"You're a socialist at heart, Astarte dear." 

I am a Mother! 

"You mean?" 



A mother wants equal opportunities for all her children. Billions of earth-years ago, 
my sons and daughters have been born equal, have been given equal resources and 
aptitudes, equal chances to settle the white universe. Equality was a given, not a 
chimera. 

"It didn't help them too much though..." 

Their mom was the expert in sex and war, not love. You know... 

"How about now?" 

I'm no expert. Not even in sex and war. Seems that mothering is what I know best, 
for better or for worse. So I'll keep to that... Besides... I've got you... and the Jewish 
century-old girl... and the lesbian dominatrix... 

"...And my dad's battalions..." 

Isn't your dad, the General, dead? 

"So am I. Dead yet alive." 

Where is he? 

"Studying methane-based life on Titan."

Guess that he should be aware of the replicant armies. Neptune has sunk them under 
numerous worlds. 

"Replicant? Is there no natural life based on methane?" 

There's no natural universe. Not even the creation. The Guy with a beard has made 
them all. We're the product of some mind... but... 

"But?" 

But humans - You! - are natural. Even this Adam. He was built out of red dirt, then 
something or someone entered his body through his nostrils. Kronos can't explain this. 
And if Kronos can't... Well... There's a problem. 

"What makes you think that we're natural?" 

Nothing. All I know is that you're not artificial. You have to be something else then, 



right? 

"Got it. Are you sure that you'll have a twin girl and a twin boy?" 

I am. 

"How can you be so sure?" 

I had never birthed uncertain offspring. 

"Really?" 

Ah... See what you mean. When I've birthed Lucifer, I was certain about his sex, 
appearance and affection to me. Never knew that he'll turn against me... and against the 
creation... and eventually against you, humans. Well... against the Creator. 

"A mother is haunted by doubt." 

I never was. 

"That leaves so much work on me and my sisters." 

How's that? 

"We'll have to educate your twins!" 

Scare them with your religions and superstitious doubts and bogus science? 

"No. I'll let you and Kronos, as their 'natural' parents, load their minds with history - 
angelic, daemonic or human, whatever you wish." 

They must know the past or else... 

"...They will repeat it. I know." 

Sadly, I cannot teach them about love... 

"Love education. Giving without expecting in exchange. Being there for the 
needy..."

There will be no more needy. 



"The poor will always be with us." 

This 'always' is about to expire when my twins will begin their mission. 

"Which is?" 

The Saturnian Golden age! No labor, no poverty. Abundance and holiday for all. 
Party, party!...

"...Good, good! Like in the Zohan movies?" 

Better! 

"The Romans celebrated Saturnalia to remember a lost age of innocence..." 

Lost? How can you lose something that never was? 

"I don't understand." 

The Romans celebrated the most ardent wish of Kronos. Not a lost innocence but a 
project in social engineering. While visiting this planet, between Enoch's and Noah's 
times, Kronos was quarreling with Oranos and Zeus. Each of them had a social plan for 
humans. Just that none matched with the others' so they ended up in enemy camps. 
Involving the humans. Angering the Creator. 

"You want to say that there was no age of innocence for the human race, to date?" 

This is exactly what I am telling you... Well, Kronos is telling you through my mind,
because I was sleeping in my crypt all this time. Wondering where is my clone. Curious 
about that... 

"There was a Garden in Eden, you know..." 

A garden is not an age, dear. 

"And a flower won't turn winter into spring... Then those Romans and their 
December festivals?" 

Were holidays of expectation, not remembrance... 

"This is what happens when you don't know how time works: you mourn for the 
future and hope for the past." 



Seven earthly days to go, my dear Beatrice. Seven days more and I'll show you what 
the Romans considered it has been the lost innocence! 

***

Seven days later, few hours less. August 20, AD 2021. As the sun rises over the 
Sahara, with the morning wind rubbing the jolting dunes, the black mountains grow red 
and orange under a golden canopy. Liquid skies pour gold over the cliffs. A new Friday 
comes to life. 

Nothing of the above transpires fifty-seven kilometers under the Richat Structure, 
where Astarte prepares to give birth. 

***

You call this doggy style? 

"We do! It's traditionally used for having sex. Men, the inventors of words, don't 
have vaginas, you know, and they don't bring babies to the world..." 

I know that too, Yvonne dear. Why are you so agitated? 

"Your water has broken. The twins are about to come. Of course that I am stressed. 
What if they are too big for me? What if they will come at once? What if I'll slip them?" 

Calm down, Yvonne, will you? The pioneers have built this tobogganing device atop
of the scaffolding. Loved when they've called me to sit in doggy style, as you call it, to 
take my measures, to slowly press my pussy against the fiber glass. Whooo... Nice and 
tidy tickling... That was the most dangerous part of the drill, so they said. Must stay still!

"The problem with you, or us, is that our devices don't have the power to keep you 
still, like in hospitals. So if you'd move then the toboggan field would be destroyed, the 
scaffolding would tremble and fall apart. Taking me down." 

What are you talking back there? Don't be afraid. I can tell you the speed of my 
babies. I can even control it with my muscles. Pay attention now! My baby girl has 
turned and slips with her head out. Let me... 



"Dilate your vulva, please. Like when we had exercises last Wednesday, remember?"

Yeah, yeah... No big deal. Is this enough? 

"More than enough. Deploying the nets around me. Ready to catch her!" 

Ready? 

"Yes. Shoot!" 

And I shot. 

"Got her! Wow, she is heavy... Oh my..." 

What? Is everything all-right? 

"The baby is okay. Beautiful girl! Just that I can't cut the umbilical cord off. Scissors 
won't do. It's too thick and too hard..." 

Oh, that... I used to cut it with my teeth. But this was when the babies were big 
enough to hold them in my hands, not to accidentally bite them to pieces. Never had a 
human baby. Oh my, indeed. 

"...I'm stuck." 

"Yvonne!" 

"Yes, Beatrice?" 

"Hang on, dear. I'm coming. Just keep the baby in your hands!" 

Beatrice flies like a white fairy. Why can't I fly? 

"Look, dear," shows Beatrice to Yvonne, "see how I keep the cord with my fingers?" 

"Yes." 

"Now see how I pinch it with the fingers of my other hand?" 

"Oh, it burns. There's smoke. What are you doing?" 



"Cauterizing." 

"With your bare fingers?" 

"Exactly. Now she's free. All yours. Make her a sexy navel, will you?" 

"Cute little baby! What will be your name?" 

Easter. Her name is Easter. 

"Like in Easter?" 

Yes, Easter, like in Easter... But! Before asking me why, get ready for my baby boy. 
He's already turned and heads out your way. 

"Beatrice, would you please hold Easter in your arms?" I can only imagine how 
Yvonne handles my baby Easter to Beatrice. I can't see a thing behind my pubis because 
of the toboggan field. 

"But of course, dear." I hear Beatrice. "Hello, beautiful Easter. How are you?" 

"Raphaah!" 

"Oh my God, the baby just answered to me. Astarte, did you hear her?" 

Yes, I did. Do you know what she said to you? 

"Healed! Easter answered me that she is healed. Can't believe my ears, and my 
eyes..." 

You sure can, Beatrice dear. Why bother believing when you're holding the proof in 
your hands? 

"It's a way of saying, an exclamation. You know, we humans like the narrative 
and..." 

"Sorry to interrupt your chatter," asserts Yvonne, "but I have one more baby to 
deliver today. Astarte, you were saying that the boy is on his way..." 

I slowed him down a bit for the chatter... Here he comes. Ready? 

"Ready. Shoot!"



Catch! 

"Ooohh! Look at you, little handsome. You're so cute!... Beatrice! Need you to cut 
his umbilical cord." 

"My hands are full, Yvonne." 

"Hand Easter to me. No, to my other hand... So... Like this... Yes... Thank You!" 

Are you done cutting that cord? 

"Yes. I am." 

Can I move now? 

"No! Not yet. Yvonne, put the twins in my arms... It's okay... And the other here... 
Good." 

Beatrice flies my babies over to the platform. Yvonne, have you jumped in the 
toboggan? 

"I am... Wooooooo... yoooo.... hoo. Wow! I'm safe now. Please gently rise your 
pubis, move a step ahead, then you may stand up." 

Oh yeah. That's great. Where are the two umbilical cords? Ah, here. I snatch them 
out of me, together with the placentas, and eat them in a gulp. Think I'll need to drink a 
bit of water. 

"The name of the baby boy?" 

Ah, yes, almost forgot. His name will be Saturn.

"What a wonderful name. Hello Saturn! And welcome to our planet. How are you?" 

"Khayaah!" 

Reaching for the geyser on the wall next, I listen to my little kittens talking about my
babies. And to them. 

"Dear Rebecca, let us introduce you to Easter and Saturn - your new Godchildren!" 



Godchildren? What is that? 

"Astarte darling," speaks Rebecca meticulously, "will you give me the honor to be 
your children's Godmother?" 

I will, if you'd tell me what a Godmother is. 

"Alain and I wish to godparent Easter and Saturn. We'll sponsor their baptism. If 
you, and Kronos, choose us, then we'll take an interest in your twins' upbringing and 
personal development, and we'll take care of them should anything happen to you."

Ahhaaa... I see now. Baptism is important to them, and to us for them. Besides, they 
are of the little measure, not giant daemons like their parents. I am grateful to you. I 
accept your offer. Please excuse my emotions... 

"We can compete on emotions, believe me, Astarte. I thank you and I promise you to
be like a mother to Easter and Saturn. They already speak Hebrew - one task 
accomplished." 

It's the default language. Worry not about the rest of them. Past day two, they'll 
develop neurons for universal translators. They'll just speak any human language.

"Dear mother and godmother," Yvonne infers again, "please be so kind to us, fellow 
peasants, and tell us what 'Khayaah' means." 

Alive! It means that little baby Saturn said that he's alive. 

"Indeed he is! Madame Astarte, could you please bring us a handful of water from 
the geyser?" 

Mais bien sur, mon Colonel! 

It takes me eight minutes to get the water. When back, I notice that my little sisters 
have quit the platform. 

"They'll be back in no time," says the Colonel, answering to my thoughts. "Please 
stretch your hand to this point on the platform and keep it still." 

I execute the Colonel's orders. My palm gathers a little pond right in the middle of 
the terrace. Holding my forearm on the flat rock, looking left and right, it seems wider 
than I thought - can't measure that in football fields. I'm no expert in ball sports.  



The Colonel, vested in Legion parade dress summer uniform, approaches the space 
around my hand, where Beatrice, Yvonne and Rebecca (all in Legion parade dress 
summer uniforms) and my twins (Easter wrapped in Rebecca's right arm and Saturn in 
her left) await him. From the elevator, with a regularity of five minutes, pour groups of 
soldiers in, yes, Legion parade dress summer uniforms. The Colonel breathes gently in 
the face of Easter, then in the face of Saturn. He makes the Sign of the Cross over each 
of them, asks Rebecca to keep their heads closer (which isn't easy for her to comply but 
Yvonne helps, holding Easter in her arms so that she can be next to Saturn), and lays his 
right hand upon the twins' heads.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel speaks: "In Your Name, O Lord of truth, and in the Name of Your Only-
begotten Son, and of Your holy Spirit, I lay my hand upon Your servants, Easter and 
Saturn, who have been found worthy to flee unto You, and to take refuge under the 
shelter of Your wings. Remove far from them former delusion, and fill them with the 
faith, hope and love which are in You; that they may know that You are the only true 
God, with Your Only-begotten Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and Your Holy Spirit. Enable 
them to walk in all Your commandments, and to fulfill those things which are well-
pleasing to You; for by doing these things, they shall find life in them. Inscribe them in 
Your Book of Life, and unite them to the flock of Your inheritance. And may Your holy 
Name be glorified in them, together with that of Your beloved Son, our Lord Jesus 
Christ, and of Your life-creating Spirit. Let Your eyes ever regard them with mercy, and 
let Your ears attend to the voice of their supplication. Make them rejoice in the works of 
their hands, and in all their generation; that they may render praises unto You, may sing, 
worship and glorify Your great and exalted Name always, all the days of their life. For 
all the Powers of Heaven sing praises unto You, and Yours is the glory, of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages. Amen"

Silence for 8749 milliseconds. 

The Colonel speaks again: "The Lord bans you, O Devil: He Who came into the 
world, and dwelled among men, that He might overthrow your tyranny and deliver men. 
Upon the Tree, He also triumphed over the adverse powers, when the sun was darkened, 
and the earth shook, and the graves were opened, and the bodies of the Saints arose. By 
death He annihilated Death, and overthrew him who exercised the dominion of Death, 
that is you, the Devil. I charge you by God, Who revealed the Tree of Life, and arrayed 
in ranks the Cherubim and the flaming sword which turns all ways to guard it: be 
banned. For I charge you by Him who walked upon the surface of the sea as if it were 
dry land, and banned the tempests of the winds; Whose glance dries up the deep, and 



Whose command makes the mountains melt away. Now, through us, He bans you. Fear, 
begone and depart from this created one, and do not return, nor hide yourself in them, 
nor seek to meet them, nor to influence them, either by night or by day, either in the 
morning or at noonday; but depart to your own infernal abyss until the great Day of 
Judgment which is ordained. Fear God Who sits upon the Cherubim and looks upon the 
deeps; before Whom tremble Angels and Archangels, Thrones, Dominions, 
Principalities, Authorities, Powers, the many-eyed Cherubim and the six-winged 
Seraphim; before Whom, likewise, heaven and earth do shake, the seas and all that they 
contain. Leave, and depart from these sealed, newly-enlisted warriors of Christ our God.
For I charge you by Him Who rides upon the wings of the wind, and makes His Angels 
spirits, and His ministers a flaming fire: leave, and depart from these created ones, with 
all your powers and your angels."

"For glorified is the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now 
and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "God, holy, awesome and glorious, Who is unsearchable and 
inscrutable in all His works and might, has foreordained for you the penalty of eternal 
punishment, O Devil. The same God, through us, His unworthy servant, commands you,
with all your hosts, to depart from them who have been newly sealed in the Name of our
Lord Jesus Christ, our true God. Therefore I charge you, most crafty, impure, vile, 
loathsome and alien spirit, by the power of Jesus Christ, Who has all power, both in 
heaven and on earth, Who said to the deaf and dumb demon, "Come out of the man, and 
do not enter a second time into him:" Depart! Acknowledge the vanity of your might, 
which does not even have power over swine. Remember Him Who, at your request, 
commanded you to enter into the herd of swine. Fear God, by Whose decree the earth is 
established upon the waters; Who has made the heavens, and has set the mountains with 
a line and the valleys with a measure; and has fixed bounds to the sands of the sea, and a
firm path upon the stormy waters; Who touches the mountains and they smoke; Who 
clothes Himself with light as with a garment; Who spreads out the heavens like a 
curtain; Who covers His exceedingly high places with the waters; Who has made the 
earth so sure upon its foundations, that it shall never be moved; Who gathers the water 
of the sea and pours it out upon the face of the whole earth: Leave, and depart from them
who have made themselves ready for Holy Illumination. I charge you by the redeeming 
Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by His precious Body and Blood, and by His 



awesome Second Coming; for He shall come quickly to judge the whole earth; and He 
shall chastise you and all your host with burning Gehenna, committing you to outer 
darkness, where the worm does not die and the fire is not quenched."

"For of Christ our God is the dominion, with the Father and the Holy Spirit, now and
ever and unto ages of ages. Amen"

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Lord of Sabaoth, the God of Israel, Who heals every malady and 
every infirmity: Look upon Your servants; prove them and search them and root out of 
them every operation of the devil. Rebuke the unclean spirits and expel them, and purify
the works of Your hands; and exerting Your great power, speedily crush down Satan 
under their feet; and give them victory over the same, and over his unclean spirits."

"That, having obtained mercy from You, they may be made worthy to partake of 
Your heavenly Mysteries; and may ascribe glory to You, the Father, and to the Son, and 
to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Easter: "Amein."

Saturn: "Amein."

Me, hesitating: "Amein." That was easy, don't you think?

After the Three Exorcisms follows a prayer.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Lord and Master, You created man in Your own likeness, and gave 
him the power of eternal life. You do not despise those who have fallen away through 
sin, but provide salvation for the world through the incarnation of Your Christ. Likewise,
O Lord, deliver these Your created ones from the bondage of the enemy, receive them 
into Your heavenly kingdom. Open the eyes of her and his understanding, that the 
illumination of Your Gospel may shine brightly in them. Assign to her and his life an 
Angel of light who shall deliver them from every snare of the adversary, from encounter 



with evil, from the demon of the noonday, and from evil thoughts."

The Colonel then breathes gently in the form of a cross over the mouth, brow and 
breast of Easter, then does the same over the mouth, brow and breast of Saturn, saying 
three times:

"Expel from her (him) every evil and unclean spirit which hides and makes its lair in
her (his) heart," (three times) 

"the spirit of deceit, the spirit of evil, the spirit of idolatry and of every covetousness;
the spirit of falsehood and of every uncleanness which operates through the prompting 
of the devil. And make them a reason-endowed sheep in the holy flock of Your Christ, 
an honorable member of Your Church, a consecrated vessel, a child of the light and an 
heir of Your kingdom, that having lived in accordance with Your commandments, and 
preserved inviolate the seal, and kept their garment undefiled, they may receive the 
blessedness of the Saints in Your kingdom."

"Through the grace, and compassion, and love for mankind of Your Only-begotten 
Son, with Whom You are blessed, together with Your all-holy, good, and life-creating 
Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Easter: "Amein."

Saturn: "Amein."

Me: "Amein." 

The ground tremors for 934 milliseconds. No one has noticed, but me. 

The twins, Rebecca and Yvonne turn around and face the West, with their backs to 
the Colonel. He then asks the following question three times:

The Colonel: "Do you renounce Satan, and all his works, and all his angels, and all 
his service and all his pride?" (three times)

And each time Easter and Saturn answer: "Ma'ac." While Rebecca answers: "I do 
renounce him!"

The Colonel: Have you renounced Satan? (three times)



And each time Easter and Saturn answer: "Ma'ac." While Rebecca answers: "I have 
renounced him!"

The Colonel: "Breathe and spit upon him!"

The twins, Rebecca and Yvonne now turn back to the East, and they stand facing the 
Colonel. And the Colonel asks three times: "Do you unite yourself to Christ?" (three 
times)

And each time Easter and Saturn answer: "Yakhad." While Rebecca answers: "I do 
unite myself to Christ."

The Colonel: "Have you united yourself to Christ?"

And each time Easter and Saturn answer: "Yakhad." While Rebecca answers: "I have
united myself to Christ."

The Colonel: "Do you believe in Him?"

Rebecca answers: "I believe in Him as King and God." 

Wondering why my twins... but they speak at once: "Yĕhovah 'elohiym."

The ground tremors for 4712 milliseconds. People notice. The Colonel continues. 

Follows the Nicene Creed (before everyone speaks, I run a backup to make myself 
an idea).

All speak (me included), my children listen: "I believe in one God, the Father 
almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible."

"And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the only-begotten, begotten of the 
Father before all ages. Light of light; true God of true God; begotten, not made; of one 
essence with the Father, by Whom all things were made;"

"Who for us men and for our salvation came down from heaven, and was incarnate 
of the Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary, and became man."

"And He was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate, and suffered, and was buried."

"And the third day He rose again, according to the Scriptures, and ascended into 



heaven, and sits at the right hand of the Father;"

"and He shall come again with glory to judge the living and the dead; Whose 
Kingdom shall have no end."

"And in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the Giver of Life, Who proceeds from the Father; 
Who with the Father and the Son together is worshiped and glorified; Who spoke by the 
prophets."

"And in one holy, universal, and apostolic Church. I acknowledge one baptism for 
the remission of sins. I look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to 
come. Amen."

After the Creed, the Colonel makes the following inquiry three times: "Have you 
united yourself to Christ?" (three times)

And each time Easter and Saturn answer: "Yakhad." While Rebecca answers: "I have
united myself to Christ."

The Colonel: "Bow down before Him."

Rebecca (bowing, speaking) and Yvonne (just bowing): "I bow down before the 
Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, one in essence and undivided." 

Twins gazing with interest at them. 

The Colonel: "Blessed is God, Who desires that all men be saved and come to the 
knowledge of the truth, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Master, Lord our God, call Your servants, Easter and Saturn, to 
Your holy Illumination, and grant to them that great grace of Your holy Baptism. Put off 
from them the old man, and renew them unto eternal life; and fill them with the power of



Your Holy Spirit, in the unity of Your Christ; that she and he may be no more children of
the body, but children of Your kingdom."

"Through the good will and grace of Your Only begotten Son, with Whom You are 
blessed, together with Your most holy, good, and life-creating Spirit, now ever and unto 
ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

Now comes the actual baptism.

The Colonel leads Rebecca and Yvonne, holding my babies, nearer to the place 
where my hand is. He casts some smoking powder over the water in my palm. Sniffs 
like incense. 

Beatrice prays silently: "O Lord, open my lips, and my mouth shall show forth Your 
praise." (three times)

Then she exclaims aloud: "Bless, Master."

The Colonel kisses the Holy Gospel, lifts it up with both hands, and lowering it, 
signs my ankle crosswise, saying: "Blessed is the Kingdom of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein." 

Me: "Amein."

The Colonel: "O compassionate and merciful God, Who tries the heart and the reins, 
and Who alone knows the secret thoughts of all (for no deeds are hidden before You, but 
all things are laid bare and manifest before Your eyes); Who knows all things concerning
me, Who disregards man's sins unto repentance, do not look upon me with loathing, nor 
turn Your face from me; do not consider my iniquities at this present hour. Wash away 
the vileness of my body, and the pollution of my soul. Sanctify me wholly by Your all-
perfect, invisible might, and by Your spiritual right hand, lest, while I proclaim liberty to
others, and administer this rite with perfect faith in Your ineffable love toward mankind, 



I myself may become the base slave of sin. Yes, O Master, Who alone are good and full 
of love toward mankind, do not let your humble servant be led astray; but send down 
upon me power from on high, and strengthen me in the administration of Your 
impending Mystery, which is both great and most heavenly. Create the image of Your 
Christ in her and him, who now desire to be born again through my unworthy ministry. 
Build her and him up upon the foundation of Your Apostles and Prophets, that she and 
he may not be overthrown; but implant them firmly as a plant of truth, in Your holy 
universal and apostolic Church, that they may not be plucked out."

"That, as they increase in godliness, through them may be glorified Your all-holy 
Name, of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages 
of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

The Blessing of the Baptismal Water.

The Colonel: "You are great, O Lord, and Your works are marvelous, and there is no 
word which is sufficient to sing of Your wonders." (three times)

"For of Your own good will, You have brought into being all things which before 
were not, and by Your power You uphold creation, and by Your providence You order 
the world. When You had joined together the universe out of the elements, You crowned 
the circle of the year with four seasons. Before You tremble all the Powers endowed 
with intelligence. The sun sings to You. The moon glorifies You. The stars meet together 
before Your presence. The light obeys You. The deeps tremble before You. The water-
springs are Your servants. You have spread out the heavens like a curtain. You have 
established the earth upon the waters. You have surrounded the sea with barriers of sand.
You have spread out the air for breathing. The Angelic Powers serve You. The Choirs of 
the Archangels fall down in adoration before You. The many-eyed Cherubim and the six-
winged Seraphim as they stand and fly, veil their faces in awe before Your ineffable 
glory. For You, the inexpressible God, existing uncreated before the ages and ineffable, 
descended upon the earth, and took on the semblance of a servant, and were made in the 
likeness of man. Because of the tender compassion of Your mercy, O Master, You could 
not endure to behold mankind oppressed by the Devil; but You came and saved us. We 
confess Your grace. We proclaim Your mercy. We do not conceal Your gracious acts. You
have delivered the generation of our mortal nature. By Your birth You sanctified a 



Virgin's womb. All creation magnifies You, for You have revealed Yourself. For You, O 
our God, have revealed Yourself upon the earth, and have dwelled among men. You 
hallowed the streams of Jordan, sending down upon them from heaven Your Holy Spirit,
and crushed the heads of the demons who lurked there."

The Colonel breathes on the water in my palm and says.

"Wherefore, O King Who loves mankind, come now and sanctify this water, by the 
indwelling of the Holy Spirit." (three times)

"And grant to it the grace of redemption, the blessing of Jordan. Make it the fountain
of incorruption, the gift of sanctification, the remission of sins, the remedy of infirmities;
the final destruction of demons, unassailable by hostile powers, filled with angelic 
might. Let those who would ensnare Your creature flee far from it. For we have called 
upon Your Name, O Lord, and it is wonderful, and glorious, and awesome even to 
adversaries."

The ground beneath my feet trembles mildly for no more than 58 milliseconds. No 
one else notices. 

The Colonel then blesses the water by dipping the fingers of his right hand into it 
and tracing the Sign of the Cross three times.

"Let all adverse powers be crushed beneath the sign of the image of Your Cross." 
(three times)

"We implore You, O God, that every obscure phantom of the air may withdraw itself 
from us; and that no demon of darkness may conceal himself in this water; and that no 
evil spirit which instills darkening of intentions and rebelliousness of thought may 
descend into it with her and him who are about to be baptized."

"But show this water, O Master of all, to be the water of redemption, the water of 
sanctification, the purification of flesh and spirit, the loosing of bonds, the remission of 
sins, the illumination of the soul, the washing of regeneration, the renewal of the Spirit, 
the gift of adoption to sonship, the garment of incorruption, the fountain of life. For You 
have said, O Lord: 'Wash and be clean; put away evil things from your souls.' You have 
bestowed upon us from on high a new birth through water and the Spirit. Therefore, O 
Lord, manifest Yourself in this water, and grant that she and he who is baptized therein 
may be transformed; that she and he may put away from herself (himself) the old man, 
which is corrupt through the lusts of the flesh, and that she and he may, in like manner, 
be a partaker of Your Resurrection; and having preserved the gift of Your Holy Spirit, 
and increased the measure of grace committed to her and him, she and he may receive 



the prize of her and his high calling, and be numbered with the firstborn whose names 
are written in heaven, in You, our God and Lord, Jesus Christ."

"For to You belong glory, dominion, honor, and worship, together with Your Father, 
Who is from everlasting, and Your all-holy, good, and life-creating Spirit, now and ever 
and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein." 

The Colonel: "+ Peace be unto all."

People: "And to your spirit."

Beatrice: "Let us bow our heads to the Lord."

People: "To You, O Lord."

The Blessing of the Oil of the Catechumens.

Beatrice holds the vessel containing the oil and the Colonel breathes upon the vessel 
three times and likewise makes the Sign of the Cross over it three times with his right 
hand.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Lord and Master, the God of our fathers, You sent to them that were
in the ark of Noah, Your dove, bearing in its beak a twig of olive, the token of 
reconciliation and of salvation from the flood, the foreshadowing of the mystery of 
grace, and provided the fruit of the olive for the fulfilling of Your Holy Mysteries. You 
thereby fill them that were under the Law with Your Holy Spirit, and perfect them that 
are under grace. Bless also this holy oil with the power, operation and indwelling of 
Your Holy Spirit, that it may be an anointing unto incorruption, an armor of 
righteousness, to the renewing of soul and body, to the averting of every assault of the 
devil, to deliverance from all evil of those who shall be anointed with it in faith, or who 
are partakers thereof; unto Your glory and the glory of Your Only-begotten Son, and of 
Your all-holy, good, and life-creating Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."



People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

Beatrice: "Let us attend!"

The Colonel makes the Sign of the Cross three times in the water with the oil. Each 
time he chants:

The Colonel: "Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!"

People: (each time) "Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!"

The Colonel: "Blessed is God, Who illumines and sanctifies every man that comes 
into the world, now and ever and unto ages of ages. Amen."

The Anointing.

The Colonel proceeds to anoint my twins. He dips his two fingers into the blessed oil
and traces the Sign of the Cross first on Easter then on Saturn as follows:

On the forehead. 

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Easter, is anointed with the oil of gladness; in the
Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen."

On the breast and shoulders. 

"Unto the healing of soul and body."

On the ears.

"Unto the hearing of the faith."

On the hands.

"Your hands have made and fashioned me."

On the feet.



"That she may walk in the way of Your commandments."

On the forehead. 

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Saturn, is anointed with the oil of gladness; in the
Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen."

On the breast and shoulders. 

"Unto the healing of soul and body."

On the ears.

"Unto the hearing of the faith."

On the hands.

"Your hands have made and fashioned me."

On the feet.

"That he may walk in the way of Your commandments."

The Baptism. Finally!

After the anointing, the Colonel takes Easter for baptism. Keeping her facing toward
the East, the Colonel immerses her in the baptismal water three times, saying:

"The servant of God, Easter, is baptized, in the name of the Father, Amen. 
(Immerse); and of the Son, Amen. (Immerse); and of the Holy Spirit, Amen. (Immerse)"

The Colonel then takes the white baptismal garment, and placing it upon the newly 
baptized, says:

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Easter, is clothed in the robe of righteousness, in 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."

People: "Amen."



Easter: "Amein." 

Me: "Amein."

As she is being clothed in the baptismal garment, the following Troparion is sung in 
Tone eight.

"Grant to me the robe of light, O Most Merciful Christ our God, Who clothe 
Yourself with light as with a garment."

After this, the Colonel handles Easter to Rebecca and takes Saturn for baptism. 
Keeping him facing toward the East, the Colonel immerses him in the baptismal water 
three times, saying:

"The servant of God, Saturn, is baptized, in the name of the Father, Amen. 
(Immerse); and of the Son, Amen. (Immerse); and of the Holy Spirit, Amen. (Immerse)"

The Colonel then takes the white baptismal garment, and placing it upon the newly 
baptized, says:

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Saturn, is clothed in the robe of righteousness, in 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."

People: "Amen."

Saturn: "Amein." 

Me: "Amein."

As he is being clothed in the baptismal garment, the following Troparion is sung in 
Tone eight.

"Grant to me the robe of light, O Most Merciful Christ our God, Who clothe 
Yourself with light as with a garment."

The Chrismation.

After Easter and Saturn have been clothed in the white garments, the Colonel prays.

The Colonel: "Blessed are You, O Lord God Almighty, Source of all good things, 



Sun of Righteousness, shining on those who were in darkness the light of salvation, 
through the revelation of Your only-begotten Son and our God. You have given to us, 
unworthy though we be, blessed purification through hallowed water, and divine 
sanctification through life-giving Chrismation. Now, also, You have graciously 
regenerated Your servants that have received Illumination, by water and the Spirit, and 
have granted to them remission of sins, whether voluntary or involuntary. Likewise, O 
Master, compassionate King of kings, grant to her and him the seal of the gift of Your 
holy, almighty, and adorable Spirit, and participation in the holy Body and precious 
Blood of Your Christ. Keep her and him in Your sanctification; confirm her and him in 
the Orthodox faith; deliver her and him from the evil one, and from all his workings. 
Preserve her soul and his soul in purity and righteousness, through the saving fear of 
You; that she and he may please You in every word and deed, and may be children and 
heirs of Your heavenly kingdom."

"For You are our God, the God Who shows mercy and saves us; and unto You we 
ascribe glory, to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and 
unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

The Colonel dips his fingers into the Holy 'Chrism and anoints Easter and Saturn, 
tracing the Sign of the Cross on the forehead, the eyes, the nostrils, the lips, on both ears,
the breast, the hands and the feet, and saying each time.

The Colonel: "The seal of the gift of the Holy Spirit."

The People respond each time: "Sealed!!!"

The Rite of Ablution and Tonsure.

The First Prayer.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."



The Colonel: "O Lord, through holy Baptism, You have given to Your servants 
remission of sins, and have bestowed upon them a life of regeneration. Likewise, the 
same Lord and Master, ever graciously illumine their hearts with the light of Your 
countenance. Maintain the shields of their faith unassailed by the enemy. Preserve pure 
and unpolluted the garment of incorruption with which You have clothed them, by Your 
grace, the seal of the Spirit, and showing mercy to them and to us, through the multitude 
of Your mercies."

"For blessed and glorified is Your all-honorable and majestic Name, of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

A Second Prayer.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Master, Lord our God, through the vast palm of their natural 
mother You bestow heavenly illumination upon them that are baptized. You have 
regenerated Your newly-baptized servants by water and the Spirit, and have granted to 
them remission of their sins, whether voluntary or involuntary. Lay Your almighty hand 
upon them and preserve them by the power of Your goodness. Maintain, unassailed, the 
earnest of the Spirit, and make them worthy of eternal life, and of Your favor."

"For You are our sanctification, and unto You we ascribe glory, to the Father, and to 
the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

The Prayer with Heads Bowed.



The Colonel: + "Peace be unto all."

People: "And to your spirit."

Beatrice: "Let us bow our heads to the Lord."

People: "To You, O Lord."

The Colonel: "With us, they who have clothed themselves in You, O Christ our God, 
also bow their heads to You. Keep them ever as warriors, invincible in every attack of 
those who assail them and us; and make us all victors, even unto the end, through Your 
incorruptible crown."

"For Yours it is to be merciful and to save us; and unto You we ascribe glory, 
together with Your Father Who is without beginning, and Your all-holy, good, and life-
creating Spirit, now and ever, and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins (they actually bowed their heads, which makes me think they're getting it): 
"Amein."

Me: "Amein." (Are these smallest kids of mine the smartest of all? Just wondering, 
sorry to interrupt.)

The Colonel then dips the sponge in water and sprinkles Easter, saying:

The Colonel: "You are justified. You are illumined. You are sanctified. You are 
washed: in the Name of our Lord, Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit of our God."

With the sponge the Colonel washes the oil and Chrism from the face, the head, the 
breast and all the other places, saying:

"You are baptized. You are illumined. You have been Chrismated. You are sanctified.
You are washed: in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. 
Amen."

The Colonel then dips the sponge in water and sprinkles Saturn, saying:

The Colonel: "You are justified. You are illumined. You are sanctified. You are 
washed: in the Name of our Lord, Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit of our God."



With the sponge the Colonel washes the oil and Chrism from the face, the head, the 
breast and all the other places, saying:

"You are baptized. You are illumined. You have been Chrismated. You are sanctified.
You are washed: in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. 
Amen."

The Tonsure.

Beatrice: "Let us pray to the Lord."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "O Master, Lord our God, You have honored mankind with Your own 
image, You have fashioned us with a reason-endowed soul and a pleasing body (for the 
body serves the reason-endowed soul). You placed the head above and endowed it with 
the chief portion of the senses, which, nevertheless, do not impede one another. You 
have covered the head with hair, that it not be injured with the changes of the weather, 
and have fitly joined together all our members, that with them all we may give thanks to 
You, the Great Creator. Likewise, O Master, through Your chosen vessel, the Apostle 
Paul, You have given us a commandment that we should do all things to Your glory. 
Bless, now, Your servants, Easter and Saturn, who have come to make a first offering 
shorn from the hair of her and his head, and likewise their Sponsor; and grant that they 
may all exercise themselves in Your law, and do those things which are well-pleasing in 
Your sight."

"For You are a merciful God, Who loves mankind, and unto You we ascribe glory, to 
the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

The Prayer With Heads Bowed.

The Colonel: + "Peace be unto all."

People: "And to your spirit."



Beatrice: "Let us bow our heads to the Lord."

People: "To You, O Lord."

The Colonel: "O Lord our God, through the fulfilling of the baptismal palm of their 
natural mother, by Your goodness, You sanctify them that believe on You. Bless these 
Your servants, and let Your blessing descend upon their heads. And as You blessed 
David the King by the hand of Your Prophet Samuel, bless also the heads of Your 
servants, Easter and Saturn, by the hand of me, a sinner, inspiring them with Your Holy 
Spirit; that [as they increase in stature, and even unto a full age,] they may ascribe glory 
to You, and behold the good things of Jerusalem all the days of their life."

"For to You belong all glory, honor, and worship, to the Father, and to the Son, and 
to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein."

Me: "Amein." 

Taking the scissors, the Colonel cuts the hair of the newly-chrismated in the form of 
a cross, saying:

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Easter, is tonsured: In the Name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."

People: "Amen."

Easter: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Saturn, is tonsured: In the Name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."

People: "Amen."

Saturn: "Amein."

Me: "Amein."



My twins are now fully clothed.

Psalm 31 (32)

Guy (the helicopter guy, Guy): "Blessed are they whose wrongdoings are forgiven 
and whose sins are covered."

"Blessed is the man whose sin the Lord will not count or consider and in whose 
mouth there is no deceit."

"Because I kept silent my bones grew old through my groaning all day long."

"For day and night Your hand was heavy upon me; I was reduced to misery while a 
thorn was stuck in me."

"I acknowledged my sin to You, and I did not hide my lawlessness. I said: "I will 
confess my sin to the Lord against myself." And You forgave the ungodliness of my 
heart."

"For this everyone who is holy will pray to You at a suitable time."

"Then in a flood of many waters they will not come near him."

"You are my refuge from the trouble surrounding me; my Joy, deliver me from those 
who encircle me."

"I will teach you and instruct you in this way you should go, I will fix My eyes upon
you."

"Do not become like a horse and a mule which have no understanding, whose jaws 
you must hold with muzzle and bridle or they will not come near you."

"Many are the scourges of the sinner, but mercy surrounds those who hope in the 
Lord."

"Be glad in the Lord and rejoice, you righteous, and shout for joy, all who are honest
in heart."

Then the Colonel leads Easter and Saturn, and Rebecca and Yvonne, holding them in



their arms, in a circular procession around my right hand. I have to lift my arm a bit so 
they can pass underneath. Everyone sings:

All: "As many as have been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ. Alleluia!" 
(three times)

The Epistle Reading.

Beatrice turns to face Guy and says.

Beatrice: "Let us attend!"

The Colonel: + "Peace be unto all."

Guy: "And to your spirit."

Beatrice: "Wisdom!"

Guy: "The Prokeimenon in the third tone:"

"The Lord is my light and my salvation: whom shall I fear?"

People: "The Lord is my light and my salvation: whom shall I fear?"

Guy: "The Lord is the strength of my life: of whom shall I be afraid?"

People: "The Lord is my light and my salvation: whom shall I fear?"

Guy: "The Lord is my light and my salvation..."

People: "...whom shall I fear?"

Beatrice: "Wisdom!"

Guy: "The reading from the Epistle of the holy Apostle Paul to the Romans."

Beatrice: "Let us attend!"

As Guy chants the appointed Epistle, Beatrice takes up the censer and says to the 



Colonel.

Beatrice: "Bless, Master the incense."

The Colonel: + "Blessed is our God, always, now and ever, and unto ages of ages."

Beatrice: "Amen."

Beatrice does a Lesser Censing, beginning with the Holy Gospel and table, the 
surroundings, the Colonel, and the People. She then returns and gives up the censer.

Guy: "Brethren, do you not know that as many of us as were baptized into Christ 
Jesus were baptized into His death? Therefore we were buried with Him through 
baptism into death, that just as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the 
Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For if we have been united 
together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the likeness of His 
resurrection, knowing this, that our old man was crucified with Him, that the body of sin
might be done away with, that we should no longer be slaves of sin. For he who has died
has been freed from sin. Now if we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live 
with Him, knowing that Christ, having been raised from the dead, dies no more. Death 
no longer has dominion over Him. For the death that He died, He died to sin once for all;
but the life that He lives, He lives to God. Likewise you also, reckon yourselves to be 
dead indeed to sin, but alive to God in Christ Jesus our Lord."

Upon the completion of the Epistle, the Colonel blesses Guy.

The Colonel: + "Peace to you who read."

Guy: "And to your spirit."

Beatrice: "Wisdom!"

Guy: "Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!"

Guy chants the two Alleluia verses. After each one, the people sing the Alleluia.

Beatrice: (to the Colonel) "Let us pray to the Lord. Lord, have mercy."

The Colonel: "Illumine our hearts, O Master, Lover of mankind, with the pure light 
of Your divine knowledge. Open the eyes of our mind to the understanding of Your 
gospel teachings. Implant also in us the fear of Your blessed commandments, that 
trampling down all carnal desires, we may enter upon a spiritual manner of living, both 



thinking and doing such things that are well-pleasing to You,"

"for You are the illumination of our souls and bodies, O Christ our God, and unto 
You we ascribe glory, together with Your Father, Who is without beginning, and Your 
all-holy, good, and life-creating Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of ages."

Beatrice: "Amen."

The Gospel.

"Wisdom! Let us attend! Let us listen to the Holy Gospel."

The Colonel: + "Peace be unto all."

People: "And to your spirit."

The Colonel: "The reading from the Holy Gospel according to Saint Matthew."

People: "Glory to You, O Lord, glory to You."

Beatrice: "Let us attend!"

The Colonel: "At that time the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, to the 
mountain which Jesus had appointed for them. When they saw Him, they worshiped 
Him; but some doubted. And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, 'All authority has 
been given to Me in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 
teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you 
always, even to the end of the age.'"

People: "Glory to You, O Lord, glory to You."

The Colonel replaces the Gospel upon the Antimension. Beatrice bows to the 
Colonel, goes to her place and says.

The Litany of Fervent Supplication.

Beatrice: "Let us say with all our soul and with all our mind, let us say."

People: "Lord, have mercy."



Beatrice: "O Lord almighty, the God of our fathers, we implore You, hear us and 
have mercy."

People: "Lord, have mercy."

Beatrice: "Have mercy on us, O God, according to Your great goodness, we implore 
You, hear us and have mercy."

People: "Lord, have mercy." (three times)

Beatrice: "Again we pray for Madame la Présidente and all civil authorities of this 
country and for those serving in its Armed Forces."

People: "Lord, have mercy." (three times)

Beatrice: "Again we pray for mercy, life, peace, health, salvation, and visitation for 
the servant of God Rebecca, the Sponsor, and for the newly-illumined servants of God, 
Easter and Saturn, and for the pardon and remission of their sins."

People: "Lord, have mercy." (three times)

Beatrice: "That they may be kept in the faith by a pure confession, in all godliness, 
and the fulfilling of the commandments of Christ, all the days of her and his life."

People: "Lord, have mercy." (three times)

Beatrice returns to her place to the right of the Colonel.

The Colonel: "O Lord our God, accept this fervent supplication of Your servants, and
have mercy on us according to the multitude of Your mercy. Send down Your bounties 
upon us, and upon all Your people who await the rich mercy that comes from You,"

"for You are a merciful God, and You love mankind, and unto You we ascribe glory: 
to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, now and ever and unto ages of 
ages."

People: "Amen."

Twins: "Amein"

Me: "Amein."



The Churching.

After the Baptism has been performed, The Colonel, while taking Easter in his arms 
and making the sign of the Cross with her, says.

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Easter, is churched: In the Name of the Father, 
and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen."

As he walks into the Church with the child, the Colonel says:

"She enters into Your house, to worship towards Your Holy Temple."

In the middle of the church. (I can't see an actual building, so I imagine one.)

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Easter, is churched: In the Name of the Father, 
and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen."

"In the midst of the church shall she sing praises to You."

Then the Colonel carries the child a couple of meters more and says.

"The servant of God, Easter, is churched: In the Name of the Father, and the Son, 
and the Holy Spirit. Amen."

After the Colonel has given Easter in the arms of Rebecca, he is taking Saturn in his 
arms and making the sign of the Cross with him, he says.

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Saturn, is churched: In the Name of the Father, 
and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen."

As he walks into the Church with the child, the Colonel says:

"He enters into Your house, to worship towards Your Holy Temple."

In the middle of the church. (That I imagine.)

The Colonel: "The servant of God, Saturn, is churched: In the Name of the Father, 
and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen."



"In the midst of the church shall he sing praises to You."

Then the Colonel carries the child a couple of meters more and says.

"The servant of God, Saturn, is churched: In the Name of the Father, and the Son, 
and the Holy Spirit. Amen."

The Canticle of St. Simeon.

"Master, now let Your servant depart in peace according to Your word. For my eyes 
have seen Your salvation which You have prepared before the face of all people: a light 
for revelation to the gentiles and for the glory of Your people Israel."

The Colonel now returns baby Saturn to Rebecca. As she did with baby Easter a few 
seconds before, Beatrice breaks a corner of unleavened bread and, dipped in a chalice of 
red wine, places it on baby Saturn's lips. Like his sister, he gulps it instantly. I sense less 
gravity in my feet. Wow! Beatrice, how about you... I get an ice slip on my spine, 
together with a "Shhh!" from Beatrice. Guess that I must calm down. Which I do. 

The Dismissal.

The Colonel turns toward the icon of Christ and prays.

The Colonel: "Glory to You, O Christ, our God and our hope, glory to You."

People: "Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, now and ever 
and unto ages of ages. Amen."

"Lord, have mercy." (three times)

"Father, bless."

Standing in the center of the platform (I can see a marker there), facing the 
congregation, the Colonel says.

The Colonel: "May He Who deigned to be baptized by John in the Jordan for our 
salvation, Christ our true God, through the prayers of His most pure Mother; of the holy,
glorious, and all-laudable Apostles; of our father among the saints, (John Chrysostom, 
Archbishop of Constantinople or Basil the Great, Archbishop of Caesarea in 
Cappadocia); of Saint Michael (Patron Saint of Paratroopers) of Sainte Barbe (Patron 
Saint of Pioneers); of Saint Bernard and of Saint Stephen, whom we commemorate 



today; of the holy and righteous ancestors of God, Joachim and Anna; and of all the 
saints: have mercy on us and save us for He is good and loves mankind."

People: "Amen."

The Colonel: "Grant, O Lord, a prosperous and peaceful life, health, salvation, and 
furtherance in all things, to the newly-baptized servants of God, Easter and Saturn, and 
to their Sponsors and Parents, and to all those gathered here, and preserve them for 
many years."

People: "God grant you many years!"

The Colonel: "Legio Patria Nostra!" 

People: "Legio Patria Nostra!"

"Légionnaire d’un jour, légionnaire toujours!"

Thus ends the long ceremony, with the people (paratroopers, pioneers, chefs, pilots 
and I don't know what other occupations they may have) breaking ranks and, silently 
chattering, going round back to the elevator. By round I mean that they visit Easter and 
Saturn for a smile, a little hand shake and a blessing, then they wave at me before 
heading for the exit. I've put a happy smile on my face, having my right eye over the 
crowd and my left focusing on the soldier who approaches in line to wave, or say 
"Hello!" or "Good job!" or "Gee, you're big!" or just "God bless!" or "Peace be upon 
you!"  

As I blink them back (with one eye), I count them (a total of 1234 képi blancs) and 
scan them properly. Many Caucasians but a confident third of Middle Eastern looking 
men, then few dozens of Asians and Africans. 

Hey! Anyone. What am I about to do with the water in my hand here? 

"Oh, darling," speaks Beatrice to me, "drink it and tell me how it feels." 

An order or a suggestion? I don't care. Slurp and the palm is dry again (I know how 
to slurp with high efficiency). How do I feel? Well... Nothing special... Nothing yet... No
difference... Just... that... tickle in my feet... my calves feel light and jolly... Oh my! Can 
I? Beatrice? Can I fly? 

"Be my guest!" 



Whooohaaa... yoo-hoo... That is amazing! How did you do this? 

"Me? I did nothing."

But you did very well assisting the Colonel during the ceremony. I was wondering... 

"Yes..." 

"This Baptism was performed according to the Eastern Orthodox rite." 

"So it was."

But I've noticed a fair number of Lutherans, Catholics, Muslims, Jews, Buddhists... 
In fact, the Lutherans make the majority, followed closely by the Catholics with the 
Orthodox soldiers coming on a distant third place. I don't quite understand. 

"You don't understand because you think with a religious mind." 

Wasn't this a religious ceremony? 

"It was not. Apparently, it looks that way to religious people. But you know, we have
told you, that we are not religious people." 

I'm at lost... 

"Again... Oh poor dear Astarte... Are you a goddam goddess?" 

Of course not. I'm a woman. 

"But did men and daemons see you as a goddess." 

Yes, they did. 

"However, you were a woman then like you are a woman now. Hey! You can even 
fly now. Then you couldn't." 

You're saying? 

"I'm saying that many of our interpretations run on wishful thinking." 

Good. Then what kind of ceremony was this? 



"It was a military operation." 

Beg your pardon? 

"You've heard Rebecca talking about that tablet thing, a computer from Kronos. 
Right?" 

I did. 

"The Colonel stays in touch with Kronos, who is extremely concerned about the 
well-being of his twins." 

My twins... 

"And his. You didn't make them by yourself." 

This is correct. 

"Kronos asked the Colonel to perform the Baptism according to the Eastern 
Orthodox rite." 

But why? 

"Kronos wants an optimal formula for the upbringing of your twins." 

Which is? 

"This Baptism has just registered them on a superior level of existence." 

I know, but any kind of baptism could have done the same thing. Even the simple 
saying of an ordinary woman could have had them added up that level. 

"Indeed. Just that Kronos, and the Colonel, expect more from the twins. Nothing that
fits the ordinary. This is why the Baptism had to be done by the book, in order to stand 
beyond time." 

I still don't get it. 

"You will, these days. You will." Beatrice turns to congratulate Rebecca and Yvonne 
- each holding a twin in her arms. 



"Oh, Rebecca! You are the most wonderful Godmother of all times. I'm so happy for 
you... Oh! Happy Birthday to you! Today you turn one hundred. Not bad. Not bad at 
all..." 

"You're such a gem, Beatrice. This is the most magnificent present..." Rebecca is 
interrupted by Beatrice. 

"How about you thank Astarte?"

"Thank you, Astarte, for this priceless birthday present!"

You're welcome! Happy Birthday, Rebecca!

"And you, Yvonne, the best doctor in the universe!" Beatrice swiftly turns to her.

"How could you know that?" Replies Yvonne in disbelief. 

"Just a metaphor, dear. Besides, be prepared to hear more exaggerated compliments 
through the coming days." 

"Really? Are you insinuating that the Colonel was serious last night?"

"I do." 

"They wish to make a mad scientist out of me. Huh?" 

With all due respect, dear little thing, but you have to admit... 

"Yes, Astarte, I admit: turning men into women is crazy science. That was my work, 
my achievement, but rejuvenating Rebecca and helping her birthing a pair of twins at the
age of eighty-one years? This is not my do. Why should I be acclaimed for something I 
did not?" 

Wait, wait! Hello!!... Darlings?... What are you talking about?... 

"The Colonel informed us that in seven days the twins will mature. Is this so?" 

It is, more or less... Seven days, yes... 

"You can't get on the public Tubes parading seven days old toddlers that look like 
Michelangelo's David and Raquel Welch, can you?" 



Hey! Hey! Why get my twins in the media? 

"Look, Astarte. You've just told us that the Golden Age is about to begin; that the 
ancient Romans had celebrated Saturnalia but that era belonged not to the past because 
it's just ahead of us. Remember?" 

I did. Yes. This is true. 

"Seems that your lover boy, and father of your children, has transmitted the same 
info to the Colonel. The difference between Kronos and you is accuracy and planning as 
opposed to dreaming and dreaming. You see what I mean?" 

And what's the plan? Always those men planning for us. Uhm... 

"Easter Johannson and Saturn Johannson have been born on August 20, 2003, to 
Rebecca and Alain Johannson; they are French citizens like their parents. Madame la 
doctoresse Yvonne Loiret, graduating that year, has presented an innovative method of 
rejuvenation and pregnancy carriage in an eighty-one years old woman's womb. Kronos 
is altering the public memories of those involved so that Yvonne will be no more the 
outcast she is now but one of the most publicly praised doctors of the century." 

Can Kronos do that? 

"He did it before. As simple as altering the backups. Hell, he was capable to 
disfigure an entire universe. So yes, he can! And he did it again." 

Good. Then why did the Colonel invite over a thousand people to the Baptism? Isn't 
this a conflict of interests? 

"Seemingly. Depends where you look." 

I look straight, dear Rebecca. I was thrilled and euphoric during the ceremony of 
giving my twins to Christ. I even had an imponderable moment. It was sublime... and 
short-lived... because now I'm given to hear... and make some sense of... a whole bunch 
of new daemonic machinations. This Golden Age from the dreams of Kronos... what's 
the price for it? My twins? The truth? You've already stolen my babies to use them for 
your purposes. Without consulting me first. How comes?

"Consulting you first?, when you were an open book for any passerby to read? 
Really?, Astarte... Put your feet on the granite and think a little." 

Ah, that... Oh, wait. You mean that... Since when do I have an option to hide my 



mind from humans? 

"You don't. At least concerning your entire mind. But, since you've birthed the twins,
took part in the Baptism à la carte... and drank the holy water from your palm, you have 
cleaned yourself enough to retain control of private data. The subject of our discussion is
classified, this means it must not be available to any public telepathy cloud you may 
encounter. Do you understand? 

"And even if she won't," chimes in Beatrice, "I've made sure to encrypt these data 
for her. Astarte, this conversation will look like gibberish to outsiders. Hope you don't 
mind." 

Minding? I thank you for taking so much care of me. I never could do this on my 
own. 

"The Colonel has assigned paratroopers and engineers, along with some intelligence 
minds, to be present at the true history as we have written it together. These people are 
witnesses." 

"Or insiders," intervenes Rebecca. "They are about to befriend Easter and Saturn and
train them for their mission." 

Men with a mission... That scares me! 

"Me too, dear. Me too!" 



Chapter 11. Plausible Lies 

I've been pondering about the new course of events all night. Beatrice wished to stay
in my vicinity and comfort me. She said that whatever I'll decide, she will support me. I 
have a feeling that she is the only one, amongst all humans that I've met this past week, 
to perceive my sentiments the way I do... 

"No wonder, dear, if I'm capable to freeze your bone marrow then I can also feel you
in totality." 

Yes, no question about that. Seems that I've just got myself a lawyer. Shall we fight 
for my twins, Beatrice? 

"I'll fight for your rights, for your children, yes... First thing in the morning, when 
Rebecca and Yvonne arrive on the platform, together with Easter and Saturn, and before 
the scheduled training would bring the military staff in, you have to speak out. Not think
but speak, with your mouth! Tell them that you raise a claim for the twins." 

Will they listen? 

"Officially, they need not, because 'officially' you don't even exist." 

Neither does Kronos, officially. 

"Correct. There's no mention of Kronos other than in Greek mythology, Hollywood 
and the marketing industry. For this planet, Easter and Saturn were born to Rebecca and 
Alain, eighteen years ago. As simple as that." 

Yet utterly untrue. 

"Dishonesty runs through human history since... let me see.. since your first born 
had had lied to poor Eve. Sigh..." 

Another blowback. I'm quite accustomed. Why do you help me, Beatrice? 

"For one, because you've been taken advantage of. I can sense that chill haunting 
your veins..." 

Oh, you do? I thought you wished to punish me... thought it was coming from you... 



poor me... 

"No. Why punish you? On the contrary, I'm sending sensations of warmth and 
confidence throughout your nervous system. Don't want you tailspin into a new 
depression, make a scene, showing these people what a real fool you can be." 

What makes you think that they shall listen to my claim? 

"They are good people. They respect you. Perhaps they have a point and you must 
exert your right to be heard, to have your questions answered. I wish this too for myself, 
and for them as well, because so far there was no adequate answer." 

She is a gem, this little angel. A sweet-sounding friend of mine. But hey! Is this a 
symphony? Is this more than your voice? What music is this? 

"It is The Music! I've opened a channel for you." 

A channel?, to where? 

"To some of my sisters in the Ninth Heaven. It is how they communicate up there." 

Raining with Bach. This will keep me company over the night. Are you about to 
retreat? You can, if you wish, as The Music will keep me company. 

"Dear, don't want to take The Music out with me. I'll stay. For The Music and for 
your little scared soul."

But I have no soul, everyone knows that... 

"Now you have! The name of your soul is Easter and she's quite frightened, I can 
tell. You know, Rebecca and Yvonne are giving her everything, yet the milk she drinks is
provided by you, her mother." 

Oh yeah, those clumsy pumps and pipes. They have told me to pump myself every 
hour, to fill those tankers... 

"Your babies need but a minuscule fraction of all that milk. This is another theme for
debate." 

You mean?

"I mean that you should listen to The Music now... Oh, and pump yourself. Take this 



new tanker, unseal it and pump. Once you've filled it, please lay it in this separate 
square. I'll ask Yvonne to analyze what you've milked while listening to The Music." 

Wow! See?, this is the kind of exploitation I enjoy most. 

As the night consumes herself over the surface of sands, here, in the depths of these 
caves, Beatrice circles the air like a golden butterfly, I pump myself like a human 
Godzilla filling tank stations after tank stations with my milk, and The Music rains upon 
us both... 

A wife of God and the mother of the devil... listening to the same melody...

***

Twenty tankers later, Rebecca and Yvonne come out of the elevator. Each holding 
one of my twins in her arms. They don't jog at sixty kilometers per hour now. They just 
walk, like normal people (or what I'd deem to be normal people, from casual backups 
that I've been studying). I patiently wait for them to get near... A test of endurance for 
me... Guess that I feel like filling one more tanker in this while. However, my eyes can't 
help but zoom in on them. How lovely the little ones are. Well, they're not so little 
anymore, are they? 

"Hey, sisters! Will you let them on the platform? Wish to see if they'll make some 
steps." 

"Ah, there you are, Astarte. Hard to miss you. Why are you speaking out loud?" 
Remarks Yvonne. 

"Like to hear my voice. Could you please let my kids run around?" Say I in an effort 
to think only when I speak. 

"Yeah, dear..." notes Rebecca, "they had their first steps yesterday evening when 
they'd asked me to let them inspect level 362." 

"Are you telling me that I've missed their first steps?" 

"You may run it from a backup. Let me see... Yesterday, 21:25 hours. Start from 
there." 

What can I say? Focus, Astarte! Focus! Speak! "I've ran the backups many many 
times in my head. That was a rhetorical question. Wished to tell you how much I missed 
them. I am their mother after all. Their natural mother..." 



Easter imitates a ballerina, trying to complete a few pirouettes. Saturn, with his little 
hands stretched like an airplane, circles her making high pitched noises. Seems that the 
vastness of the platform belongs to them. 

With a sudden swoosh, the doors of the elevator hide on sides, allowing the Colonel, 
Guy and a couple of legionnaires in camouflage attire to desecrate my little ones' 
imaginary empire with their beige and very serious boots. 

"My dear sisters, mon Colonel, Guy!, ah Guy!, dear soldiers, I have to tell you that I 
raise a claim for my twins. Here and now!" 

Silence. My babies continue to play without making any more sounds, like they'd 
knew that the adults have to conduct adult business around. 

"Your claim is legit," responds the Colonel. "We shall address it within the hour. I'd 
expect that you wouldn't mind if the father of the children will be part of the 
negotiations." 

"Their father, Kronos, who is trapped inside the core of planet Saturn, keeps a 
telepathic connection with me. I can put it on screen for all of you," say I. 

"We know that," chimes Rebecca in, "but Alain thought of a teleconference that will 
allow all the freedom to your mind. Let us show you." 

She nods at the two legionnaires. They pull some sort of medallion, no!, it looks like 
a stick... 

"A key, dear, each of them wears a necklace with a key attached," clarifies Rebecca. 

"...Very well, let's call it a key then." 

This is introduced, by each soldier, in a precise spot on the ground, a hundred meters
apart. At the opposite end of the platform, the wall of granite cracks and slides to sides, 
just like the doors of the elevator. No swoosh this time. Solid black darkness, a hundred 
meters wide per hundred meters tall square of nothing, of night. 

Instinctively, my eyes project limited spectrum light inside the hole, to explore it. 
But I can't get the slightest feedback, not a shadow, nor a nuance of grey. 

"It's nothing," I say. 



"Nothingness, my dear," marks Beatrice who positioned herself right above my 
head, fifteen meters ahead of my eyebrows, "not even space." 

Oh yes, now I pay attention to the data: Zero Kelvin. What the heck? 

"Fret not, little mind! This is just a communication device. Nothing more, nothing 
less. The universe won't implode because of it." 

Is this how he had sent me from his planet to Earth? 

"Speak, Astarte! Speak your thoughts out. Open your mouth to speak!" 

"Ah, thank you, Beatrice... Is this how he had sent me from his planet to Earth?" 

I can notice the breeze of my spoken words on their uniforms, through my sisters' 
long hair... The right eye of mine, always zooming on my kids, records the goosebumps 
on their skin. Their red coarse hair is still too short to wave... 

Rebecca, reading my mind, even these unspoken perceptions, allows me a minute to 
contemplate Easter and Saturn playing a game that involves lots of running and jumping.

"No, Astarte. He didn't sent you to us through this device. Told you that this is 
merely a gate for communication, not for transport."

"Where is he?" 

"He is late. Not the first time. We're accustomed..." 

"The god of time is late? Often?" 

"Yes, why not? He's got all the time..." 

"...I've just got all of YOUR time, Milady. Mine is numbered and running out. Fast." 

"Oh, Kronos! There you are. How do you do?" 

Seems to me that he's doing very well. Radiating face, marbled muscles and... Oh! 
Aw... That sublime dick of Kronos. The best in millions! Ohhh... how I miss it... 

"Thank you for the compliments, Astarte. You're looking gorgeous, your boobs are 
bigger."



Turning his eyes down to Rebecca, he continues "...and, Milady, I am doing well, 
thank you for asking." 

"Monsieur Kronos," interrupts the Colonel, "we had to make this call because 
Madam Astarte had raised a claim for her babies and you, as the father, are to be part of 
the negotiations. Do you accept?" 

"Yes. I accept. Proceed." 

"For the record," proceeds the Colonel, "we have gathered here, at elevator level 
821, on the backup platform, in the presence of Astarte and Kronos - natural mother and 
father of the minors Easter and Saturn (present here with us)," he points in their 
direction, "in the presence of Rebecca Johannson and Alain Johannson - godmother and 
godfather of aforementioned minors, in the presence of Yvonne Loiret - nursing doctor, 
and Beatrice Challe - guardian angel or good fairy," he smiles at his small puzzle of 
words, "together with Guy d'Anjou - Captain in the French Foreign Legion, Acmed 
Moussa and Wilfried Stolz - legionnaires, key-bearers of the Portal. The Earth Zulu time
as we speak is 05:20 and the local time is 06:20, today, on August 21st, Anno Domini 
2021, under the Richat Structure, Mauritania, West African France." 

"Records being filled, procedures being followed, allow me to reassure my first 
consumed love, Astarte, the mother of my firstborns, Easter and Saturn, that these 
children were given to me and to her not by happenstance, not by accident, not by 
mistake. On the contrary, I have invested my best programming skills, I have made huge
sacrifices (beginning with my own freedom of movement), I have called others, humans 
and daemons alike, to make enormous sacrifices in preparation of the birth of Easter and
Saturn, our twins. I knew what I was doing, which cannot be stated about their mother. 
However, the whims of any woman can't (and won't) be called into discussion as 
accusations or damaging evidence. My claim over our babies is equal to hers. But our 
claims are less important. What really matters is the well-being, education and 
instruction of our children. Our duty, as natural parents, godparents, guardians and 
friends, to them prevails. Easter and Saturn will play a role that I wish to be remembered
after the history of the human race will be fulfilled. A role of support and comfort." 

"The human race and the daemon race," dare I speak. 

"The daemon race is no more, Astarte. I had it erased. All of your progeny has been 
dealt with, of an irrevocable manner. The daemon race is dead!" 

"...Aha? ...And you say that I'm the depressed daemon here. Look at him! Remember
when you've told me that you fell into a black hole and that you've exited on the other 
side? My offspring must be captured in those many traps crafted by you." 



"Only the information is there. The memory of them is captured in the black decks 
(no holes, but two-dimensional decks). Who would bring their memory to life? Who 
would raise a stone to build their bones up? Who would stretch sinew and muscle and 
wrap a skin around their bones? Who would breathe life into their nostrils? Who?" 

"The good news," steps the Colonel in, "is that you, Kronos, and you, Astarte, were 
given the chance to procreate together. More than that, your mutual offspring appears to 
be human. We humans are honored and humbled to have your twins among us, to raise 
them into adulthood and to jubilate together with them in giving thanks to our Lord, 
Maker of you among many others, thus conducting your personalities away from 
nothingness. This being stated and repeated and agreed by all parts, let us begin the 
negotiations." 

I can't help myself when thinking of all my other children, destroyed by this reckless
Kronos. Erased, he said, erased! Can you imagine? Can yo... Ugh, ice climbing on my 
spine. Oops, guess that I'd better behave. "Agreed!" I find myself shouting out loud. 

"Wait, wait... wait!" There's a bit of revolt in Yvonne's voice. "Beatrice! Whenever 
Astarte tries to express her opinions, you crawl that frosty spider on her back to silence 
her. Is this fair?" 

"Yvonne dear," marks Rebecca while Beatrice eases the ice on my back, "Astarte has
a well-known predilection for rambling. Our little Beatrice does no harm to her while 
saving us time and sanity. But I'll have to give you the credit because you have asked 
about fairness. Therefore, Beatrice dear, please remove your controls from Astarte. No! 
Not the encryption, that should never depart from her mind. Let Astarte free to rattle on. 
And Yvonne darling, when you'll get tired of it, please ask Beatrice to roll the spider up, 
will ya?" 

"Sisters," say I, "please forgive Yvonne. She is well-intended. I am so grateful to 
have Beatrice near me, even with her little pointy spiders. Oh, Yvonne dear, it was 
Beatrice who made me call this negotiation. She truly cares for me. This is why I can tell
you that our relationship is based on fairness and love." 

"Oh God have mercy on me!" The metallic voice erupts through the Portal to silence
us.

"Anything wrong, Monsieur Kronos?" 

"Look, Monsieur Alain, I have no idea what you've done to your brains, or ears, to 
undergo all the nonsense emitted by these females. Really. How can you human males 



live among them, hear them, listen to them?" 

"Our charms transcend our trivialities," giggles Rebecca as she takes off her 
camouflage. 

"Ah, Milady! Vous êtes toujours aussi charmante..." 

Seizing the moment, Beatrice breaks the nonsense - rather of a brutal manner if I'm 
about to judge of the warming up, cozy climate that we all appear to enjoy. 

"I hate to say it, but you're all incoherent here. We've met to negotiate the claim over
Easter and Saturn, of which you shortly forgot. Someone has to take the lead. Allow me, 
or don't allow me, I couldn't care less. So I present you the following propositions..." 

As she reads them, the words come to be written in thin air, to our left in French and 
to our right in Aramaic. 

"Natural mother's claim number one: daughter Easter and son Saturn must spend one
third of a day's time together with natural mother Astarte until the age of majority when 
they are emancipated." 

"Granted." Pronounces Kronos. Everyone agrees to fit this third of a day's time in 
my twins' schedule. 

"Natural mother's claim number two: the human race and the entire universe must 
learn that Easter and Saturn have been born out of the union of Astarte and Kronos." 

"Not granted." Sounds their natural father like a prison door. 

"This is unacceptable and untrue. Lies have paved the death roads for all my other 
children. You, Kronos the Stupid!, were deceived to kill them all. And you proceeded as 
the supreme imbecile that you are! Deception is the beginning of perdition! Why did we 
bother to conceive them? So you can kill them with more of your lies?" 

I can't help my hysteria. The funny thing is that no spider has been sent to silence 
me. Hum... I feel good hearing my voice. 

"Milady?" 

"As the godmother of Easter and Saturn, my duty is to take care of them, to do my 
best in teaching them about the Lord and henceforward about the Truth. Within our 
secured perimeter, there will be no lies or else there cannot be trust amongst our people. 



However, the outer society is not yet prepared to accept the truth. The human race still 
believes in such nonsense as 'our truth' versus 'your truth' or 'their truth.' While Truth - 
the real One - belongs to God, is God. But who is God? Is there such a thing as 'your 
god' versus 'my god' or 'their god?' I remember what daddy told me on a late September 
evening. We were strolling about the Independence Garden, overlooking Hilton Beach in
Tel Aviv. He just returned from a visit to America. Very excited about his dialog with 
Einstein, he couldn't wait to share it with me. You'll know that your daddy loves you 
when he can't wait talking philosophy to you, when you are his most trusted confident. 
By the way, Astarte, would you be so kind producing the following backup volume for 
us? Don't worry, I'll make it short. 

"Sure. Name and date, time, please." 

"Albert Einstein. 1953, August 12, 19:00 US Eastern Time." 

On we go. I generate the volume in 3D, at a fair distance between the humans on the 
platform and the Portal. It covers about half of Kronos' hologram but I don't care - he 
may generate his own backup volume anyway. What matters to me is providing the 
optimal angle to the French guys down there. 

With the eyes of this Albert from America, we see a wooden table and a pair of 
hands to the left. Must be the hands of rabbi Richard Rabinovics. But the voice 
speaking, with pauses, is not his. 

"The bomb is not the problem. Using it is." 

"Those idiots gave it to Stalin. May God forgive them because I never will!" 

Our subject looks up to his interlocutor. 

"You had it stolen from the Nazis and handled to the British, Ritschy." 

The rabbi shows us, through Einstein's eyes, the roar of his perfect teeth, otherwise 
hidden under his white mustache. 

"I've stolen it from those who invented it. Poor Germany: great scientists and 
engineers, lousy politicians and a hideous military machine. There's only one country 
more blessed and more cursed than Germany..." 

"...And that is?" 

"Russia! Exactly where those schmucks have handled the plans of the bomb. I take it



out of Germany, they put it back into Russia. Unbelievable." 

"What is so unbelievable, Ritschy?" 

"It is that two old farts like us can sit here on the porch, watch the alley and have a 
laugh at the tragedy of mankind. Besides this, we can believe in anything and 
everything. Can you imagine this?" 

"Oh yes, if you can then I can. Just wondering how your Zündapp-God can allow 
guys like Hitler and Stalin walking through His creation." 

"It is called tolerance, Albi. If God would allow only his own views then how could 
we make any mistakes? Besides, your universe will suddenly cease to be relative. No 
more speed, no more time... Physicists out of jobs... Oh my..." 

"If the observer is a rabbi then the speed of light is null..." 

Another dental display. Your father looks quite in shape, Rebecca, how old was he in
1953? I wish to break the monotony with this diversion. Think that we've got more 
important business to conduct than watching these old farts... 

"Can read your mind, Astarte!" 

Whoops... 

"Seventy-four, my daddy was seventy-four in 1953. The 'old farts' were both born in 
1879. How about you fast forward until the first phrase containing the word Spinoza? 
Boring the entire audience to death is not in my intention, but I wish to make a point 
about the perception of the truth on this planet. Sounds boring because it is. Go ahead, 
Astarte, with the fast forward!" 

There you go, sis! 

"...Spinoza fascinates me. His philosophy won't separate the soul from the body, he 
sees them as one." 

"The soul is just another body, a better one, with more sensors. Looking from above,
Spinoza is right: we have a higher body that our ancestors have called soul, and a lower 
body, that rots and dies, unlike the better body." 

"The difference between you and the Indians is a rat and a cow." 



"Ho-hum," ...no more dental show laughter this time, "...who knows what kind of 
experiences those Indians have had. I'm talking to you from my own experience. Truth 
is..." 

"Truth comes from physical reality, Ritschy." 

"Which you describe as relative, Albi." 

"So it is, at least our perception of it." 

"What if I'm color blind, what if I confuse red and green and yellow. What's my truth
based on my perceived reality then?" 

"Your truth will go grey. We all go grey." 

"And truth has to follow us, into the grave, along with the realities of our lives?" 

"'A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making 
them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new 
generation grows up that is familiar with it.' I didn't say that, took it from Max." 

"Seems like science advances one funeral at a time. This makes scientists quite a 
stubborn flock, don't you think?" 

"Look, Ritschy, you've got your God, you say that he's a biker and I believe you, 
honestly! But I've got my God and he has no beard, I don't know what he is but I know 
one thing: that he's telling us something from behind this universe. Poke at the physics 
and talk to him." 

"He had shaken my hand. I've talked to Him, invited Him in my synagogue!" 

"God doesn't play dice with the world. And he doesn't ride a bike." 

"Definitely not with the world. Just with us, people. Oh, and if He was riding on a 
donkey, then why can't He ride a Zündapp?"

"As I've told you so many times, I believe in Spinoza's God, Who reveals Himself in
the lawful harmony of the world, not in a God Who concerns Himself with the fate and 
the doings of mankind."

"I believe in Abrahaam's and Isaac's and Jacob's God, Who reveals Himself in His 
people, Who walks with us where we go. He knows us and we know Him, regardless of 



the world, harmony or not."

"You're talking again about YOUR god. I'm still talking about MINE. Different 
gods, different worlds, different observers, different truths. We agree to disagree, 
Ritschy. It's not the first time we do this." 

"Reality of the world is no truth, Albi, just a perception. Reality is a compilation not 
a source. God can be only One, but we are many, and you prefer Spinoza while I like 
Abrahaam, Isaac and Jacob."

"One God, different observers, didn't I tell you that?" 

"Is the truth with God or are the different observers holding their own truths?" 

"As many truths as the observers." 

"What if God is an observer? Would you give Him a truth?" 

"He would deserve it. As any other observer." 

"Good. Then we'll have as many gods as observers, as truth-holders." 

"Ritschy, I feel a bit tired. Please send Esther and Rivkah my best wishes, will you?"

"Aaand cut!" Shouts Rebecca at me like a director. "Dear audience, dear Astarte, 
together with my excuses for the boring movie, I politely ask you to comment." 

"I'll comment it out loud. Gotta learn how to use my words and thoughts." 

Uhm, what an entry, if I'd knew how to speak during the Venusian Insurrection... but 
I digress... 

"Dear sisters and legionnaires, dear Kronos... oh my, you're so... Big!... If the 
collective mind of society on this planet emulates this guy, Albert from America, then 
I'm sorry to say: they'll never find what the truth really is. Truth is simple! Truth is the 
reality within us, not a relative reality of nature, not a perception, not a concept of our 
brains. Truth is our inner identity preceding us. Truth is a person, a Guy... Not you Guy, 
but a Guy with a beard. You have no beard. Not that having one would make you God... 
Why are you laughing?... What did I say?" 

Darn me, I'm not fitted for speeches. 



"Question!" - sounds Mr. Big! - "Astarte, do you admit that the human race is 
unprepared to learn the truth about Easter and Saturn being born as the result of our 
union?" 

"I have to admit that the human race is immature to understand such a simple truth 
of life. And this must change. Humans have to grow up!" 

"This is why we are here." He smiles at me from above his Portal. 

Oh, come and give me one! 

"Compose yourself, Astarte!" 

But you're so fucking hot! I wish to have you inside me. Can I jump into the Portal? 
Will this work? How do you call it on Earth? Ah... yes... cybersex. 

"Calm down, Astarte!" Feel a shiver on my coccyx so I opt to behave.

"I propose a forty-nine Earth-years moratorium on the truth about the conception of 
Easter and Saturn. If everyone agrees, then we shall use this delay to prepare the human 
race for the future. They cannot develop as a spacefaring race with this kind of 
mentality." 

"Forty-nine years should be enough time. I vote with Kronos." Rebecca calls the 
game. When she leads they follow, when she sings they dance. Maybe that guy, Einstein,
wasn't totally wrong... 

"No, he was just partially wrong. This is what science is about, at the end of the day. 
Good that we have politics to fill the gaps of science. The art of inventing plausible lies."

"Milday, if you allow a remark. He was not even wrong."

"Well, Kronos darling, may I say that I've got a premonition, thinking of poor uncle 
Albert, great friend of daddy's, seeing where life drives me, surreptitiously, what if you, 
dear Kronos, are Spinoza's god? And Einstein's god?" 

Why is she dearing this imbecile twice in a sentence? I don't know... 

"Well, well, Milady. If Albert Einstein were a woman, I would have sent one of my 
Cron drones to him, the same I did with Lissy of Austria and with many many other 
romantic ladies." 



"To tempt him?" 

"He was asking to be tempted, didn't he?" 

"Why did you killed so many women with your Saturnian drones?" 

Oh my, Rebecca is a helluva judge to everything, small or big. 

"I did not kill any of those women. They've chosen to kill themselves when 
copulating with the Crons. Never take imagination too deep into the flesh or it kills you. 
Keep that in mind, ladies!" 

"Okay, okay. My didlo-fashion business used to focus on the harmony between form
and vibe, not size. But let us return to uncle Albert, shall we? Let us discard the sexual 
encounter as purely imaginary and let me ask you this: what would you had to say to 
him about Spinoza's god?, about his god actually?" 

"I've said to him, by several occurrences, that I have a god at my turn. Even if I'd be 
Spinoza's god, my own God is Abrahaam's and Isaac's and Jacob's." 

"Did you?" 

"I did. One of these moments was the dialog between your father and him. There 
were quite a few before... and after." 

"Do you..." 

"...Yes, I do think that he's got it, because he was way too brilliant to miss this." 

"Rebecca," we can hear, and see, Beatrice flying in between Kronos and the Leading
Sister, "shall we proceed with our day schedule now?" 



Chapter 12. Mother Milk

"Natural mother's claim number three? Madam Beatrice?" 

This is what Kronos has to speak sixty thousand milliseconds after Rebecca told us 
about her art of lies. Since I've been on Earth, in it actually, they changed my views, one 
by one. He didn't give her a minute but sixty thousand milliseconds. I'd given her a 
couple of minutes... 

"You were sloppy even when counting nanoseconds, Astarte. Never mind about 
humanizing yourself." 

Aha, you bastard. I speak out loud. 

"Natural mother's claim number three: natural father of the children must come and 
live together with natural mother and children. Here on Earth. In this cave!" 

"Denied!" - speaks Kronos. 

"Denied!" - repeats Rebecca. 

"Denied!" - concludes my own lawyer. 

"What is wrong with you, people? Twas a normal request, don't you think?" 

"You know, Astarte, we're not that kind of stupid. You and Kronos may be all natural
but you're none normal, at least as parents of human-sized children. For this reason, 
which we have anticipated days before, the twins were given to human godparents, 
officially their parents, who possess the capacity of introducing them to this society. I 
didn't wish to use the word monster until you gave me this opportunity: your eyes have 
seen the monster dick of Kronos; your hormones boil your body up for a new fuck; that 
monster-sized penis attracts you like a magnet; it is not the mother speaking but the 
lusting harlot in you. Therefore your third claim has no basis and is denied!" 

"But... Beatrice dear, every day, from now on, these two little soldiers will open the 
gates to Nirvana and the hologram of Kronos will come in front of me, awakening my 
senses, burning my belly, flooding my pubis, erecting my nipples, stirring my milk, 
damping my pussy and... and... I don't know what else... and you find appropriate to put 
an exclamation mark after 'denied' and consider it done? Well, dear, send all your Arctic 



spiders to kill me now! But if this is what you ask from me, I decline. I'd either live or 
die. This is no life. Your call now!" 

Beatrice, poor perplexed butterfly, is out of words. She just stares at me, then she 
turns to stare at Kronos, then back at me. Did I manage to mute her? Just wondering. 

"You did. Poor giant whore! ...No wonder that you'd tarnished the creation with your
lusts and filth and..." 

"Okay... Okay... Okay... We all need some fresh air. Beatrice, would you be so kind 
to come down over here?" 

Rebecca sings, they dance, Beatrice included. Hah, hah... They keep whispering 
something together with Yvonne. I could sneak a zoom in to read their lips. Should I? 
Nah, must play hard, so I show them my back. To be honest, I had to take my eyes away 
from that marvelous dick of the daemon standing in front of me. Ongoing orgasms can't 
help me out anymore, they only aggravate my desire to feel penetrated by him. I'm on 
the brink of losing control over my body. Beatrice! Do something! Please. Forgive me. 
Help me! For God's sake, don't let me down! Do... 

(Blackout. Only partial. There are controls preventing my body from falling, my 
eyes from closing and my brain from turning off - like last week. She paralyzed me just 
in time - before I wished to peep again at him. I'm conscious about being turned into a 
stalagmite. Feel dizzy... Think I'll take a nap... standing... like any honest horse... 
bye...by... b...)

***

"...ember... eep ...n mind... we must let the milk flow, this is instrumental. Is she 
coming back?" 

Beatrice confirms with a nod. 

"Good then... Ahem... Hello, Astarte. How are you feeling today?" 

Bit shaky. You were speaking about the milk. Go on... 

"Your milk is very important to the people of the Earth. We must keep you fit and 
healthy so you can milk yourself regularly." 

Or else? 



"Otherwise, the milk will stop coming and everyone may get in big trouble shortly 
thereafter." 

No kidding? 

"Can't you see that I'm preoccupied about you?" 

And at least as much about my milk. What's so special about it? Tell me! 

"It is about the nutrients contained in your milk." 

Yvonne departs the group and, coming closer to the edge of the platform, asks, with 
a gesture, for me to stretch my hand and take her up in my palm. 

"You are special, Astarte. You always were and you know that. Good or bad 
moments aside, you remain a unique woman. No woman currently on this planet can 
provide a better mother milk than yours. The proteins and fats, the carbohydrates and 
minerals of it make for a very particular composition. If my lab tests are correct, then I 
suppose that your milk will eradicate famine from our world, for-ever!" 

And if not? 

"Then not. I've already proposed a sub-Saharan territory for preliminary 
experiments. Drops of your milk are mixed with purified water as we speak. Children 
and adults will drink a dose of 250 milliliters of water with two added drops of milk. 
Our military will guard them, forbidding them to eat any kind of food until the doctors 
can prove that their organisms will need to feed again." 

Why guard them and scare them? Won't they tell you when they get hungry again? 
What's the problem? 

"The problem is that people love to lie, or at least they can't make the difference. If 
left unsupervised, they would eat out of lust, just for the sake of consuming unnecessary 
food, maybe out of fear, dunno. There are too many psychological triggers to detail." 

But the water? 

"They've got more filtered water than they can drink. Doctors encourage them to 
drink leisurely." 

And what's the catch, will they turn into superheroes? 



"Not sure about that. My wish is to use this alien milk, in its all natural, unaltered 
state, to feed the poor, to make them rich and healthy. To make them happy." 

Very well then. I'm game. This adds a new acronym to my track record. I am about 
to become a COW - as in Cow Of Worlds. 

"Why of worlds? Why the plural?" 

Ah, do you think that you're the first smartass taking advantage of my milk, eh? 

"You mean?" 

Back in the days, when the universe was harmoniously bathed in light, no one 
hungered because anyone could feed on radiation. Yet, immortals and in shape as they 
were, happiness wasn't a given, sexual joy wasn't enough and life satisfaction has been 
sinking. Eon after eon. 

"How did you count eons back then?" 

I didn't, Kronos did, who cares how. 

Hopeless parents procreating hopeless children hopelessly growing up only to fuck 
their pessimism into yet another generation of despair. Darn it was depressing. I had no 
idea what to do about it. So I've turned to Lucifer, what would he do? Surprised, he first 
responded that he didn't notice about the obvious sadness. No one had told him. Then he 
came up with this brilliant idea of fucking me, getting me pregnant, eating my offspring 
and milking my milk. He distributed it in minuscule amounts, diluted with water, across 
the many planets... 

"And did he make them happy again?" 

Yes, he did. Hope and change! That was the universal slogan. Daemons danced and 
sang praises to their alleged lord. But I did not. I felt like a COW - used and abused. 

"You've done many foolish things but, as it seems to me, I'm the earthly echo of your
ontological stupidity." 

No, dear, don't say that. Yvonne! Are you depressed? What's wrong? 

"When a child, I have been used and abused, like you. This made me hate all the 
priests, although just one deserved my hate. All the hate! Hell, hating him is like hating 



myself. Then I've turned boys into girls, more hatred at work. You said that what I've 
done was on par with the deeds of Lucifer and Loki. Flattering association... Yesterday I 
came up with the idea of using your milk to solve the hunger of the world once and for 
all... and today you're telling me that a similar idea had belonged to Lucifer. Coincidence
or not, I'm scared!" 

Fearing yourself is the best method of self-control. Fearing God is the beginning of 
wisdom. But hating a dead man, hating yourself, is hurtful. I know that you know. I wish
what you wish. So let me help you out, one step at a time. Lucifer was arrogant and 
abusive with everyone because he hated himself without admitting it. He had no mother,
no father, no children, just staff. When you've reached this stage of uppity then you're 
lifeless. Non-existent. But look at you, how gently have you asked to step in my palm, to
comfort me after my latest hormonal breakdown (sorry about that), how you're 
confessing about your nemesis. Keep being human, Yvonne, keep caring for the needy 
and you're gonna live for-ever!!

"Thank you, my dear sister. You know, I'd wish to give you an orgasm myself, to 
comfort your craving... Only if you'd be a lesbian..." 

Ah, what a kind and adorable little kitten am I holding here. Think that I could turn 
into a lesbian, just for you. Oh! And if we're about to go for it, please reassure me that 
you won't turn me into a male. I'd deeply hate that. 

"Hah... I've seen your DNA, six helices. As opposed to two in ours. No chance in a 
century for me to understand the source code of yours..." 

A century slips like a minute... A minute like a millisecond... 

"Then the nanosecond and time is no more..." 

It never was. Only that handsome dick of a daemon that I'd beg again for a fuck. 
Even a short one. 

"Astarte, have you considered the possibility of never being able to meet Kronos?" 

Yes, I did. It haunts me all the time. Have you ever considered the nightmare of 
being the only giant statue-like woman, prisoner on a planet of dwarfs who can fuck as 
they wish but there never will be a fucking match for you? 

"I did and I've talked to Guy about it." 

Guy? The helicopter guy? He's such a cute little puppy. What did you tell to him? 



Are you going to transform him into a giant? Did he agree?? Wow... 

"No. Not that. I'm not transforming anyone into anything. Besides, I've got no reason
to." 

Then? It rains on my parade. Again... 

"You still didn't get it, did you?" 

Get what?... 

"Oh dear, oh dear. They've told me that you are too inexperienced for my trade but I 
didn't believe them. How could I? But your billion-years old history has taught you little
about the works and research of Marquis de Sade, if anything at all?" 

Let me see... let me see... de Sade... de Sade... I'm reading from your browsers: 
"Donatien Alphonse François, Marquis de Sade, was a French aristocrat, revolutionary 
politician, philosopher and writer, famous for his libertine sexuality." 

"Wonderful, there you go. Read them all from our browsers. Then follow me!" 

Uhm, what if I'd step on you by accident? Ain't that better I keep you in my palm 
and you tell me where to take you? 

"No! It is not. And from now on I am the one in command. You obey, I instruct. 
Understood?" 

Ah, now I'm reading... er... understanding... It's the Dominatrix number you wish to 
offer me. 

"Good girl. Told them that you'll catch up rather quickly." 

Wait, and what about my kids? Where are they? 

"Beatrice took them off the platform. Immediately after putting you on standby. 
They're visiting more levels of our base together with the Colonel and some engineers. 
Let's consider that they're off to school. Are you okay with that?" 

I am. As you talked, I connected with their minds, grabbing feeds from their optical 
nerves. They're doing what you said they're supposed to. Yes, I'm very content with their
godparents, tough stuff. I never knew how to discipline my offspring. Oh, and I can also 
read that they're close to complete their third day. Have you kept me turned off for an 



entire day? 

"Almost a day. Yes. Astarte!, can the twins reciprocate by taking feeds from your 
eyes, and mind?" 

Think so, why? 

"Oh my. Oh my. Calling Beatrice. She's gotta encrypt the sectors pertaining to your 
sexuality." 

Why dear? My sexuality is an open book. 

"It won't be after my first experiments on you." 

Really? Do you plan to do unnatural things to me? 

"Let's first wait for Beatrice... Oui... ici... ah bon... es-tu certaine?... d'accord... 
Merci!... Let's go. Follow me!" 



Chapter 13. Whips and Whispers

Well, I guess that I'm a bit scared. Maybe more than just a bit. Those guys from the 
club of Marquis de Sade have an inclination towards physical harm. Nothing like the 
Arctic spiders sent to crawl my spine by the gentle cute Beatrice. These feel more like 
reins, giving me moderate pain. Once I behave, the spider has already vanished. Not sure
if I can even remember the discomfort. 

"You're going to remember the strings of my whip for your entire life, Astarte." 

Oh my God, when was the last time I've been feeling pain? So deeply to remember? 
Let me see... Ah, yes, that cretin stinker. Don Dawn, the paragalactic pimp. He said 
HALT to me, while I was speeding up, charging against his pyramid. What a fool! 

"You or him?" 

Beg a pardon? 

"Who was the fool: Don or you?" 

Uhm, good question. Think we both were. He was shitting his pants ("what pants?") 
and, lacking ideas, he screamed at me to stop. I was feeling too good in my old, 
reactivated, skin and flesh; my desire to show myself gave me the urge to charge that 
pyramid. Didn't know at the time that NOK had had me put asleep inside a similar one. 

"And how about the pain that Don had inflicted on you with his four letter word: 
HALT?" 

It aches as I recollect the memories of it. Bone and tissue halting before the last 
nanosecond of the severe "T" had expired. Yet the fluids in me, most prominently my 
blood, were subject to inertia. They boiled! My heart could not break because of Don's 
HALT command. The pressure of my boiling blood grew higher and higher. As my 
organs, my bones and flesh, were turning to stone, my nerves continued to send signals 
into my brain. There is no word in French or Aramaic to describe this kind of torture. I'll 
never forget that moment, when my sprint abruptly came to a standstill.

"You were running at what speed exactly?" 

Can't tell you... exactly. That Albert guy from America had his good points too. But 
with approximation, I was pushing for nine thousand kilometers per second. 



"Wow! This makes some thirty-two million kilometers per hour. You should go to 
the Olympics..." 

Forget about Zeus and all those games that he invented for pets and slaves. The Age 
of Saturn will bring the human race closer to freedom and fulfillment. 

"...or even to Formula 1. Why did you interrupt my phrase with your rage against 
Zeus?" 

You don't wish to know. Zeus is the worst of all daemons. 

"I thought that was Lucifer."

Lucifer is no more. But Zeus still is... You were talking about some whip or? 

"Told Guy to make one suitable for your buttocks. You'll get spanked, Astarte." 

Oh, Why? You little kitten, why spank me when you can muster all the scorpions 
from the dark ends of your mind? Why not command me to run and then HALT me at 
your leisure? Do you think that spanking will feel like torture to me? 

"In our culture, they still think that only virgins can be innocent. I've tried to 
challenge this belief, telling them that whores, and even politicians, have had their 
moments, short or long, of virtue. But looking at you, listening to you, reading your 
mind, I have the ultimate proof: Astarte!, you are the most genuine harlot to date!" 

Is this a compliment? 

"There you go. Never mind. Back to spanking now. Look at me!" 

Oh dear, I'm looking at you all the time. Don't wish to step on you. Don't wish to 
stumble at this appalling speed. Don't wa... 

"Good! Now shut up!" 

I do as she says, continuing to 'wait' in her steps. Half an hour later, she shows me a 
crack in the wall, telling me to fit in. 

Really? 

"Yes. Do it!" 



I obey, what else... 

"Stay in there. Face to the rock. Don't you move!" 

As if I could... 

Another half an hour turns me impatient. Nice spanking. Feels like nothing. Think I 
out loud... Yvonne answers not. Instead of her voice, from afar, I can hear the pulsating 
sound of a helicopter. Ah! Guy! My little puppy. Guy is coming! Tickling myself 
already... 

"Two of the blades of his helicopter have deployed carbon fiber strings that are about
to act as whips on your bottom. I'm going to spank you with Guy's helicopter. It's a first 
for me, must admit."

You're quite an inventive race, must admit. 

"Who ordered you to speak?" 

I didn't speak. Was just thinking. 

"Who ordered you to think?" 

Well, that should be a tough one. Not having Beatrice in range to call her spiders. 
How can I stop thinking? 

"Try harder!"

Easy to say, har... 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Guy, mon amour. Vous êtes magnifique! I have to stop thinking, so I start speaking 
French. 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 



Don't know how he does this, but it's an undiscovered pleasure for me to be spanked.

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

I am dreaming. A warm dream. My butts are one with my mind. My mind is one 
with the universe. 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

I am no more. You are no more. They are no more. 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

We are no more. 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Look!

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Don't look...

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Anymore...

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 



Take me!

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Now!

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

What is now? 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Where is now? 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

Who is now? 

CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 
CRACK-SWISH | SNAP-SWISH | ZIP-SWISH | SLAP-SWISH 

***

"Guy, dégage un peu. Laisse-la respirer." 

The cracks swish away, my mind detaches from the universe, my booty burns. I am 
Astarte and I love to be spanked. 

"Anything coherent?" 

Like what? I turn around to cushion my blazing bum against the fence of granite. 



"Like what you've seen, what you've heard, where have you been?" 

Can't tell. Oh wait. Let me check the cache. 

"Save it first to this area of your brain. And keep it encrypted, please." 

As I'd have a choice about that. Done! 

"Great. Now read your cache. Er, better put it on screen, will you?" 

Astarte, 2021, August 22nd, 22:59 Zulu Time. 

The volume feed begins in black, because I've kept my eyes closed. The pulsating 
sounds interfere because Guy's helicopter is still in hearing range. Taking notice, Yvonne
asks him to fly away. Which he does, removing the big whipping insect from the 
landscape. Yes, I said that it's big because it is indeed larger and sturdier than the first 
helicopter - that he used while escorting us between the platforms. 

My black screen-captures from the cache are over. Nothing but the swishing whip 
cracks. Hum... 

"Is that all?" 

Yes, Yvonne, all my cache. Black, void, empty... Sorry. 

"Don't be sorry. Filter out the helicopter sounds and your groans, everything from 
the cave, then run the feed again please." 

I do as instructed. Still nothing... 

"Slow the feed at one frame per second and rerun please." 

Bit surprised, never thought about that, I follow her indications. 

The image remains a consistent black. I warn Yvonne that the length of the feed is 
now of 2,321 hours. This is what one frame per second did to my eight seconds cache 
retrieval. 

"I see, Astarte. It would be impractical to stare at a black screen for more than three 
months. What shall we do?" 

Call Beatrice. She's the encryption gal. No? 



"She is. Calling her... Ah? Oui!... Vraiment?!... Bon. Bisous. Bisous." 

??...

"She just informed me that she's got your cache, live, and is currently processing the 
voices in it." 

Voices? Did I hear voices? 

"The cache will tell, dear. The cache will tell." 

Oh my. This is creepy. Hearing voices scares me. 

"Any memories?" 

Very bad ones... 

"Cheer up, monster woman!" 

Beatrice pops up in front of my nose. Have to squint my eyes when focusing on her. 
Well, darling, you kind of scared me... 

"You've been already frightened, a second away from panic. I'm here to comfort you.
As always. Would you be so kind and listen to these soundtracks?" 

I nod. She lands on the square block to join Yvonne. As her finger points to me, the 
air becomes denser and denser. Abrupt murmurs arrive and depart from the heavy 
silence surrounding us. 

"Someone has whispered something to you, Astarte. Am I guessing right?" 

Dunno, Beatrice. No idea... Can't remember... Pause this! Her finger clicks the air 
and the soundtrack stops. But silence never departs her dark shadow from us. I feel 
strange. Not at lost, just intrigued. Go on. Let it play. She clicks again to unmute the 
stillness in mumbles that I bet I've heard before. Damn... Oh no! This seems to sound 
like Hades, a prominent deserter from the Venusian Insurrection. 

"You don't seem too surprised, Astarte." 

Discovering the voice of Hades in black whispers out of nothingness is to be 
expected. He is an inert daemon. Let me check something with... Yes! Kronos confirms 



that there is no information of Hades in any black hole. The problem is not this one but 
his brothers Poseidon and Zeus - the Haters of the Truth! 

"Listen carefully to the stream, please." 

I do this. Focusing all of my attention on the enigmatic undertones. Too much of 
Hades! Could you filter it out and let us jump to the next pattern? Without responding 
verbally, Beatrice satisfies my wish. Minutes later, I inform my little sisters about three 
more distinct voice patterns in the feed. Not sure what to do with them. Put them in 
separate segments please. I want to hear one at a time. She performs the segmentation. 

Yes! This is the voice of Zeus and this the voice of Poseidon. As about the third one, 
it is... it... is... a female voice... On my God! It is mine. 

"You were there, under the whip, makes sense, no?" 

No, Yvonne, it makes no sense because we've filtered out my moans along with the 
pulses and whipcracks of the helicopter. Every sound from this cave had been cleared. 
Besides, we're now digging through processed streams originating from a nanosecond 
feed. All that we hear comes from a different world. 

Silence returns to govern over us. I let myself back into the wall. Touching it, my 
lower butts warm up to the recent stinging memories. As my body finds comfort, my 
mind signals an urgent need for confidence. Which Beatrice hurries to provide. Love my
angel... 



Chapter 14. Krasnoe Pole

Beatrice dear, may I insist on one of my claims? 

"Yes, you may, Astarte. I know that three days have already gone and you could not 
spend the said third of a day together with your twins. I am..." 

Perhaps if you'd let me off the leash... 

"I know, I know and I am deeply sorry about this. Look... Wait a sec... Oui? 
D'accord!... Hearing your thoughts, Rebecca has canceled all their programs for the next
twenty-four hours. She sent them to the backup platform. Shall we join them?" 

Thank God for you taking care of my needs as a mother. Let's rush! Yvonne, will 
you be so kind to step up in my palm now? 

"Sure do." 

Holding the dominatrix kitten tight, I zip around the stalagmites on my way back to 
the platform, to see my kids. They stand near the edge of the platform, smiling and 
waving at me. I wave back. 

"Hey! Watch out. I'm still a human being." 

Oh my, poor little thing. She's desperately hugging my pointer, with her firm but 
gracious hands, and embracing my middle finger, with her long and sexy legs. 

Whoops! Seeing Easter and Saturn (look how they grew up!), I have forgotten about 
you. Sorry... 

Saying nothing, Yvonne jumps down on the platform, sends me a twisted look (don't 
know what to make of it), greets Easter with a "Hello honey," then Saturn with a 
"Stunning bod, keep it up!" and heads to the elevator. Hope that I didn't damage her with
my recklessness. 

"You didn't, stupid. Stop being such a wimp." 

As I stop, my eyes notice an erection while Saturn turns his head after Yvonne. This 
begs the question: how far have my twins matured during these three busy days? 



Let me see... Scanning their bodies and irises, I copy a DNA sample. Six helices, 
like their parents' DNA. About twenty-five years old on the human aging scale... 

"Hum, wondering what have I done different... Nothing, I'd say..." … Hearing 
myself speaking out loud. 

"No, mom, not nothing," intervenes Easter in a crystal voice, "but every thing that 
you have done for us was different. Your lovemaking to our daddy, your close 
relationship with the native earthlings..." 

"You are native earthlings as well, honey." Why did I say 'honey' to my daughter?... 

"Yes, mom, we're natives of planet Earth, unlike all of our siblings. Another thing 
that you did totally differently. Besides..." 

"Okay, okay, honey. I got it. So this explains why you've reached maturity in only 
three days, instead of seven, like your greater brothers and sisters." 

"Mom?" 

"Yes, master..." Hell! Why did I say 'master' to my son? Things are getting out of 
control, don't you think? 

"Mom, I wish to show you something. Look!" 

He vanished to appear near the elevator, then vanished again to pop up in front of 
my nose. In the next millisecond, he taps my shoulder only to retake his initial position 
next to his sister. 

"Did you see me? I can beam up! Ain't that cool, mom?" 

"Super cool, my dear master. Who has taught you that?" 

"Aunt Beatrice. She's so lovely." 

What can I say? 

"There's no aunt more lovely than Beatrice, cross my heart. Perhaps I could just sob 
a little bit for all the wonderful moments that I had to pass, but your aunt won't let me 
sob, and all the backups of this world can't give me enough consolation for being absent 
from your childhood. Sigh..." 



"Oh, dear mom," chimes Easter in, "our childhood is water under the bridge. Forget 
about it. Why not focus together on the oceans that await for our spirit to swim in? Why 
not take the time to play together?" 

"Time has been taken, honey. Even 'aunt' Beatrice has promised that, for us to be 
together for one day. Let us play!" 

"Excellent, mom. Will you join us in a trip to Krasnoe Pole?" 

"Excuse me? Master?" 

"Krasnoe Pole is a little village, West of Chelyabinsk, South of the Urals." 

"Can see that. But what are you going to do there? And how on earth do you imagine
to take your monster mother for a jogging across the Russian steppes?" 

"Oh, dear mommy," comes the honey with her sweet tongue, "Saturn thought to take
you online, mind-sharing, in this first trip that he plans to make over the surface of this 
planet." 

"But, honey, I can't see much of this in your brother's mind and, believe me, I'm 
scanning and digging like a desperate. All I can grab are backups, at least ten minutes 
old, but nothing like reading what Saturn thinks right now." Hum... wondering if your 
lovely aunty... 

"Yes, Astarte," comes Beatrice from above, "this is part of the security protocol. You 
remain an open book for your twins, but you've got no access to the live feeds that their 
minds originate in real time. Just ten plus minutes old backups. On their part, the twins 
can't access your live feeds either, just one minute plus old backups. None of you having
access to each other's cached data. I had to firewall you for your own safety, and theirs 
too. Hope you don't mind." 

No, I don't. It's okay. However, why do you send my boy to Russia? 

"I didn't send him anywhere." 

Then Rebecca? What's she up to? 

"Rebecca is very agitated right now. She's in the command center at level 191, 
hastily pressing any button at hand, avidly tapping all the screens in front of her, 
hysterically yelling her head off at Alain and the poor officers on shift in the room. You 
should see her." 



Really? Can't believe my ears. Madam ControlFreak losing her temper. What's going
on, Beatrice dear? 

"I have a hunch." Go on... "Nah, if I'll tell you then Rebecca will read your mind and
she might (ninety-nine percent probability) hold me accountable for her terrible 
frustrations." 

You little butterfly, can't you figure that she's already hearing what you've just told 
me, eh? 

"Whoops..." 

My turn to contemplate the goofiness of this adorable little angel. 

"Oui... J'ai dit... De suite!" 

Beatrice throws me a coup d'oeil before vanishing out of my sight. Hundred percent 
probability that she pops up in the middle of the command center room, level 191. 

"Very well, my honey and my master, here we are, alone, just the three of us. Now, 
may your mom ask what have you done to put the entire French Foreign Legion on 
fire?" 

"Nothing, mom." 

"Come on, tell me. I've seen too many things through many eons and billions of 
years." 

"See this, mom. Evgeny Romanesco. 1908, June 30th, 00:10 Zulu Time." 

Wow, my son, the master, as I find myself calling him and not knowing why, can 
generate backup volumes. Just like his father. Damn, how stupid can I be. He is his 
father's son after all. Trivial answer. Hardest to find and to believe in. 

The volume starts to deploy closer to my face. 

"Don't you two wish to watch it from a better angle?" 

"We're good, mom. We've watched it before, several times now." 

Intelligent kids, must admit. 



Majestic pines all around. Oh, and the flavor of the forest... 

"Kids, why can I sniff the scent of resin?" 

"Ah, we thought to enhance the users' experience. Old three dimensional feeds can 
support a new channel, so to say, that we've allocated for smell. This is a novel 
generation of feeds, mom." 

"Are you kidding me? What if you bring the pest or some other macabre bacteria 
from the past? Turn this thing off. Immediately!" 

"Oooohhhhhhhh... mom! You're annoying us with your unfounded fears. Our 
enhanced feeds don't vacuum the air of old to spray it into the present. We cannot go that
far. What we did (Saturn actually) is a new algorithm for pixel inspection. This reads the
molecular images in the volume, interprets the fragrance, searches the database for 
matches, takes advantage of temperatures and pressure differences in the air around the 
display in order to fool the brain of the observer. Thus we mimic ancient scents through 
hot air, or out of thin air. Interesting idea, don't you think?" 

"I don't. I still find it harmful for humans. Heck, you managed to trick my brain too. 
You little rascals." 

"Uncle Ivan!... Uncle Ivan!..." 

Another kid's voice interrupts my morality speech. 

"Look! There's the lake. Can you see? We've made it. In time! Slava Bogu!" 

As the enthusiastic little man turns around, his eyesight offers us the rough cuts of a 
white-bearded Siberian hunter. 

"Dast Bog, we arrived. Finally." Responds the man without showing any sensible 
zeal. 

"Wait a bit. Freeze the feed. Here, yes... What's this? In his right hand. Doesn't look 
like a weapon to me." 

"Dunno, mom. Some things of iron. Can we unpause it?" 

"No, master, you can't. I need to have a closer look at that thing." 



"Saturn, could you please select it and paste it separately in another volume?" 

"Yes, Easter. On it... Look, mom. Two rods of metal, two meters long, fastened 
tightly together with hemp rope." 

"Metal? What kind of metal?" 

"Wrought iron. Composition: 0.06% Carbon, 1.7% slag in a base mass of iron."

"So nothing special then..." 

"No, mom. Nothing special. Can I unpause the main feed now?" 

"Do that. But please, master, keep the second volume opened. I wish to test a 
theory." 

"Very well, mom." 

Saturn does what I've asked him to do and the action between the young man and his
uncle continues. 

"Hurry, Evgeny, hurry. You have to be near the water any minute now." 

Uncle Ivan checks a round thing in his hand, connected to him by a chain... 

"Mom, he is checking a pocket watch. This used to be an instrument for measuring 
time. Look, it is made of gold, has a hunter case and the watch chain is also made of 
high purity gold. Uncle Ivan must have been a wealthy man." 

"How can you tell so much about him, my dear master?" 

"Well, mom, you and daddy are what people of this planet call nudists. You have 
never covered your bodies in cloth and you've never considered using little handmade 
mechanisms to measure a sequence of time." 

"Why would we dress to cover the beauty of our bodies? This is a stupid idea. Don't 
you think?" 

"I think so, mom dear," speaks my little honey bee, "thus I've asked Saturn to write 
an algorithm for social interaction. We find it quite useful." 

"You mean? I make real efforts to understand what you're telling me. Let not 



mention that we cannot use live telepathy and so we must move our tongues and lips to 
communicate." 

"Short of Aunt Beatrice, we can read the minds of every human that we had 
encountered, so far." 

"Really? How splendid should that be. Bravo!" 

Saturn beams up, intrigued, to stand on a thin air platform in from of my nose. 
Easter follows him. 

"Are you saying that you cannot read their minds?" 

"That's right. I can't read their minds." 

"Not one of them?" 

"Not one." 

"Darn, mom. You must feel like a prisoner." 

You've got it, my dear master. Just don't ask me why... 

"Why?" 

"Well, it's complicated. As the number one harlot of the universe, it's really hard to 
find another creature with as many orgasms under the belt as me. Only that kind of 
person may offer me a free mind-read. But, as it turns out, there's no such person. My 
mind is an open book to anyone, my dears. And I've got accustomed to this. What else." 

"But you can read our minds, mom." 

"In backups from ten minutes behind. I could even read your live thoughts when you
were babies, but Aunt Beatrice took care of that. She did well to protect you. I have 
access to your minds because you are my children, my progeny, you came out from me. 
We have the same DNA..." 

"Almost the same, mom. Look! Here's a..." 

My son resembles so much to his father. 

"Stop, master. I don't need a class in genetics. Better tell me about your social 



algorithm." 

"Aha, that, yes! The legionnaires were never affected about us walking around 
naked, like normal people. They taught us that, at the surface of this planet, humans 
cover their bodies with fabric, be it to keep them warm, to protect them from the 
elements, or from predators, or even to show off in a practice that they call fashion. 
Have you heard about this thing: fashion?" 

"It's a word in their dictionaries. Mother Rebecca has told us about how she, and her 
sisters, have changed the fashion in France. For them, there is a fashion for walking 
naked, a fashion for covering and discovering some parts of the body, and a fashion for 
covering the entire body. Crazy stuff."  

"Everyone gets crazy, a way or another..." 

"Correct. I've asked Easter to corroborate our readings from the individual and 
collective minds of humans and, with these data, to propose a fashionable solution for 
me and for her." 

My honey, after patiently waiting for her twin brother to finish his phrase, continues 
his line of thinking. 

"My solution, dear mom, rejected the notion that we should cover our beautiful 
bodies with any kind of material. I find this practice outright primitive. So I've suggested
that Saturn writes a program for mind mirroring." 

She sounds very clever, my little daughter. Maybe too clever for me. 

"Mind mirroring? Could you please elaborate?" 

"I walk against another person, naked as I love to be, as I should be. In the 
background of my conscious thinking, like a sympathetic nervous system, runs the 
mind-mirroring program; this tunnels through my mind over to the other person's mind 
and builds a ranking of his, or hers, fashion inclinations; returning the best option to my 
brain, Saturn's program will generate a shell of thin air projections reflecting, in fine 
resolution, the type of clothing that that person would dream seeing me in." 

"So you remain naked all the time while showing clothed to others..." 

"...more so, mom. Look! Aunt Beatrice told Easter to dress herself in a bridal gown."

"What's that?" 



"A sort of ceremonial dress. Not important here. But Easter couldn't produce the 
optical illusion because she cannot read the mind of Aunt Beatrice. Then Mother 
Rebecca has been informed about this exercise and, voilà, the next instant she saw 
Easter in a volatile white silky dress, covering in lacework everything but her head. I did
see my sister naked, as she actually was. But when reading Mother Rebecca's mind, I 
could see her dressed in what humans call a bridal gown. This was the first test for my 
social algorithm. It works at a delay of one millisecond per observer." 

"I see. How about if Easter has to appear in front of a thousand observers?" 

"It will take a whole second for the mind-mirroring program to individualize the 
wished attire." 

"What if in front of ten thousand?" 

"Ten seconds then... Gotcha... You try to tell us that the illusion will go flaky, 
observers could see her nakedness at times. Good point, mom. I'm already enhancing the
frame rates. No, better make these scalable: for a hundred thousand observers, the 
program should tact in the range of microseconds, but for a thousand or less, the 
millisecond range would do just fine." 

"Thanks, mom, for revealing this little bug to Saturn." 

"You're always welcome, my little honey bee. Let's get back to Uncle Ivan, shall 
we?" 

"Ah yes. His rough clothing denotes that he's a versed Siberian hunter. These forests 
are roamed by hostile beasts and the human brain has lost the ability to control the close 
proximity temperature of the air. See how thick his clothes are? The day may be warm 
and sunny but nights remain frigid." 

"And the golden instrument that he used to measure time?" 

"Only Solomon allowed humans an abundance of gold. About all their other rulers 
opted for gold scarcity. Don't know why, yet! From here we should conclude that Ivan 
belongs to a social elite with access to gold." 

The kid in the feed, Evgeny, as his uncle addressed him, plays the crystal water with 
his little hand. 

"Get your feet in the water, Evgeny." 



We see, through his eyes, how the boy immerses his ankles in the lake. 

"Take this!" 

He turns to nine o'clock (Guy taught me about this military slang) to see, and grab, 
the two iron rods. 

"Stick them in the water and never let them go from your hands, Evgeny. Don't look 
up! Whatever happens, please don't look up. Just stare over the lake. Will you?" 

"Yes, Uncle Ivan." 

But the surface of the lake is a mirror to the sky, which sky splits in two. As the split 
grows larger and larger, an arc of fire is reflected over the water. 

"Oh my God, I remember how the end of my Venusian Insurrection has begun: with 
an arc of fire in the sky. Oh no!" 

"Stay calm, mommy. No one dies in our feed today." 

“Hope so, honey.” 

"It burns. My shirt burns my skin. Uncle Ivan! Tell me what to do. My hands are 
busy holding the iron rods and I wish to take my shirt off because it burns me. Help me, 
Uncle Ivan."

"Step ahead in the water. Wet your shirt. Just hang on that iron and don't look up, 
Evgeny." 

The boy should have been terribly scared. He executed Ivan's commands to the 
letter. 

The sound of a heavy thump overwhelms our image, which turns dark as Evgeny is 
thrown face down into the lake and he instinctively closes his eyes. 

"Let me guess, my dear kids. This is a meteorite entering the atmosphere and 
disintegrating because of friction. Am I right?" 

"You are, mom. Earthlings called this the Tunguska Event. Please pay attention to 
the feed." 



"But it's black. The boy is under water, he sees nothing. Oh wait... He's out to 
breathe now. Yes. Humans don't know how to breathe under water." 

A copious gulp of air gives Evgeny enough courage to open his eyes. The skies keep 
thundering like a billion drones were crashing into each other. We see the myriad of 
sparkles raining over the lake. I halt my breathing to better capture the alertness in 
Evgeny's lungs, and heartbeats, and bone cracks, and dizziness, and... What is he 
doing?" 

"He fainted, mom." 

No wonder. 

"Shall I fast forward?" 

Trying to do that, I notice that I can't. Well, this is not my feed. I have no rights over 
its controls. 

"Master, will you?" 

"No need, mom. Please pay attention to the feed." 

These children and their maturity. 

I hear crawls and howls coming from the dark screen. The smell, ah, that illusion of 
smell, reminds me of acetylene and a sour zesty odor. Odd how the extremes come 
together. 

"Wondering who brought in the dry ice under the burning skies..." 

"There was no dry ice out there. Just watch, mom!" 

Our Evgeny opens his eyes to look after his Uncle Ivan. Who sits with his back 
against a sizeable rock. His white beard, or what is left of it, is now black and brown. 
His skin intense red. His eyes closed. 

"Uncle Ivan! Uncle Ivan!" 

The feed zooms in as Evgeny runs towards his uncle. After four or five shoulder 
shakes, Ivan opens his eyes and, staring at his nephew, he laughs. Joy invades his face 
like sunshine. 



"You've made it, my boy, you've made it!... Stick this rod there in the ground and the
other one over there."

Speaking, I can see his finger pointing. Evgeny does as instructed... 

"Now put your hands together, like when you pray, and separate them slowly, until 
you'll reach the rods. Grab the one to the left with your left hand and grab the one to the 
right with your right hand. And look straight!" 

The nephew follows and... and... 

"What is that for God's sake?"

"Not sure, mom. That's why I wish to travel to Krasnoe Pole and meet Evgeny. 
Maybe he can tell me." 

Saturn's words are naturally continued by his sister. 

"That looks like a mirror, mom, but it can also be a portal." 

Could be, yes, could be. In between the iron rods I can see a film of water reflecting 
a forty-something man with a white thick beard reaching down to his knees. If not for 
the DNA spectrometry, I'd give him over a hundred earth-years. Is this our Evgeny? 
How had he aged in a few minutes? He was just a little boy before the Tunguska Event, 
as humans call this. 

"My dear master, Saturn, are you sure of his age before the event?" 

"Yes, mom." 

My son rushes to reverse the feed volume back to a position where our observer, 
Evgeny, was staring closely at his uncle. Zooming in to Ivan's left eye, Saturn selects the
iris, pasting it over to a third blank volume, enlarging the selection, he offers me the 
mirrored image of a ten or eleven years old blond boy parading a smile wider than his 
face, flying his tiny nose in the wind and savoring the world with his clear blue eyes. 

"Ten years, six months and five days old. Evgeny Romanesco, alias Yevgeny 
Romaneskov. Born on December 25th, 1897 in Likani, Georgia. Mother Tamar Davit. 
Father George Alexandrovich of Holstein-Gottorp-Romanov. What a pile of names. 
Curious, isn't it?" 

"Evgeny's father was the Tsarevich of the Russian Empire. He died suddenly, on 



August 9th, 1899, at the age of twenty-eight. No officially acknowledged heirs." 

Says Saturn for Easter to continue... 

"Evgeny is a love child. His parents were never married. Genetically speaking, he 
should be the rightful heir to the throne of Russia." 

"Oh dear, you drag me back to the political mess of the lost century. Rebecca did this
to me once, or twice." 

"Mom, this boy has aged thirty years in a minute. He never had the chance to be a 
teenager. At least so it results from our analysis. Don't you find that I have enough in 
common with him to justify an encounter?" 

"I do, my master, and I wish to support you. Tell me what do you need from me." 

"Talk to Mother Rebecca. Convince her to let me go." 

I smile, mischievously, at my son. 

"But dear, all you need to do is beam up to a given set of coordinates. Ain't that 
simple?" 

"Mom, we're grown ups. We're legionnaires. We have responsibilities. We are 
Terrans!" 

Fuck, and I'm an alien. Their mother is an extraterrestrial to them... Keep this in the 
cache, stupid. Clear cache now, idiot! Ugh, that was close... 

"I understand your situation. I'll talk to Rebecca." 

The doors of the elevator slide aside. 

"You've been talking to me for days, Astarte. And I get your message. Don't I always
listen and provide?" 

You do, Rebecca, all the time. Are you pleased with the intel that I've given you, 
involuntarily, again? 

"I am. Now listen up! I suggest for Saturn to beam out to Krasnoe Pole and for 
Easter to stay here with us... Saturn! Would you be so kind to share your input with your 
natural mother?" 



"I will, Mother Rebecca. I have no intention of hiding from you. Don't know why 
are you so wary about my endeavors and desires." 

"I am a mother and mothers always worry." 

"Forgive me, Mother Rebecca, but you did not give birth to any children in your 
life." 

Mentions Easter, bit intrigued, bit innocent. 

"We call you our mother and, indeed, this makes you a mother, like a Matriarch or a 
queen, if you wish, just not a natural mother." 

"'Sing, O barren, she hath not borne! Break forth with singing, and cry aloud, She 
hath not brought forth! For more [are] the sons of the desolate, Than the sons of the 
married one, said The Ever-Living.' Thus has Isaiah written. As the barren woman that I 
am, for those calling me 'mother' as well as for those not bothering to, I am happy to 
serve with all my love." 

Moved to tears, Easter runs into Rebecca's arms. They hug... and hug... and keep 
hugging. Pssst... Pss... But Saturn rises his hand at me to silence my nagging. Looking at
him, I find no emotion, no tears, no drama, just tranquility. 

"I'm gonna beam up now. We'll keep in touch." 

And he's gone in a cloud of ozone. 

They keep hugging and weeping over each other's shoulders. Oh my God... 

In a minute comes the feed from Saturn. I hurry to put it on display, inside a volume 
next to everyone. I may be the fertile mother that birthed the devil and his entire house 
of nought, but I am also the sensible mom that birthed Rebecca's spiritual children... 
some of them... the most relevant... I guess...  

Talking about desolate, the Russian village of Krasnoe Pole looks quite so. A 
forsaken corner of dilettante civilization, like an indenting text to a small forest of silver 
birches, flanked by a dirt road and the redundant double pillars of steel, carrying the 
high voltage magistrale. Rectangular islands of undulated iron sheets, half oxidized, 
cover the coarse green wilderness of shrubs, grass and flowers. 

Small roofs, in blue or white, gray maybe, or even red, indicate of modest homes 



randomly covering the area. 

My son looks down. His bare feet warm the shiny square of undulated iron with a 
myriad of blueish little lightnings. He looks around one more time and decides to walk 
into the forest. Why won't he beam up? 

"Because it's not polite, mom, to show off like some smartass. Better to walk in, 
don't you think?" 

Ugh, no, I haven't considered this approach. Until now, I suppose. 

I can hear him striding among the trees, not paying attention to the habitat, just to a 
point ahead, undiscovered yet. More minutes later, I can see what he sees: a gymnast 
squatting to pick something from the grass, or diving his hand into a shrub... Aha, he 
collects buds and flowers. Oh look, he eats them. Interesting... 

"I come in peace. I am Saturn and you are Evgeny. Am I right?" 

The gymnast precipitously pulls his right hand out of a mauve shrub, his left grabs 
the hemp roped iron rods (immersed in the grass) and thus he turns around to stand face 
to face against my son. 

"Boje moy!" 

"No, I am not your God. Told you, I am Saturn and I come in peace. Are you 
Evgeny?" 

"I am. But how... Who... What are you?" 

"It is complicated. I can explain if..." 

"You are no monk. Your mantle is flickering." 

"I wear no mantle, Evgeny." 

"Don't you lie to me, daemon, or, in the Name of Iisus Xristos, our Lord and Savior, 
I shall turn you to ashes! Do you understand me, daemon?" 

"Yes, I do. And I ask for your forgiveness and acceptance. I come in peace!" 

"What do I have in common with you, daemon, so you can ask for my acceptance?" 



"You, like me, we have been baptized in Christ Jesus, we have been thus buried with
Him for us to resurrect within Him." 

"But... but you are a daemon. I command you to speak the truth and nothing but the 
truth, in the name of our Lord Iisus Xristos." 

"I speak the truth and nothing but the truth. My natural parents are daemons, not 
born from this Earth. But my adoptive parents, my godparents, are humans. Just like you
are. I am indeed a daemon but a human at the same time." 

"Are you possessed? Let us see..." 

Evgeny gets busy to untangle the iron rods, that he kept tight in his fists since my 
son's appearance. Like holding a weapon. Once freed of the hemp rope, he strikes the 
ground with the rod in his right hand then, doing the same with the one in his left hand, 
he creates a film of water between him and Saturn by parting his hands from the middle. 
Very similar to the effect that we've seen before in the feed from the Tunguska Event. 

"You are naked, daemon!" 

"So are you, man!"

"I wear my mantle and my schema." 

"No, you don't." 

"I do." 

"You wish you do. It is your mind wearing the mantle and the schema. Not you." 

"Oh, Lord, Iisus Xristos, Son of God, have mercy of me, the sinner. Oh, Lord, Iisus 
Xristos, Son of God, have mercy of me, the sinner. Oh, Lord, Iisus Xristos, Son of God, 
have mercy of me, the sinner. Oh, Lord..." 

"Good," responds Saturn, "now that you've refreshed the Uplink, can we move on to 
business?" 

"You must be an angel then, not a daemon." 

"It is hard to tell the difference between angels and real daemons." 

"Daemons are fallen angles." 



"There you go. I am fallen to the earth." 

"Daemons believe in God and shudder." 

"I wonder at what sight daemons shudder more: at them being fallen from grace or at
humans being so stupid to have less faith than fallen angels?" 

"What do you wish from me? Saturn." 

"I wish for you to bring peace amongst humans." 

"I see. You are the Antichrist." 

"Properly said, I am the first Ante-Christ. The first of the many." 

"Why do you say Ante-Christ instead of Antichrist?" 

"Because this is the proper saying: ante means before and Christ is the Savior. He 
informed you, humans, that many Precursors-of-Christ, in short Ante-Christs, will arrive
on Earth before His Advent." 

"Boje moy. The time is nigh." 

"The time will end before our Savior will return." 

"I don't understand what you are saying." 

"I say that not any (of the many) Ante-Christ is evil, is against Christ, as in 
Antichrist. I say that you, humans, should follow none (good or bad) because you don't 
have the mental instruments to discern." 

"I follow only my Savior, Iisus Xristos, and no one else." 

"Excellent." 

"Did He send you to me?" 

"I don't know." 

"What do you know?" 



"I know that your natural father is the little brother of the late emperor of all the 
Russias. I know that you have been under the raining sparkles on Lake Cheko, during 
the Tunguska Event. I know that you've skipped your teens, and twenties, and thirties, in
less than five minutes time. I know that you are a virgin, like I am." 

"You are indeed. How can you be only three days old? You look as in your 
twenties."

"And you look as in your forties ever since you were ten. Now you are a hundred 
and twenty-five years old, Evgeny." 

"Do you also intend to tell me what I do not already know?"

"I do. Please kindly promise me three times that my information will not estrange 
you from your One Savior, Jesus Christ. Because it will alienate you from all humans." 

"Look around, Saturn. Does it seem to you that I am a social person?" 

"You are a monk, a hesychast, a hermit. Anyone with eyes can see that. But your 
human mind, and most of all their human minds will not see what the eyes deliver to 
them." 

"How is that?" 

"Your minds see what they wish to see. You have a terribly flawed sense of 
anticipation. Have I told you that you have been naked all the time?" 

"You did." 

"Was your mind telling you this? That you've walked naked through the taigas and 
the steppes and the mounts and the tundras? Has any person that looked at you ever 
considered that you, Evgeny, are bare naked?" 

"No. My mind told me that I must become a monk and so I did. Many people have 
told me that I was a conspirator, an anti-revolutionary, a retrograde, a mystic, an enemy 
of the people. Few have told me that I was a man of God, a blessed man, a noble man. 
Many have had spit into my face and few have had washed my feet with their tears. I 
arrived to think that any curse was a blessing and any blessing a curse. Who had chosen 
me to abruptly forsake a normal life, and why?" 

"You know the answer about who. You are about to find the answer about why." 



"Don't interrupt me, Saturn. That was a rhetorical question. No need to answer it. 
Praying without end, I eventually realized how vain are the predictions of man, how 
pointless progress is. Seventy years in a row I have implored Him to take me out of this 
world. He did not answer. Until that terrible February morning. The message was 
impersonal. Exactly like the first message. A stone fires up the skies above. Sparkles rain
over my head. Visions come and go through my mind. I don't know what to make of 
them. I don't even try to make something, like in 1908 - when I've tried hard, maybe too 
hard. I just keep praying. No questions asked. No wishes. No desires. Yes, I am naked. 
But not alone."   

"Evgeny, if you don't promise me, three times, then I cannot share my knowledge 
with you. This is not about what I'd wish. This goes beyond me. Understand?" 

"Saturn, I promise you that nothing will ever estrange me from my Savior, Iisus 
Xristos, I assure you that whatever you shall place in my mind will not estrange me from
my Savior, Iisus Xristos, I take this vow in front of you, Saturn, the messenger, and of 
Thee, Iisus Xristos, my Savior, that no single thing will estrange me, my soul and my 
body, from my Savior, Iisus Xristos. Amin." 

Okay, it's show time, finally. My son steps ahead and, piercing the water film 
between the iron rods, he grabs Evgeny's cheekbones with his fingers and speaks. 

"From my father Kronos to you, Nobleman." 

From my peek point, I sense the download. 

Fuck! It's a tiny app that gives Evgeny the same access rights to Kronos' backups as 
I have. 

WTF? 

"Behave yourself, mom." 

Um, what? Where are you? Ah, here you are! My little Saturn pops up in front of my
nose, like standing on a high platform of thin air. 

"Are you jealous on Evgeny, mom?" 

"Just a little bit. I think." 



Chapter 15. There's No Job Like the Blow Job

"Easter?" 

"Yes, Mother Rebecca." 

"Can you peep into Evgeny's mind?" 

"No. I can't." 

"Can Saturn?" 

He says no, then Rebecca turns to me. No dear sis, I can't. Evgeny has the same 
access as I do but there's an ocean of orgasms between us. And I'm sitting at the bottom 
of it. 

"This means that Russia has got the upper hand over the world. Thank you, Saturn." 

"I'll ignore your sarcasm, Mother Rebecca, before invalidating your fears." 

"Go on, go on..." 

"Evgeny has been given access to the entire human history, well, to the history of 
this planet and even the universe. He knows the events and can put them on display in 
markets, on the roofs, online, as he pleases to." 

"But?" 

"But he's a hermit and he loves it. Let's put this in Greek: he is agoraphobic." 

"And?" 

"And I am not. I don't give a damn about walking naked through the Red Square, at 
noon. Did I tell you how I've hacked the servers of..." 

"Enough said! ...Alain?... écoute!... oui, oui, bien sur... L'entente Cordiale est en 
effet!... si, si... maintenant... Informe-la!, certainement. Bisous..."

"Easter?" 



"Yes, Mother Rebecca." 

"Remember what I've taught you about charming men?" 

"Always. Lovely teaching." 

"Can you promise me that you'll always be a virgin down there?" 

"I promise you, for the eighty-seventh time! I know that losing my virginity will 
lessen my telepathy crafts. It's too high a price to pay, Mother Rebecca." 

"And you do know, Easter dear, that it does not matter what you put in your mouth." 

"Yes, I know. I have already fellated all the men of the Foreign Legion..." 

"Including my man! Alain is now an (even more) open book to me, and to you." 

"As they reach orgasm, milliseconds before ejaculation, their minds sink to nirvana. 
As I taste their seed, registering their inner code, they belong to me. I own them. And I 
like sharing with you, Mother Rebecca." 

"Here's the new list, my dear. Beam up, visit them by day or night, blow them and 
bring me the news, Easter." 

"Yes, Mother Rebecca." 

"Why don't I have access to the list, my dear ones?" Say I in mild voice. 

"Because your mind is the open book that it is. Heck, mom, sharing these secrets 
with you begs the question: what if a hostile part comes near you to read from your 
mind, what then?" 

"I'll wait ten minutes..." 

Feeling left out, I tap my feet on the granite, creating little tremors. 

"Don't bother waiting, Astarte." 

Oh, hello Beatrice. Why not? 

"This kind of data must stay out of your reach, for ever. It is my call, not Rebecca's 



or Easter's. Just forget about it, will you?" 

Damn secrecy. 

"Damn harlotry, dear." 

I was being myself, why damn me? 

"Good point. I don't wish to damn you, or to judge you, because you already did. 
Your choice was honesty at all costs. Well, barring you access to secrecy is one of the 
costs. Do you comprehend?" 

I do, I do, fuck me. 

"Beg a pardon?" 

Never mind.



Chapter 16. Lifespans

"Saturn?" 

"Yes, Mother Rebecca." 

"You are a man." 

"Yes, I am." 

"A man produces semen." 

"Indeed." 

"I am curious to know how do you discharge of it without getting an orgasm." 

"Ah, that's quite easy. I have coded a subroutine that brings me into artificial sleep: 
five minutes every forty-eight hours. During this sleep, unconsciously, I eject my semen.
A relief." 

"Where? Is there a place where you retreat to sleep?" 

"In my quarters. In the shower." 

"You stand up while sleeping?" 

"Sure, why not?" 

"Good. Now listen to me. Next time, I'll send Yvonne to collect your sperm. With 
your accord." 

"Uhm, no, Mother Rebecca. I don't trust her near me while sleeping. Sorry." 

"I see. Then please provide a solution for harvesting your semen." 

"Why do you need my semen?" 

"It is instrumental to move ahead with our plans." 

"But, Mother Rebecca, I don't wish to procreate. I do not want to be a father. Don't 



want kids and all the ensuing headaches." 

"Worry not. No pain for you." 

"You didn't understand me. I do not want to breed. Period." 

"Reproduction is not part of our plans." 

"What then?" 

"Human lifespan extension." 

"Excuse me?" 

"Our telomeres shorten too quickly. We age too early, spending almost half of our 
lives in senescence. Our flesh bodies have to die, eventually. The plan with studying 
your semen aims at two main goals: one - to prevent our bodies from aging, not from 
dying, and two - expanding the overall lifespan average of humankind." 

"These goals are convergent. Let me guess: you wish to have young-looking 
humans, well in their fifth century of life, expecting to die of unexpected causes, or 
bored to death by life and turning suicidal, or crazy enough to vandalize all natural 
resources at hand. Do you wish to bring hell on earth, Mother Rebecca?" 

"I don't wish to bring it. I can only notice that hell is already on earth." 

"How would you handle the explosion of the population?" 

"I have a hunch, Saturn dear, and I can only verify it once you've allowed Yvonne to 
tinker with your semen. So..." 

"Very well then. Please inform the plumbers to tinker with the drain of my shower. 
Simple solution, eh?" 

"You bet. Wait a minute! Remembering a time... when... never mind. Okay... 
Plumbers on their way." 

I can't believe my eyes, and ears. These humans are not satisfied with milking my 
boobs. They'll go for my son's balls too. I feel used and abused. Again. On a 
generational scale. 

Looking around. They've all read my mind. All of them. All! 



Silence. No answer. No compassion. No consolation. No comfort... 

"Stop sobbing like a nymphomaniac, Astarte. What comfort do you wish me to 
provide?" 

Ah, Beatrice, I don't know what to answer. Your question is too specific for my 
chagrin. I'm at lost. Again. Feeling like a COW. Seeing my son like a... 

"Stop! Say no more. Your son knows what he is doing, better than you. He is mature 
and focused on the job. You should do the same." 

Focus? You tell me to focus? On what exactly? You've taken my children away. 
You've cut me out from the cardinal points. My job? What is my job? You tell me! 

"Your job now is to watch the news. Contemplate, Astarte, while you keep the milk 
coming. Contemplate!" 

I am a COW. Told you!

Contemplating my way out of a new depression, I request permission to access any 
satellite I wish to. Granted! Wow, that was swift... 

"You see, my dear Astarte," smiles Beatrice in front of my nose, "we all love you so 
much more when you ask for permission." 

Why that? 

"Because you know, and we know, that you can gain access to the satellites anyway, 
permission or not. But the gesture is what matters to us." 

The gesture, the gesture... Hum... Must chew on this matter... 

"Chew and milk yourself, dear." 

Beatrice flies away. 

Rebecca must enter her command center. 

In her lab, Yvonne salivates at the thought of playing with Saturn's sperm. 

Easter and Saturn, my dear twins, stare at me from the platform. Smiling. 



"Go to your posts, to your jobs, my darlings." 

"We still have more than twenty hours to spend together with you, mom." 

"Ah, that. Forget about it. Go on and call me when you miss me. Mom loves you. 
Now go!" 

They beam up. First Easter then Saturn. Ten minutes later, when I can read through 
the latency of their feeds, there's a huge teardrop (from their perspective on the platform)
falling down off my cheek. 

I have cried. 

But I feel happy, and nostalgic. Hum, interesting, why cry then?... Darn tanker and 
its clumsy wheels and pipes. 

"Saturn!" 

"Yes, mom." 

"Write some code, do something, show them more intelligent ways of milk storage 
and transportation." 

"Sorry, mom. Can't do that." 

"Why not?" 

"They'll have to write their own code. It is not my job to pamper them." 

"What is your job then?" 

"To provide new opportunities." 

"That's good. Where are you?" 

"In the Yenisey River." 

"Really? And what are you doing there?" 

"I am shielding, mom. Gotta go. Bye."



"Bye bye, my son." 

Shielding, what the hell that means. Let me see... Ah... so... here you are... 
COMSAT... skip... skip... uhm... 



Chapter 17. This Is: The News!

Let me tell you something: in my entire active life, across eons that you'd call 
billions and billions of years, I have never encountered so many crass conversations, so 
much arrogance and mindless statements, trivia and nonsense, as I did in these forty-
nine years here on Earth, down in my cave, under the rock of Richat. Excerpts. 

***

2021, November 7th in Moscow - The Russian Federation officially asks Germany 
and Denmark to advocate on behalf of its intention to join the European Confederation. 

Unofficial data traffic indicates that, during tough negotiations, Russia obtained 
control over the Black Sea, the Bosphorus, Anatolia, Mesopotamia and Persia in 
exchange for returning former Kaliningrad, now Königsberg, to Germany, for 
proclaiming Sankt Petersburg a European International City, for opening the borders, 
and trade, across Eurasia. In short, the Russians allowed the Germans in (to some 
unexpected extent) without losing face, but gaining mutual trust. Instead, Europe will do
business with Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran exclusively via Russian-owned proxy 
companies. 

***

2024, August 6th in Hiroshima - The Emperor of Japan officially announces that 
atomic and nuclear weapons have been completely eradicated from the face of the earth. 

Unofficial data traffic indicates that Saturn (that's my boy, yuppie) has altered 
chemistry and physics of such a manner that TNT puffs instead of booming and critical 
mass must accrete to twice the mass of this planet. In short, these crazy humans can't 
explode themselves anymore. What a fortunate hack of nature, one would say. Oh yes, 
chimes Beatrice in, I must report that gun powder can't bang either. Kalashnikovs, like 
any other guns, have been put out of business, comrades. Well done, Saturn! 

***

2027, August 20th in Paris - Yvonne Loiret, the most acclaimed medic and geneticist
of all times, officially declares that not a single human, out of the eight billion 
inhabitants of the globe, is hungry anymore. Hunger has not only been halved but 
eradicated by "L'eau de vivre!" A precisely measured dose of two hundred and fifty 
milliliters of her water-based homeopathic elixir satiates the human body with all the 



necessary minerals, proteins and vitamins for one week. A healthy consumption of four 
to five liters of purified water a day is recommended in addition to the "glass of life" per 
week. Striking decisively against Big Pharma, Yvonne Loiret demonstrates that her 
product is all natural, cannot be patented, and she is licensing the genetically modified 
mother milk extract under the GNU General Public License - because DNA is code. 
Monsanto protests but nobody gives a damn. 

Unofficially, guess that I've kept you in the loop with this one: it's my darn dripping 
milk (all natural and not at all genetically modified, she had to lie about that or show me 
to the people instead). I'm the COW slaving down here in the caves for Yvonne to walk 
her ass on Avenue des Champs-Elysées. To refresh myself, I've been humbly asking for 
a spanking, a couple of times. She said no. Bitch! 

***

2028, July 14th in Paris - Same Yvonne Loiret, Minister of Health, Nobel Prize 
winner and femme fatale, in a public speech on the occasion of the 239th anniversary of 
the French Revolution, proclaims that Capitalism is to this planet what Candida fungus 
is to the human body and consequently Communism is to society what Cancer is to the 
body. This historical discourse prepares humanity for a novel and valiant leap into the 
future. Equality and fraternity in a new world liberated from: money, banks, credits, 
armies, corporations, overprotective governments, industries... and the list goes on with 
different terms that, honestly, are getting me tired to mention. 

Unofficial data traffic indicates that Yvonne has thoroughly followed Rebecca's 
indications. Funny words (and hats) apart, my little sisters were globalizing their early 
French Zebra Model of Society. "Les rosbifs" went up in arms - this is how they're 
talking about the British, behind their backs. Not very nice, have to admit. But Rebecca 
used (appealed to, in her own words) the German Frau Kanzlerin to entice London with 
some Moon base project that they've called LUNATIX (what an acronym full of 
substance). And thus the Brits had bit the bait (giving up the entire continent of Africa to
French control after succinct negotiations).  

2028, August 20th in Paris - Yvonne Loiret (cliché) makes an announce to the Global
Village about a new breakthrough in genetics: the fivefold extension of human lifespan. 
She makes sure to stress it with every occasion that this is an early experimental phase 
and it will take decades for the scientists to present more stable results. However, the 
experimental groups are doing just fine in their second century of life (as the advertising 
goes). 

Unofficially, she can't speak zilch about Saturn's sperm until my first Jubilee! Ta-
daaa... 



***

2070, August 20th - next to Richatville, North-West African France, I make my first 
public appearance atop the Richat Structure. Yes, Mesdammes et Messieurs, yours truly, 
Astarte, the woman from another star, in her thirty-four meters high all-naked glory, 
steps (finally) above the face of the Earth. Applause, applause!! 

Like huge mosquitoes, camera drones buzz around me, capturing numerous video 
feeds and distributing them all over the globe. 

Hereby I'll reproduce my first speech to humanity. 

"My dear beloved humans, sons of Adam, sons of God," 
"Please allow me to thank you, from the very depths of my heart, for the kindness 

and understanding that you have manifested toward my race and species." 
"Yes, the answer is here, in front of your eyes. Aliens exist. I am one of them." 
"But I am also a mother. Right here, on your planet, I had given birth to my baby 

twins, human twins, Easter and Saturn. Most men have already met my daughter Easter, 
I suppose. And all the military men and women have heard of, if not having shaken 
hands with, my son Saturn." 

"The world has become a better place because of your continuous cooperation with 
my twins. I thank you for that." 

"These few words being spoken, as a token of gratitude for your hospitality, I put 
myself at your service. Send your thoughts to me at astarte@sahara.cron - Be blessed!" 

Ovations, acclamations, a hail of mails precipitating to my inbox. Answering them 
timely and politely, they replied back and so I have engaged myself in so many dialogs 
with fellow humans. By mid September I have gathered over nine billion friends, 
earthlings, on my sahara.cron universal love app. I was a Star. Again...

"Astarte... Psst... Astarte!" 

Yes, Beatrice, what's up? 

"All is well, dear. Just don't forget to paste some news from America, will you?" 

Which of the Americas? 

"Make your pick. Start with Texas, for instance, then move on to California and New



York, Rio and Chile. Oh yes, à-propos, make a special for the North-West and the 
Andes, remember when you've cooled their calderas down?" 

Sure do, sis.  

***

2045, July 4th in Austin, Texas - Madam Governor of Texas officially declares the 
secession from the Union by the Free Republic of Texas. "This is a move against 
extortion by taxation, not against the national unity of all Americans. Today in Austin we
echo what Samuel Adams and the Sons of Liberty did in the Boston harbor two hundred 
and seventy-two years ago. London has moved to Washington and Boston to Austin." 

Unofficial data traffic exposes the complexities of this dangerous shift of power. 
Following the isolation decades of the USA, the ascendance of Russia in the Middle 
East, the French-Israeli New Deal, the British-German Brotherhood, old school 
politicians in Washington proved more obsolete than ever: no more nuclear deterrent 
(new laws of physics), no more terrorist threats (France fixed it), no more global empire 
(replaced by the new global village), no more oil and natural gas to burn (Tesla was 
right).

***

2046, January 23th in Washington - Madam President of the United States of 
America, during the State of the Union Address, thanks France for sending food supplies
and energy devices to states affected by frost and hunger on the East Coast, Central 
Mountains and the North-West. 

Unofficial data traffic reveals that this was the end of the USA as your grandparents 
knew it. France helped the Americans again, not because of the Albion, not because of 
obscure colonial interests. This time it was simple kindness. No strings attached. The 
many survivors of the worst winter in American history voted to abolish taxes, to adopt 
French "technology" (they still didn't realize what a natural method means, as opposed 
to technology) and to move the capital of the USA to Austin, Texas. 

There you go, Beatrice, pasted some news from America. May I return to me? 

"Yes, you may."

***

2071, April 7th in Jerusalem - Easter, the adorable bijou goddess, officially 



proclaims to all the corners of the Earth (and Moon, and Mars), that "Today is 
Resurrection Day!" Not Easter Day. "Celebrate my name on August twenty because I 
am not worthy to share my day with His," said she to the revelatory stupefaction of the 
audience. Thereafter the cute little thing has beamed up to an undisclosed location. 

Unofficial chatter, family gossip if you wish, had this topic on our table with every 
new spring when looking at confused fellow humans chasing eggs (bunny eggs, mind 
you), spraying virgins and ladies alike (in fertility rituals), painting eggs (hen eggs, more
fecundity rites) instead of contemplating the Resurrection of Christ, or mixing it all up. 
Me and my twins, we were appalled (still are) at the ignorance of humans. Let's hope 
that they've got it now.  

***

2073, June 1st in Lyon - Madame la Présidente de la République, Yvonne Loiret, 
introduces the world to the ultimate revolution in genetics. All natural, of course. Her 
new product is called simply: SATURN SPERM. There never were any simpler 
pharmaceutical remedies to illness and suffering than this latest "pill." Or ice cube, 
because the "pill" consists of frozen water and liquid nitrogen capturing a single 
spermatozoid. Yes, collected by the audacious plumbers from Saturn's self-induced 
sleeps under the shower. This spermatozoid translates alien DNA architecture into 
human telomere repair sequences. "Half a century of sustained experiments, applied on a
comprehensive variety of subject groups, make us confident to affirm that one single 
sublingual pill of SATURN SPERM will extend your personal lifespan from the second 
century into the sixth. Plainly put, the average life expectation will leap from 150+ to 
750+ years," reaffirmed Madame la Présidente. 

Unofficial chatter, actually a harsh argument between me and Yvonne, says that the 
side effects of SATURN SPERM could be devastating for the consumer. 

The first, and very obvious, is that any person who has taken SATURN SPERM 
under his/her tongue becomes sterile. Scientists didn't realize this at first because they 
had performed the experiments on seniors, which used to be out of their sexual prime. 
But when the seniors reversed their aging and wished to have kids, it didn't work. 
Rejuvenated ladies had their egg-count expired for good (ovulation is a countdown) and 
rejuvenated gents could not fecundate young ovulating ladies because their semen 
proved to be incompatible with the eggs. The next series of experiments, on youth 
groups, established this non negligible side effect: sterility (canceled ovulation and 
discordant spermatozoids). 

The second side effect, less obvious but more severe, has been brought to our 
attention by Saturn himself. He put it this way, to me first (before switching showers). 



"Mom, do you know that subjects who regularly took Communion, before 
assimilating my DNA repair kit, have sent me their thoughts about nausea and intense 
abdominal pain occurring a minute or two after having Communion again?" 

"Show me!" 

I said with a spider crawling on my spine. Looking around for Beatrice, could not 
see her. Hum, since when am I self-spidering my back? Odd thing... 

Saturn presented me the feeds from as many as 204,687 subjects. Vomiting, hurling, 
staggering agony. Awful! 

"Your DNA hack won't work, son. It conflicts with His DNA. You must stop this 
madness. Oh my." 

"I stopped it. Executing my sleep subroutine in hectic places, I collect my sperm and
burn it. But I fear that the plumbers had had collected enough spermatozoids for ten 
earths by now." 

Yvonne was residing in Paris, way out of range to read my mind. 

I've sent Saturn to her, hurriedly. He returned the next day. 

"She has grown to be the most stubborn bitch on planet Earth, mom. Sorry for 
bitching." 

I walked to Paris. Yes! Across the Gibraltar, got my pussy wet a little bit. 

She wouldn't listen. I criticized her on my vast social network. Every friend of mine 
on sahara.cron knows about this scandal. 

Opinions are divided. Many fans, and good friends for decades, have sent back their 
thoughts of me being a bigot, a pedantic prude. 

Fuck! I'm the greatest nudist of all times. The harlot of the universe. The mother of...
Okay... Okay... I'll stop here. 

Humanity is divided again. I'm not anymore the Star of everyone's heart. 

Playing this situation in her favor, Yvonne has initiated a defamation campaign 
against the Catholic Church. Condemning the practice of 'communion' as a Catholic 



tradition non-concordant with the newest discoveries of science. 

But the Eucharist (as they call it: Communion) is not a Catholic tradition. It is a 
substance: the very tissue of Jesus Christ's heart. Eucharist is DNA. So says Saturn. So 
says Easter. So say I. 

"Dare you resist the liberty of choice that God is giving to each individual of the 
human race?" Said Yvonne to me, publicly. 

I answered that I am Lady Liberty and I cannot restrict the liberty of choice. 

Indeed she is right: humans can decide for themselves. All I could get from Yvonne 
was a standard and exclusive text on every package of SATURN SPERM that is 
currently distributed. This. Black on white, the top half, and white on black, the bottom 
half. 

-----------
ALL FREE 
AGING CURE!
Product name: SATURN SPERM (cryogenic).
Contents: Saturn's sperm (1 unit); saline water; liquid nitrogen.
Administration: sublingual.
Apparent sensation: Lite burning. 
Caution: UNKNOWN SIDE EFFECTS
The Producer says: NOT SAFE FOR HUMANS!
Alternatively, try:
=============
EUCHARIST
NO SIDE EFFECTS
SAFE FOR HUMANS!
ALL FREE LIFE CURE!
-----------

***

2121, August 20th on the North Pole Carousel - My Second Jubilee has been reason 
for celebration but also for lamentation. Billions of sterile people find themselves in the 
most absurd situations: their bodies trapped under ruins, mutilated in car crashes, sliced 



by levitating trains (or incomplete teleportation), rogue moving amputated limbs, 
disfigured corpses that still crawl, years after the accidents had happened. A gruesome 
landscape of animated death. 

Saturn is regularly checking them, one by one. The gloomy news is that all of them 
are aware of what is going on with their bodies. They beg for death to take their souls 
away from this calamity of the flesh. But death has no way to reach them. 

The DNA hack is too efficient, the cells repair too fast. Still the injured body cannot 
morph, cannot adapt to compensate for the suffered mechanical trauma. Don't rush to 
call them zombies because they do not rot. They cannot decompose. They are crisp!

Piles of active cells drowning in a sea of fresh blood and fetid spiritual desolation. 
This is the third unknown side effect: the DNA hack gives immortality to the body; the 
telomeres repair themselves for ever and ever. This is no biological mechanism, more 
likely a fractal open loop. 

Saturn didn't see it coming. Kronos did but chose not to warn us. He's got the liberty 
of choice, like any other person, doesn't he? 

The unharmed sterile persons, taking heed of the ordeal, are scared to death (even if 
knowing that death can't reach them) and hide in isolated places, where no object or 
element would hurt their bodies. The fourth side effect: chronic paranoia. 

In spite of this global tragedy, my smaller community of fans - gravitating around 
the Reformed Catholic Church - is thriving. For them, and especially for their children, 
Saturn has proposed, designed and supervised the execution of The North Pole Carousel,
which is the greatest structure ever constructed by humankind. The floating cone 
measures twelve hundred meters in height, wherefrom three hundred above water, with a
maximum radius of 457 kilometers. The roof cone is but five hundred meters high with a
maximum radius of 489 kilometers. 

This huge whirligig-ship, built by humans from the bottom of the Arctic Ocean up, 
can spin clockwise or counter clockwise (depending on which way I do my jogging; yes!
I'm the wheel mouse powering the whirligig in my free time). They use it as a climate 
regulatory device. This being the long expected solution to artificially warm up the 
North Pole, to melt the ever growing icecap, make Greenland green again and bring 
solace to frozen North America. 

My friends from the Communion communities on sahara.cron have a nickname for 
the Noth Pole Carousel. They call it Katholikos, which means 'universal' in Greek. 



I've told them to avoid being religious about stuff or things may turn South for them 
as they did for the stubborn sterile people. Anyway, the concept of religion is now so 
different from what it meant during the early twenty-first century. 

These guys are basically nudists, polygynous. They have rejected polygamy and 
polyamory on religious grounds, or maybe just to annoy me, dunno. They fuck like 
bunnies and sing like birdies. Their average lifespan runs around 145 years and they 
don't complain. Some even tweet thoughts like "one wife should be enough but you'll 
have to man up and save the species, don't stop at one!" 

I don't like this herd-like attitude, never did. But who am I to judge? 

A-propos late twenty-first century: celibacy is currently a sin for the new Katholikos 
tourists. See how fear drives religious minds? Some of the Katholikos priests parade 
their harems for the sake of procreation (or so they say). 

Oh God, I hate this nonsense. The only "sin" is lacking the measure of things. 
Maybe I'd better suggest the restoration of papacy. At least they would listed to one man,
because they won't listen to my words. 

***

2140, October 22nd in Paris - Madame ex-Présidente de la République, Yvonne 
Loiret, has deceased today in her bed. She was 162 years old. Post mortem tests revealed
that she never took the sublingual SATURN SPERM product. 

Bingo! - said I. Ouch! - said the paranoid steriles, or at least those brave enough to 
hear the news.  

***

2170, August 20th in Richatville - My Third Jubilee started with simultaneous 
celebrations on Earth, Moon, Mercury and Mars. The giant lads - sons of the titans from 
Project LUNATIX - have traveled to offer me a gangbang, on the house! I accepted: the 
five blue blooded and the eight red blooded ones. Why discriminate? 

Humans, titans and giants have managed to form a functional alliance throughout the
Inner Solar System. Saturn the human and his father Kronos the giant can be proud of it. 

Saturnalia has turned into a way of life for everyone around: parties, banquets, art 
making for the sake of art, music for the love of music, gifts and presents for no matter 
which occasion, sex for pleasure (the numbers are safe now – beyond fourteen billions 



and growing as humans colonize new planets), love making for the fondness of it, 
charity for the steriles who have no other choice than to live in the past, haunted by their
too perfect bodies. 

I wished for Kronos to get out of his hide and join me today, for the inauguration of 
my Third Jubilee. But he declined. Don't know why. What "good reasons" are holding 
him there?, at “the frontier...” 

I love him and I wish to make love to him. In response, he consented to watch the 
gangbang. I was a little disappointed... 

***

2191, August 13th - somewhere across Sahara, not too far away from Richatville - I 
jog around in the company of two lovers: OMD, a blue blooded giant lad, and MANN, a
red blooded titan lad from the Moon. The sun welcomes us from above the sands of 
Egypt. 

"Hey, MANN," say I, "how about we run to the Nile, to wet our feet? Are you 
game?" 

"Game!," responds MANN. 

I don't bother asking OMD because he always follows me and seldom speaks. 
Accelerating to fifteen hundred kilometers per hour, I break the soundwall. When you do
this at ground level, the dunes feel the shock wave and the white sands jump to paint the 
air like a fine art umbrella. The next second, two new booming umbrellas flank mine. 
The lads had broken the sound barrier at their turn. Wow, I feel good! 

The Nile is only twenty minutes away. The sun gains traction up on the sky. I tune 
my vision filters to sink darker and, just in case, let me add some extra contrast. Don't 
wish to stumble upon some unlicensed human project. But... wait... a sec... What's that 
black minus catching contour in the middle of the sun? 

"Unidentified flying object nearing at twelve o'clock!" 

Shouts MANN from my left while OMD, from my right side, overtaking me, speeds 
beyond Mach 2.5 and springs to grab the incoming body. 

"Jovian dragon," notes the blue blooded giant as his strong arms grab the reptile by 
its long neck. 



Sadly, the elongated mouth snapped OMD's torso, basin and his entire left leg at the 
same moment when his mighty hands had broken the attacker's spine in two. The 
monster and what's left of my lover fall to the ground. Dead. 

Horrified, we hurry to the rescue of OMD. Another black minus on the sun grows 
into a second Jovian dragon. This one dives to spit fire over the white sands. Four 
thousand Celsius degrees turn the dunes into melted and sticky glass. 

I slip. And fall. 

The ugly head of the lizard opens like a huge pair of scissors. Then it snaps. Around 
my waist. I am cut in two. My body is broken. Looking back, I can see how MANN 
breaks the neck of my assassin. 

The brain informs me that my life will end in seven hundred milliseconds. I 
understand. 

Here go my last thoughts to the backup. 

I thank the humans and their God for allowing me in their story.

Doris Dear, 
With my final breath, I tell you to write about my adventure and, when time comes, 

to end it with the following words, my last. 

"Thus passed Astarte, the mother of Easter and Saturn."

To be continued

***

"Astarte, The Adventure" is a direct continuation of the spectacular paragalactic stories 
from "Polygamy vs. Polygyny," "TITANIA - From Schönbrunn to Saturn" and 
"MATRYOSHKA - Sex in the Golden Age."

The next novel in the works: LUNATIX...
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